FARM CARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.
Castlne.
ibis department brief suggestions, facts and
experiences are solicited from housekeepers,
Address Agricultural
•timers and gardeners.
editor. Journal Office, Belfast Maine.]

Castino is beautiful for situation, on a gentle declivity, looking out upon the numerous islands
which stud that rocky coast, east and west, aud
the l’enobscot, the linest
upon that broad bay
sheet of water upon this continent. Far away,
fourteen miles distant, Belfast, at the western extremity of the bay, simmers in the morning sun, or
would, if it were not cloudy. Here, in Castino,
some three hundred Summer birds, from all parts
of tho country, and of every plumage, gather, fold
their wings, and eoo or chatter to eaeli other.
Here the immortal author of “Uncle Tom's Cabin"
draws her wraps about her and dreams. Here the
venerable author of livangeline” walks about on
the original Acadia, and recalls the incidents of
his youth in his own native State.
Hero the won
derful musician Perabo, an expert on the piano,
violin or jews-harp—I have forgotten which—
saunters, muses and listens to that grand instru
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The

Secrets

of

The

Orchard.

V- I puss

through Mr. Nelson’s orchard
Minot Center. 1 observe trees banked
up with mulch and peat.
•Isn't there danger of killing the tree?”
I asked.
■1 sit no objection to banking up the
As the mulch
live six or eight inches.
underneath decomposes, the tibrous roots
come up towards the surface.
If you
mulch you bring them up, and thus banking protects them against drouth.”
M e pass on and find a small
plantation
"i pc.n trees on the site of au old eider
mill. There are fifty-six Bartlett trees,
six years out, under the lea of the Imild-s. as line a sight of the kind as we can
n n see.
The mulch is poor hay that
is taken a turn under the horses in the
;

darn.

I put

on mulch to keep my Bartletts
that I need not take them to
ket until the M estern fruit is out of
In this wax 1 hold them
market
k several weeks.
1 go to market
■<• a week the
year round. The spring
best selling seasou.
j ain six and
all miles Irom Lewiston going down
; about thirteen
coming back up the
lint 1 go down heavy and come
k
1 jilt
Now here's the Flemish
iv 'ice that took the State Fair
preIt s had even moisture and salt
here's no crack to the fruit."
Me puss into the sheds and cider mill
s imc which abound in Minot, eaus
iidi debate in the neighboring pul'd the relations of eider to new testa,1 obligations
Mr. Nelson is a man
.mi of vinegar,
leaving the hard
pass into a condition against
,: i*•: c is neither law nor gospel,
s
ast assemblage ot casks and hogs..n,
cannot be found iu Maine.
i~-t s
neigh sited alter shed and
,.iu adjacent only to thread
a
vva.. tin ough a la1,.>'inth of vinegar—
a .out Io.immi g
lilons] some of it six
l'in six vcars old vinegar
Ho coni' a gallon to painters who
Idle barrels in use in
-;.ii: ng.
:1
i. casks.
a
msee. i
I s
.1 thick tl
linseed oil would
c
IU gar."
S|,
w..
eareiui.
unless you are
i'.iI;. ue wav In get the oil out
is to make eider
t w;: ferment sudg so tii.a
lit
lie cask to the brim e\ery day
ui'Mitatini. throws out all tlie
I’
fill til' enld weather will let
el;ate'1 Illei settled it Won't
..:.d y ini
illegal'
spoilt. I freeze
;
*
I'ples aim sijneeze them in
so

in
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Two

Visions.

Where close the curving mountains drew
Thu editor oP the Petersburg (Va.)
To clasp the stream in their embrace.
Rural -Messenger says the importance of
With every outline, curve, and hue
a sound practice, no less
than sound
Reflected In its placid face.
in
to
exhaustion
and recuviews,
regard
The plowman stopped his team to watch
peration of tliesoil cannot he overestimatThe train, as swift it thundered by ;
I nless the farmer can preserve, and
ed.
Some distant glimpse of life to catch,
increase the fertility of his lands, as year
lie strains his eager, wistful eye.
by year he crops them, he is slowly but
The morning freshness lies on him.
Just wakened from his balmy dreams :
surely losing ground, and will sooner or
The travelers, begrimed and dim,
later be brought to want if he docs not
Think longingly of mountain streams
mend his practice. The native or natural
Oh. tor the joyous mountain air,
fertility of land is the country's vital
The fresh, delightful autumn day
strength, and the improvement of this
Among the hills! The plowman there
land so as to make +t doubly or trebly
Must have perpetual holiday!
is
the
nation’s
in
the
productive
power
And ho, as all day long he guides
marts of the world.
This is also true ot
His steady nlow. with patient hand,
each individual farm and man who is enThinks of tlio flying train that glides
Into some uow, enchanted laud.
gaged in farming.
it tollows, then, that all exhaustion ol
Where, day by day, no plodding round
the soil which it not immediately replac
Wearies the frame and dulls the mind—
Where life thrills keen to sight and sound,
ed, is a gradual destroying of the force of
With plows and furrows left behind.
individual and national prosperity, and
decline in both must be looked for in proKveu so, to each, the untrod ways
Of life are touched by fancy's giow,
portion to the rate of that exhaustion.
That ever sheds its brightest rays
How important, then, that farmers look
Upon the path we do not know !
well to their ways, and striv e not only to [Agues M Machar, in November
Century.
prevent depletion hut to promote recu-

peration.
In the occupancy of newly cleared land,
there is a tendency to a great waste of
the virgin fertility, until the owner discovers that the land is giv ing back and
needs recuperating.
But then the work
is too burdensome, and ton to one recuperation is never adequate to the necessities of the ease. The true way is, to so
cultiv ate and crop as to add something
to the fertility even year.
Nature is a
most wonderful helper, if but the farmer
will meet her efforts in just the right time
This he mast be mindand right way
ful to do year bv year, and then the work
of increasing the fertility of the soil becomes e< u11pa rat i v el v easy and inexpensive. This is the true course, which
ought always to be pursued where the
laud is now in good plight.
How
But a word about recuperation.
is this to he attained
Ploughing under
green crops i.» one of the cheapest and
readiest methods, and one that every farmer can employ.
It ought to he practiced rx'e .MvcIy throughout the length and
breadth of our land, for there is nothing
supeiior, it. fortunately, there is anything
green to turn under: and we may add
that there almost always should he, at
some time in the season at least.
In our
recent article headed
<»ats and Rye’’we
stated that w e had raised fair oats on our
sweet-potato patch by sirnph sowing the
oats among the vines in advance of the
plough which was digging the crop of
potatoes. That oats made a splendid
green crop to turn under as manure in
the spring.
Working on this plan we can
always have a green crop to turn under
in spring at a very small cost -never
greater than that of seed oats or rye. and
the simple breaking of the land in the
fall to turn under the seed.

Bachelor's

Hall.

“No rest lor the wicked, Ned,” said
Charley Warner to his friend and fellow
adventurer. “The hotel is full, the hoarding-houses are packed ; why, they stow
away thirteen in a bed, down at Burns',
that rickety-looking frame house you see

yonder.”

“Thirteen ! why, that’s too thick to
I say, Charley, didn’t you draw
thrive.
on your imagination for at least ten of
those sleepers ?”
“Not a bit of it: they are all bona Jiile
llesh and blood, young men seeking their
fortunes in the great west, and bent on
making Kansas a free State. 1 suppose ;
but mind ye, 1 didn't say bedstead, that
happens to the tloor.”
“Well, I for one am not fond of amalgamation. Haven’t we got a tent stowed
away somewhere that we intended to go
buffalo hunting with ?”
“To be sure we have: a bright idea.
Let us stretch it on the wide prairie and
set up house-keeping for ourselvos.”
“Agreed 1 Can you cook ?”
e
spring."
“til course 1 can : why, there’s nothing
1
N
s
mvs ue
loo
pay out about
easier to learn than the culinary art.
1
to:
"Ip. lie has two barns well
We’ll lish and we’ll hunt, and our table
: w.'
I.ay. and 1 doubt not his apshall be supplied with the most choice arirth slot lit a year.
Tile
ticles of food with which the country
•.ear
iard was being trimmed up
abounds.”
t, getting it ready for next
And thus Bachelor’s Hall was founded
It pi "luces very few apples this
in the days when ladies were "few and
ear.
far between,” mere oases in the great
liei. i- a lialdwin tree, off which
desert of masculinity.
Nelson took s.> worth of
igo. Mi
As for mankind, they were to be found
e<
go Mishels sold at sg per bushel.
of every type and of every class- young,
tree produces 20 bushels.
ye. r th
middle-aged, old, single, married, w idowallot:' two feet through at the butt
ered, and divorced ; plain, good looking,
i very vigorous,
one lialdwin tree is
handsome, and homely ; speculators, of"lit
id'
which produces every year,
fice seekers, fanatics, hard workers and
.-arout t'mm a tree that winter
fun lovers, to which latter class our
Another method ot recuperation, says
Mr. N'-Ison ascribes the excellent
friends Ned and Charley belonged, a
our contemporary ,is by pasturing to sheep.
.i pi
eg of this tree to the fact
class exceedingly agreeable to the ladies.
And
here
lies
one oi the greatest lienelits,
so
ii
it :•
ue ir the ground
it is mote
that many a tanner could derive l'rnin They varied the monotony oi life by pica bus.i th.in a tree.
This shades the
nics, horseback rides, buffalo hunts, in
this animal.
1’ake any field in any cons tinmoisture.
yoipiisite
which we were allowed to participate
dition that it may happen to he in.
i'ut
correspondent visited the as
it in summer as can during summer, and sleigh rides, dancing
many
sheep
upon
as the middle of September.
thcii liunglrom it- grass and slmihs. parties, ete., in winter, very much after
:i.ie of wind falls was on the get
irge
Let them pasture it thoroughly three the manner of “the civilized world
Viter this date
Nel.- t
The population of Bachelor’s Hall, notReturn nothing to the land extil' ipp.
that fall oil'my trees I work years
Ned's dislike to “close ipiar
withstanding
what
the
in
a natural
cept
sheep
deposit
early w inter fruit none of them go
soon increased to seven. “The poor
ters,”
the
land
will
in
advance
fertiliway; yet
into ider.
fellows begged so hard ft r a habitation
to a marked extent.
Vnnili r are three black heart cherry ty
and a home, that we were obliged to give
But
continue
to gave methods?
why
I
'ii worth of cherries ,,d
i'he enterprising tanner who will think is them shelter from the cruel blast,” said
tie Je trees this season.
But alas! one night,
able to devise hisow n plans and methods, the proprietors.
i1
-a mp of maples t ual 1 set out
and the dilatory and doubting would not the cruel blast in till its fury came down
ai d
At
.~t tlcy wouldn't grow,
act. were we to advance a hundred.
We upon the devoted tent, and scattered the
i'l-i 1
arted leave- ami logspm to
can only hope that one
of
good seven bachelors, with all their di lie rent
example
a
So I say put
a
rii tinely
farming here and there will eventually varieties of luggage and household furI go. 1 ,.,j| in a -and heap
lead all to adopt a sound practice, and niture, in seven different directions. Lngi.e.v
1 use
anything.
then poor farms will he the exception and dismayed, however, they picked themI..
go "l many leaves and
selves up, and finding they were only
not the rule.
frightened and not a bit hurt, resolved
a o1
\u the house cellar,
to erect on the ever memorable spot, a
are able to consume far more food
l’igs
a
y in "Id t.isliioned lollw ay
in proportion to their weight than either more enduiing tenement, which they did :
in
ni'-aus peculiar,
lint
and of its dedication we have somewhat
or oxen.
w.v
iialdwais are kept every sheep
to say.
.lime
l.et me describe the
Combs and wattles of fowls may he
Now as I have before stated that
lio'ses three feet wide and prevented from freezing by oiling them so
ladies were scarce, it will not he
young
'•
-e ice; long are built six inches from
as to prevent their getting wet.
wondered at when I also state that the
bat
air
Will
freecirculate
gt
Creen manuring or the plowing in of seven bachelors were also desperately in
id around the boxes.
These
love with one and the same, Minnie Hay,
v- rise to
within four inches of the green crops, is especially adapted for
by name, and a frolicsome, mirth-loving,
l!ut tin- greatest care is c.xer- light, sandy soils, which need humus beautiful
black-eyed sprite by nature,
to increase their retentive power.
•1
a keeping the temperature cool.
w ho was so good in
keeping a secret, that
I
ic.iar is not particularly dry.
The
Before it is too late, secure a good sup- if she
preferred one above another, not
a:i islet into the cellarand through it
of
road-dust for winter use in the even the closest observer could
ply
peiccivc
cry day in tin- year, rain, snow or shine, dust-boxes of your poultry house.
It can a difference' in the treatment
they reid to tin- lialdvv ins grown on a rich he stored in old boxes and
and
barrels,
ceived.
soil and care in picking and storing used when wanted.
I lie re were first, Neil Hale ami Charley
: airing, and
will
have
sncyou
good
Warner, both first-rate fellows, young
S celebrated French agriculturist, who
lawyers, with the law-loving world before
"There is something else in my metli- ! for many rears held lirst rank in the art
them to make their fortunes in : Courey
ol
when
fattening sheep,
urged to.divulge
i (-a vs Nelsi i, of which 1 do not speak. |
a dark-haired, haughty south‘-.My secret ? I have Cordon,
V"1: put something in the .inuinai last i Ins secret, replied
erner, the very opposite of lean, lank,
none; it is only a i|iiestion of fare.
Inai
tboiit iuy keeping apples late and 1
Abel North, a Vankec, with
id dor 11 ot letters troiii all parts of the duce the animals to eat abundantly' by a light-haired
a great many isms in his head, among
litr> Nova Scotia included asking large, choice variety and good preparation which was a firm belief in the foreordina'■
ai
I did it.” [' 'or. Lew istou .lour. of food : that is all there is to do.”
tion of true marriages.
He rested eonin the thought that .Minnie was
tentedly
Brighton Cattle Market.
Constant Companions
his affinity, and could not fail to perceive
Wi.oxi.shav Oct lit.
it if he gave her sufficient opportunity to
Amount of monk ;.I market t attic, got;,, sheep
I'
!. iij 11- it a n> I- not a general
ami iaiiihs, gu.'»o. sw im-, It.sii; veals, 7-*,; manlier study his character.
So lie visited her
n
suit.
There
are
who
could not of western eattle, 17».»7 ; northern amteastern rattle,
p
many
and
came away in a
frequently,
always
.Vos.
:• .' an akone from a silicic to save their
self-satisfied mood.
Then there was
I'rk o- of heel* rattle IS loo 11, live weight, extra
••~. lint Hilly asl< them
t tliey ever saw
tlrst, $A TonO In; scroll,I, $.7
,nullity, $0 (i.M, n7
Stephen Marks, and hr was very confi/■/// '■ hr/., iillii tiiC.i will glow with
gaa■1Og1,. thirU, $ l ;S7o', 12 ,; poorest grades of
dent also, resting his claims on a golden
coarse oxen, 1,nils, etc., $;( on a I
! true
iitlicsia.-'in born of successful
Itrighton 111-1,--, he t-' tl,; Itrighton Tallow, foundation; besides, he had a splendid
atitii- resiMt h, for there is at least sc p It,; Country HiUes, 7lfc let),: Country Tal
buggy, something unusual in those days,
low, .'»<* p it.; t ,ui ski,,-. 12,,12 ,c. p ||,; Northern
ago ot ho'any with which every one
I .a tul» skins, T.VasU 2 each.
most of the riding being done on horse: itnikar
t.'ie family of tin- burrs, the
Working < >xen—Wc ,|iiote sales ,,f
back. or in large wagons, the latter being
■■•Kies, and the tick-seed.
You are al- 1 pair girth u ft., I inches, live weight-It,, $'7;
I
pailgirlin', ft., I inches, live weight 2tun tl,. $12.',;
frequently drawn by hor.ird stmls,others
running against them in your raut- 1 pair girth
ii ft., n inches, live w eight 21HKI tb, $12.',;
wise known as oxen. And Stephen would
Thev are the vagrants and the vagStore Cattle —Yearling-, $11 a 17 2 year oh Is, $15
ask Miss Minnie to ride, and she w ould
inis of the vegetahle world, the vege- .*27; :l year olds, $2 ,,j to P hca<l.
Milcli Cows—Kxlr;f. g-V,a7',. or,Unary, $2n aAn, smilingly consent, unless prevented by
toie tramps of the highways.
springers, $|saOo P hca,|; farrow „ws, Sl>s2s p
souk' previous engagement,
lie felt so
We ,ju,*te sales of I cw ami calf at $00. i
hcail.
une of tle'rn, like the armed burr
sure of her that he looked w ith supreme
do. $Ao; t milch cows s-.i l,,i; 11 -|,ril,giT- at $40
are
bold
and
'golds,
daring, and jab each; 7 cow ami calves, $12 each; 10 cows ami
contempt on the pretensions of the othu with their spears in true h
es al s.’t.',a00 p lica-l.
gliway- calv
s\\ ine—Cat Flog,— Pricest;
a 7 l,c p II, live
weight, ers, scarcely deigning to consider them as
i ash ion :
thei s. as the agrimony and •'lore
pigs -ell .lull at prices ranging from 7aim* P rivals. There was James Lee, also of the
achaiitor’s night-sliade, are sly and cau- It, lix. w eight, or al $2 OOu.A An p head.
legal profession, and a representative of
s. hiding in inconspicuous
places, and
the old Hay State; with him I was not
tiding your detection until discovered
How cau a dose of Ayers Pills cure headache /
; then much acquainted, as it was only
-11 cst the hat aground of your gai inents.
By removing obstructions from the system—re- ! Minnie Kay who could charm him away
bat they are all our very constant unm- lievmg the stomach and giving healthy action to
from his books. I wondered that lie fanthe digestive apparatus
i anions in the country.
cied her; I suppose on the score of loving
An interesting chapter might lie writAdage by a young lady—Man propose^, but his
opposite, for opposite she was in
mamma disposes.
nil and atlhril ample opportunity for declooks, habits, tastes, and disposition. Ho
ration, on tiie theme of ••Nature as
Prom the Wilmington (Did ) Republican : Mr J.
was fair; she dark, a rosy cheeked bru>ower.’’ \Ye have here seen a class of M Scott, corner Third and Madison streets, had a I
ants whose only means of dissemination
remarkably line horse cured «l the scratches by nette. lie was studious, fond of quiet
and home. She gay, roving, and fond of
St Jacobs Oil
through the medium of alien transporSome people object to revolvers, but one with
sports of all kinds, full of mischief, disof
ati"ii,
which design their very conall the chambers discharged is an all tired good
liking study; while he loved books as his
rmation gives perfect evidence, oththing.
dearest friends, was undemonstrative in
ers shake their seeds
the
upon
running
>. allies of reliable, intelligent women who have
affection, governed always by principle,
in-mis, or hurl them in the current with used Uealy's Vegetable
Toxic Pii.ls with most
ambitious,
persevering and decided, she,
*
i rk. to be washed along and lodged satisfactory curative
results, will be furnished to impulsive,
enthusiastic, good natured,
upon the shingly sand-bars. The germs all who send to il. F. Thayer A (Jo Id Temple and
yet wdth a w ill of her own capable of
"f
Place. Boston. Mass
of
fruits
and
berries
our
look
to
many
asserting its rights if once aroused. Lastthi- birds for their future opportunities of
What are the most unsociable things in the
and hardly worth mentioning, was
growth, while nuts find an abundant world ( Mile stones You never see two of them ly,
Thomas Jenkins, a conceited little puppy,
together.
a-,ms of distribution in the joint propenwith neither character, good looks, nor
-aii's of boys and squirrels.
An Indianapolis exchange mentions that St
Others, like
And these
wealth to recommend him.
tile samaras of the tulip-tree and elm, Jacobs Oil cured Mr J H Matteru, a letter ear
were all on .Minnie’s list of lovers when
rier
of
of
a
that
severe
contracted
in
o
n
city,
sprain,
launched from the tree-tops, and tlutthe tent capsized. And they failed not
the war. [Detroit (Mich ) Western Home Journal.
r with a will to the furtherest limit of
in gallantry, even during the erection of
If courting is a public necessity, as an Ohio
i' llwhile
ethereal
strength;
many more,
the new building, the progress of which
id spirit-like, as in the thistle and the judge decides, why is it done so privately (
was eagerly watched by the ladies, who
in
X<> man feels like work when his back aches
weed, are provided with wings as
At length it
to dedicate it.
determined
There
is
a
tor
it
is
this:
called “Klixiroi
remedy
glit as air; they are at home upon the
was finished, and the proprietors snugly
Life Hoot,” the Banner Kidney Remedy. It cures
breeze, and the whole earth is their king- Kidney
and Liver Complaints, and all diseases of ensconced, seated around a huge lire, for
dom.
the Urinary Organs.
by this time the north wind began to blow'
I <> tin* latter class belongs that emwhen rap, rap, sounded on the door.
The theatre manager who was wrecked had
chill,
‘diluent of grace, our road-side cleitta- light houses to warn him.
“(Jome in,” sang out a voice, and in wo
tlu* queen of all our native climbers,
went, about twenty ladies with the same
Mrs. Lydia B. Pinkham, Jdd Western Avenue.
trailing over walls and fences, throwing Lynn, Mass
is rapidly acquiring an enviable repnumber of gentlemen in the rear, armed
;' embroidered
canopy over the unsight- utation for the surprising cures which daily result and equipped with huge baskets.
ly stubbie, covering the ungainly branch from the use of her V egetable Compound in all
What a welcome we had after the first
with waving sprays of borrowed verdure, female diseases. Send to her for pamphlets.
shock of surprise was over, and what
>
aid swinging its drooping arabesques in
It is always a fall election tor the defeated can
agreeable hosts they proved themselves
didate.
most channing abandon along the borders
to be. As soon as the ladies’ hoods, nuof every pond or running brook.
Public Speakers and Singers will lind Fellows
[\V.
bias, shawls, and furs were disposed of,
of
inestimable
as
of
value,
in
for
Oct.
Hypopbosphites
Syrup
Gibson,
Harper’s Magazine
they proceeded to take down the bedit speedily and effectually allays all irritation and
huskiness, and gives power to the vocal chords, steads, which had just been put up, which
left us a nice place to dance, for the room
Chickens which, from natural disposi- rendering the voice clear and sonorous.
was a large one, with a smooth, uncartion, or from being kept on food too stimuWestern Medical Institute, Cleveland. 0
Mr James I Fellows. Dear Sir—:We were
lating in its character, begin very early
peted floor. The violinists then took
to lay eggs, are generally stunted in induced to prescribe your Syrup of Ilypophos
their places, and light feet kept time to
Dr McMaster; audits use has been atarowtli and, consequently, never become phites by
merry music for a while ; then the contended with such satisfactory results as to warrant
the lino, large birds so desirable for the our
tents of the baskets were investigated
employing it largely from this time forward.
table or the market.
A Slek, M D.
and proved to be materials for tin elegant
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supper, that is, considering the time and
place. There were wild turkey, duck,
chicken, and quail: boiled ham, biscuit,
rivalling snow in whiteness and lightness,
tarts tilled with jelly (made from the wild
grape and plum,) fruitcake, spongecake,
iced cake, and several other varieties, all
in great abundance, fragrant coffee, prepared by Charley, who proved himself an
adept. Spiced oysters, pickles of various
kinds also contributed to set off the table.
Miss Minnie Hay presided, and with
inimitable grace performed her part, notwithstanding seven pair of eyes followed
her every movement.
Stephen Blake
took care to be at her side when supper
was announced, that he
might have the
privilege of escorting her to the table.
Courey Cordon looked very sharp daggers, and then began to flirt with a married beauty, Mrs. Huberts by name. Ned,
('barley, and Jenkins put on white aprons,
or excellent imitations of the
same, and
played the part of waiters, while James
hie contented himself with escorting
your humble servant.
“f oil do not dance,” 1 observed.
“1
hope you are not of those who consider
such amusements wrong t”
“Far from it.” was the reply ; “1 think
dancing one of the most innocent and
healthful recreations.”
ny, tnen, uo you not join us?
‘■Simply because I have never learned,
and my clumsy feet would make rather
an awkward appearance on the floor.
1
should -.am the ladies to take care ol
their d esses.
My life,” said he, in a
more s rious tone, “has been too full of
work : every moment has brought its duty
to perform, every day its ditlieulty to
1 could not turn aside from
overcome.
the rugged path before me to dally in the
sunshine of pleasure, lest 1 lost sight of
the grand object of life.”
“Which is the pursuit of honor and
fame,” said I, impiiringly.
“Not exactly, if I understand myself
aright ; it is to be worthy of both. Let
me reach my own standard of moral and
intellectual culture, and I shall be content
to live unnoticed and unknown.”
“Hut we are commanded to let our
light shine as well as to improve our
talents.”
“Certainly ; 1 do not mean to bury myself like a hermit, only that 1 endeavor
to cultivate such a frame of mind, that I
can be content to labor for
my own good
and the good of the world, uncheered h\
its applause.”

An

Open Door.

bachelor's llall will be laid in
by the tire of jealousy : we slumber
on a magazine ready at any moment to
explode. I cannot seek my couch until
some method is devised to avert this

longer,

danger."
“Well, what shall be done?" said
Jenkins, bringing Charley down from his
bombastic rather suddenly.
! ••W hat I have to propose is this : We
I will allow one week for proposals to be
made to the young lady in question : each
bachelor seeking his own opportunity,
and reporting his success or failure one
week from to-night. Are you all agreed ?’’
Six ayes responded, and the self constituted President declared the assembly
adjourned for one week.
Kaeli bachelor kept his own counsel,
though the hall was hardly as jolly as
usual, yet the time passed by without any
serious disturbance.
“The meeting will please come to order,” said the President; “and to set an
example of promptness and honesty, 1
will just state that your worthy presiding oliicer has been rejected. Said she
was sorry for me. but she was engaged.
I could not get my courage up till last
night. Who’s the lucky fellow, was it
y mi, Jenkins ?"
••Not I. indeed.
I wrote out a most
beautiful speech, which 1 forgot at the
important moment of delivery."
“
Mid consequently failed to reach her
“So did 1, though I
heart." said Ned.
asked her in plain Lnglish to shale my
humble fortunes. 1 presume she thought
there was but one share.”
“She don'' care for that," said Stephen.
"I offered her fire llioitsuixl ilnlliirs, and
she said no.
1 wouldn’t have thought it
possible any young lady could be so foolish ; she is certainly out of her wits.”
“She don't see things in a clear spiritual light,” quoth Abel ; “however, she’ll
be mine in eternity."
“Very poor consolation for an earthworm
perhaps she did not want any of
us: it is well we saved bloodshed and
broken bones, and went at the matter in
peaceable nineteenth century style,” remarked the President. “Pome, Lee, you

report.”
“Well. 1 asked her to marry me, and
she said”- -here he paused long enough to
excite half a dozen curious vv hats- “she
said lies."

“Kgad!” “Thunder!'’ “You don't say
so!” “1 want to know!” were some of
the exclamations heard from all except
Hordon, who sat in haughty silence for a
time, and then quietly said : “I believe
you are the only one I would congratulate.”
“And 1!” “And 1 !" said several others.
“We all acknowledge your superiority.”
“Thank you for the compliment,” said
Lee, “it is entirely undeserved.”
Kxclarnations of wonder and surprise
were numerous when Minnie’s choice was
I only wondered if she
made known.
was worthy of him.
Time has proved her really his “affinity,” and a noble woman. They have
prospered in this world’s goods, and James
Lee no longer treads the rugged paths of
not
Fame
adversity
seeking fame.
came to him, and found him worthy of
her highest honors.
Minnie never regretted her choice.
Sue said : “He always elevated me to a
purer, better atmosphere. In his society,
I felt a desire to become holier and wiser.
The performance of duty, however distasteful, became a pleasure, because it
contributed to the perfection of character.
lie was and is to me the embodiment of true manhood.
I love, honor,
and respect him so much, that obedience
seems natural.”
—

J.
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wore
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—a

yardstick.”

[Hoston Transcript.

A prominent Saw York lawver coulidentially
informs us that during his experience lie has never
mot with a divorce case hut what there was a woman in it.

Filial

“l>idthey treat the President in that
I asked, as a nurse shook a small
glass tube, placed it in a patient's mouth,
noted the figures and marked the result.
“Precisely,” was the answer.
No orders are recognized unless written, and one of the most interesting feat-

The

to every
of the human body.
Some poor fellow meets with a railroad
accident, and is brought, all covered
with blood and tilth, to this room, where
his wounds are dressed, and he is then
assigned to one of the cool, white beds.
The surgeons have done their work
faithfully and well, but small would be
tho chances for life if there were no competent nurse to supplement it. A woman’s presence and a woman’s touch are
mere poetical terms in such cases, unless
her nerves are steady and her hands can
bind a bandage properly.

possible position

nicKness

is as

universal as sm.

\\ ere

it found only in hospitals, the demand for
could be supplied, but the cry
conies from homes all over the land, and
the young women who graduate from this
Training School can easily command
very remunerative wages. Candidates
are required to have a fairly good education, an irreproachable character and
good health. After approval by the
management they are admitted on a
month’s probation without pay.
if found
worthy, they enter upon systematic training for two years, receiving, in addition
to board, ten dollars a month for the first
year, and fourteen the second. This sum
is hardly looked upon as wages, because
the education given is considered more
than an equivalent for services rendered.
Pupils study specified text-books on
nursing, and kindred subjects, and take
notes of the lectures given by the superintendent of nurses and by the hospital
staff, which is composed of men standing

held back, further acquainseeming in some respects undesirable.
“Count me out,” he said.
“Have 1 crossed the seas and settled in
America, to raise a coward," shouted the
father, brandishing his gun.
“Hut 1 recollect your advice when 1
left Carson,” was the reply.
“How can I
forget your sage precepts. Didn’t you
tell me never to go where 1 couldn't take
my wife. Now how would Sal look in
there with that bear ?”
The old man clasped his dutiful son to
his bosom, and as the hear issued forth
son

tance with the hear

ures

chair, costing SfiOO, adjustable

excitedly.

man

night

Perhaps the late scenes at the White
House gave a peculiar interest to the
operating room. Here were rows of seats
rising one above another, where the doctors and medical students sit and watch
the surgeons at their work, cases of uglylooking instruments, and an operating

Devotion.

Nut lono ago a young man in Carson
got married and started for California
with his young wife.
As lie hoarded the
train his father hade him good bye and
gave him the parental blessing.
“.My son,” sail! the aged sire, shaking
with emotion, etc., “remember these
words if you never see me again.
Never
go into a place where you would not take
your wife.”
The couple settled in Mariposa county,
and last week the old man went down to
lie proposed a bear hunt,
visit them,
and they were fortunate enough to track
a grizzly to bis lair among some of the
boulders in the ehapparel. As the two
approached, the bear roused up and sent
forth a growl ot'delianee which shook the
trees.
“Co in there and kill ’im,” said the old

way

of the visit was an examination of a
nurse’s book, in which were copied
her orders from the physician, and the
report of how they had been carried out
during the night. I; was noticeable that
certain things were to be done “if needed," or ‘'it the patient requires,” showing
the absolute need of judgment and training on the part of the person in charge.
Sleeping at one's post is as much of a
misdemeanor as for a soidierto do so, but
the excellent discipline which keeps the
corps of day and night workers entirely
distinct, almost precludes this possibility.
Patients are spoken of by the number of
the beds in the ward,
for instance, ('
d* had the misfortune to lose a leg, and
the clothes were lifted that we might see
“how nicely the stump is doing.” This
statement i took on faith, while my eyes
were riveted on the skillful
bandaging,
on the appliance for
keeping the weight
of the clothes from the sutl’ering member,
and on the fracture-bed which can bo
changed without disturbing the limb.
Most women, and a lew men, can make
an ordinary bed, but a
hospital.bed is
quite it ditl'erent affair. To roll out the
soiled sheets and roll in the. clean ones,
as deftly as these young women did, was
;i marvelous sight.
No amount of feminine “instinct” could serve in such it
case ; there must be trained hands.
Another curiosity was the diet lists.
The diet for T Id was chicken broth,
baked apples, dry toast and ice cream.
Printed lists of the dishes to be served
for the day are sent to the steward’s department, and when preparer, the food
is forwarded to the various wards.
It is
the nurse’s business to see that the supply
corresponds with her written order, and
then to feed her patients. The cooking
of the food is also a part of her educaIt is no unusual thing for a physition.
cian in private families to go to the
kitchen and make a poultice or some
gruel, because no one in tie: house can do
such simple things, and it would well repay a girl to go to this hospital just to be
taught how to prepare food and delicacies
for the sick.

are

M. on the lothinst.
It may be here stated that had the frames been constructed
of iron instead of the splendid ductile
material of which they were composed,
they would have all required to have been
renewed, and e\en then they would not
have made such a complete job as at present." The inference is that had the Rotomahauanot been constructed with steel
manufactured by the exhibitors, every
soul on board would have perished.

may
Madonna over his head, ot a rose-bud bv
his side, but lie will surely die from foul
odors or imperfect drainage.” Over each
bed is a chart on which the patient’s
pulse, temperature, and respiration is
registered, according to the physician’s
directions.

nurses

A venerable and esteemed reader proffers the following:
“What is that which
lias three feet, and no legs, is all body hut
no limbs, lias no toes on its feet, no head,
moves a great deal but never uses its feet
for the purpose, has one foot at each end
and one in the center of the body f This
is a queer creature in some respects, and
is very popular among the ladies and
some gentlemen.
It never walks out,
but goes with one foot where the head
might be, dragging the other foot behind.
These feet have nails, but no toes, no
heels and no hones in the feet. Answer

in the medical

high

profession. Wardprovided to relieve the nurses
“(jet leave to work in this world,” said of some of the drudgery. The hospital
-Mrs. Browning; “be sure ’tis better than has accommodations for <‘185 patients, and
what you work to get.” “But where?” its sixteen wards, except the one for
males having infectious diseases, are in
cry fifty thousand female voices from
Massachusetts alone, “all the places are the hands of the Training School nurses.
filled.” Not all; one door of usefulness Most of them come from New England
stands wide open, and no jostling crowd homes of thrift and intelligence, and a
few from the West and Nova Scotia, with
surging thither, and from whence issues an
occasional recruit from the ranks of
a continual
cry for help. “Housework, 1
wealth. The notion that it is a sphere of
suppose!” exclaims some young woman,
ambitious to pose ten hours a day behind activity, suited only to the ignorant and
is shown to he utterly false by the
a
counter, or who besieges her political lowly,
friends for a “place” at Washington. No, lives of such women as Dorothea Trudel,
neither house nor olfice work, nor ste- “Sister Dora” and Agnes E. Jones. The
life of the latter, as told in “Ena and Her
nography, nor telegraphy, nor teaching,
has led more than one young
nor dress-making -honorable as
they all Paupers”
lady out of her life of selfish ease into
are—but nursing.
one of self-denying activity.
[The ConThrough the courtesy of the superintendent of the City Hospital, 1 was per- gregatioualist.
mitted recently to make, a tour through
Test of Steel in Shipbuilding.
that institution, visiting particularly the
Training School for Nurses, and came
One of the largest, in fact the largest
away more than ever impressed with the and most powerful steamer in the Ausdignity and usefulness of their calling. tralasian trade is the Kotomhaua. This
Few women reach middle life without
vessel belongs to tho t'nion Company of
seeing the time when they would sacrifice New Zealand, and was built by Messrs.
all other knowledge for skill in
dressing William Denny & Brothers, Dumbarton.
a wound, or for a
familiarity with the On New Year’s day, lSsu. whilst engaged
technics of nursing. There is a fallacy
on an excursion
from Auckland, X.
afloat that if one has a light step, a gen- Z to the 'treat trip
Barrier Island, she struck
tie touch and a sympathetic manner, she with
considerable force on a sunken rock.
is thereby fitted to minister in a sickThe marine superintendent at Dunedin,
room.
These are excellent adjuncts, but where the vessel
was docked for repairs,
the essential qualifications are developed in his
official report observed that the
only by training, which cannot he secur- worst of the damaged plates were taken
ed outside of a hospital. Florence Nightout, rerolleil and replaced. Many frames
ingale, after twenty-five years’ experi- were set back, and a serviceable job
writes:
is
an art, and
ence,
“Nursing
made of the repairs in seventy-two hours.
if it is to be made an art, requires as ex"This experience has shown clearly the
clusive a devotion, as hard a preparation,
immense superiority of steel over iron.
as
any painter’s or sculptor’s work.” There islittledoubt that had the KotomaThirty y ears ago no woman, cither in our haua been of iron such a rent would have
land or in Europe, could have obtained been made in
her that she would have
this preparation, no matter how strong filled in a few
minutes.
A number of
her desire, or how marked her fitness for frames were set
back by the force of the
the service, unless she agreed to become blow
; the bulkhead was bulgeifand the
a “sister” for life.
All this is low changwas corrugated, and yet there did
plate
ed; partly because of the inc unpetency, not
appear one crack anywhere.” The
and oftentimes the moral delinquency of official
report from the manager of the
male nurses.
dock contains the following siggraving
In
tlie Inst school fot training wo- nificant
paragraph : ‘-The floors were cut
men in this country was opened at the
and the frames thoroughly examined, but
Bellevue Hospital, New York, and the we found no
sign of crack or strain in the
matron of the Boston City Hospital is a
material. The frames were heated and
graduate of that institution. I'nder her re-straightened, and riveted to the floors.
guidance 1 went through a dozen wards, All the riveting was completed, by ii 1’.
and saw the nurses at work.
BY KBANC'ES

hospital uniform -a seersucker gingham
dress, a big white apron and a dainty
••ton win no sure to receive it, said I
white cap -some busy feeding the pa‘•Well. 1 shall he only too happy.”
tients, others taking their temperature,
Supper being over, others joined us, and and ail
keenly alive to the comforts of
the conversation becoming general, he
their charge. Everything was conducted
did not finish the sentence; but the party
with military precision. Each nurse had
soon afterwards came to an end, as ail
a basket containing
scissors, pins, bandparties will, and I have been told by a ages. ointments
and whatever would be
reliable
no
that
sooner
‘•very
gentleman,”
needed in dressing a wound, ready to
had we all departed, than Mr. Hilaries
snatch up at a moment’s notice, openllaie mounted a stick of wood and adout oi the wards was a closet containdressed the assembled family as follows : ing
bottles of medicine, hot and cold
“(Jentlemen. the time for action has ing
water, and a few simple instruments.
arrived : suspense is no longer bearable.
Also another with snow y piles of sheets
No more can we go forth to daily toil
and blankets, so arranged as to be countwith smiling faces, to meet again at eve
ed at a glance.
around this fireside in friendly converse,
Cleanliness is everywhere rigidlv enwith brotherly love, while rivalry rankles
but the walls are rather bare of
in the heart.
1 have noticed this even- forced,
ornament.
Catling his attention to the
brows
and
as
fierce
ing cloudy
glances
the practical superintendent refact,
lightning. We can proceed in peace no plied : “A man
recover without a
ashes
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exclaimed;
“Speaking of Sally, let us hasten home
our prolonged absence might cause her
needless alarm.”
In about fifteen minutes they had
reached the ranch, the old man a little
ahead, and the distance was about four
miles.
To reduce the

weight

of masts of

ing yachts, it has been the

rac-

custom to bore

out the heart of the stick for the whole or

part its length. While lightness is thus
gained, strength has been lost, and to compensate for this loss, a new form of hollow
mast has been recently tried. The stick
was carefully cut into two equal parts,
and then the interior was gouged out in
sections. Spaces were left uncut between
the sections, so that when the two parts
were.put together the stick would he an
exact copy of the interior of a rod of bam
boo, the stem of which is hollow, and
reenforced at short distances by thick
rings of woody matter that nearly close
the tube made by the stem. This form
of structure is light and yet very nearly
as strong as a solid mast.
The two parts
are fastened together by putting in dowels at the reenforced places. When finished, the mast is smooth on the outside,
and gives no intimation of.internal structure.
[Century Magazine for November

(late Scribner).
The

Choice

of

a

Sadd.e-Hor&o.

The selection of n horse for the saddle is a com
of trouble to those wishing to com
riding. In the lAnted States, at the pres
ent time, there is no lack of horses that, with
eareful breaking, could be made tirst class saddle
horses. The racing stables of America furnish
every year a number of horses not good enough to
keep in training, yet excellent for park hacks or
light weight hunters. These animals can only he
bought at low rates, and when properly broken are
safer and far more lasting than common-bred
horses
Central America possesses a breed of
ponies of rare beauty and docility—charming
These little animals
household pets for children
are not always to he found in the United States,
and when here they are costly. For larger boys
and girls, the mustang of the plains ought to he a
Their many trend qualities aro
favorite mount
The mustang is benot as yet fully recognized.
lieved by many to he vicious, unruly, and, in con
sequence, unsafe for children ; on the contrary, it
is an intelligent, sturdy little creature, full of af
fection for a kind owner Droves of mustangs are
from time to time brought to New York by the
great cattle shippers, and in their w ild stale they are
snapped up by city dealers at prices ranging from
eight to forty dollars per head. (Miss Midy Mor
gan, in The Century Magazine for November.
mon source

ntence

New

Cooking Utensil.

The ordinary range and cook stove, in which the
tiro-box is placed at the side of the oven, or in
which the products of combustion pass over the
top, have the disadvantage of an irregularly heated
oven.
The sides and top are hotter thau the hot
tom and ends or other side, and. as a result, the
bread or other food is improperly cooked—perhaps burned at top while badly done at the bottom
To correct this defect in ovens, a simple appliance has been devised for causing the air in the
oven to circulate, and thus carry the heat obtained
by radiation to all parts of the oven A sheet of
metal, bent into the form of the top and one side
of the oven, is supported on wire standards and
placed in the oven. In the narrow space between
the sheet metal and the hot side and top of the
oven, the air is heated more than in the main body
of the oven, and by expansion it rises and moves
over the top of the oven, toward the cooler walls.
The arrangement, simple as it is, appears to be
founded ou a good idea, and is reported to work
well in practice. The apparatus examined was
portable, and is designed to be put in the oven by
the cook whenever an even heat is needed. [The
World's Work, the Century for November.
There are some experiences in life which make
feel like the boy who, when he stubbed his toe
sharp stone, said ho was too big to cry and too
badly hurt to laugh.
us
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Iteminiscenees and Opinions of
Fisherman.

Veteran

a

ment—

The first of my going into the bay St. Lawrence
for mackerel was in 1S35, soon after the iuaugura
tion ot that fishery by American fishermen. From
that time until lsiu the ileot averaged from one
hundred to four or five hundred sail, and 1 do not
think that in all that time the whole fleet took one
thousand barrels of mackerel within the three mile
line, or in any waters now under control of tho
Dominion of Canada
The chief maekereling
grounds were then between tho Magdalen islands
and the River St. Lawrence. 1 have counted three
hundred sail fishing at once, doing well, catching
splendid fish. Tho current rtiu so strong and irrog
ularly that sometimes we would drift in sight of
the land in tho course ot the night, but would
very seldom try tor fisb in the morning uni i 1 we
had run the laud down, with the exception of some
hills m upper Canada which we called Snake Head
In the summer of IHlit my brother and 1 had
been cruising on the old grounds until about the
first of September, doing very poorly, and one even
ing we concluded to run southwest all night At
daylight wo found ourselves close aboard New
London. We hove to and commenced throwing
bait, and soon the mackerel came tip very plenty!
and we caught some thirty or forty barrels. The
land was quite high, and according tomyreeollec
tion we were from three to four miles off
We
fished between there and the North Cape five or
six days, and took our fare
Tile second day we
fished there we were surrounded by boats from the
shore. Their crews catno on board, examined very
minutely our fishing gear and bait, and stared m
amazement to see us slat in the mackerel.
Wo
asked them it they did not catch mackerel. "Oh.
a few for bait," was the
reply. "Will you please
sell us a few lines and hooks so that we" can catch
some bait to go off on tho fishing grounds ■"
They
showed us tlieir hooks and leads, which 1 should
judge weighed a pound, and their lines were about
the size of those now used for pollock lines
We
finally gave them some old lines and jigs and told
them to get on tlieir boats and d 'up astern and
fish in our bail
They caught their hint and, went
off shore about six or eight miles and engaged in
codlishiug. From that time, till wo filled up re
were surrounded by boats after lines and jigs.
I
should think at ihe time we left fur lionit tin re
were fifty sail fishing inshore and
doing well. F. r
the next three years tho fleet did w ell inshore, and
tho Islanders learned to fish tor mackerel, but
they did not put tip anv for the market until some
rears afterwards.
The lirst 1 heard of cutters being in the Hay was
some time afterwards.
Some ot the fishermen
told me they were lying at anchor unfit r an island
called Margaree. on the coast of Pace Breton:
some threw bait for mackerel and others caught
codfish for dinner : some shore boats put off and
asked them if they knew that ('apt Dailey di t not
allow the Americans to tisli so near the shore :
they replied that they anew nothing about (.'apt
Darlev ; in tile course of the day a small vessel
came off and ordered the American vessels to get
underway directly : some replied that the captain
was 111 the cabin asleep, and when he awoke
they
would teli him some made one answer ai.d some
another
Prince Edward island was then an hide
pendent province, not attach 1 to Canada, and the
people on the Island wanted the licet to fish around
the Island anywhere they pleased, as it was of eon
siderable benefit to them.
But the authorities
complained to <ireat Britain, to gain some pobtieal
point i suju< -s<■. anil the British government sent
armed svameis to protect the fishing interest ot
the provinces
They had no cutter on the island
at that time, but some were fitted out from the
other provinces, with authority. 1 suppose, to
cruise on the shores of Prince Hi ward Island. At
any rate, they employed all the art and deviltry t
which they were capable to induce American ves
sels to come within the three mile limit. For in
stance, they would paint their vessels like an
American fisherman, and go to fishing within tl ,,
limit, to decoy us in. I remember one craft thus
decoyed that was busily employed in fishing when
the cutter gave chase, but the Yankee was too
smart tor her. and showed a clean pair ot heels.
1 ho cutters would annoy us often when yre were
not within the three mile limit.
I have myself
lost good days' fishing when 1 knew I was more
than three or even four miles oil shore, by bciimordered further oil'.
My first experience with the
steamer was in this way.
The' tleet was fishing
Ilolu tour to six miles oil. according to our best
judgment, when uc saw tile steamer coming around
the eastern point or tin island, and make for the
nearest fisherman.
There were about one him
fired sail in sight, and they began to scatter. the
one site was alter would wear around, run before
ttie wind and haul on the wind, hut it was no use
The steamer came up and sent lu-r boat on board
The skippei began to beg off. telling the ..(licet lie
thought lie was more than three mile.-oil. had had
a poor catch, had a large family, owned a
part f
the vessel which was all he had ill the world, etc
etc
“What's all tliis about :" repln 1 the ■.Hirer
"All we want is lo see if we van buy a few tisli to
eat.'' The skipper told bun how he had bee a:i
noyed by the cutter, at which lie was verv indig
mint, and said lie would cruise up and down on
Die three mile line so that we could tell where to
tjsli 1 he steamer had been sent to prote'ot Amen
can fishermen.
According to my judgment and
belief a very small proportion id" ilie mackerel
eat eh was taken within the three mile limit.
Then came the Washington Treaty at; I we paid
S-.A,Tfio.otm tor ie liberty to can li fish withinihre
miles : the coast for twelve years, ami admitted
tisli and tisli mi trmn the provinces free of duiv
ln May. Is;?, I received a commission from Dm
Vi iliiam Cogswcil as
Deputy Inspector of Kish \
few days afterward he sent tor me to come to 1! s
1 supposed he wanted to give me some legal
ton.
points in connection with my duties, as lie was a
lawyer. When I readied Boston he said tlint Hon
Dwight Koster wanted me to tell him what 1 knew
about catching mackerel within three miles of the
provincial shore*, lie gave me a letter of inlmdi:
turn to Mr. Foster, who received me verv cordially. and taking down his chart, questioned me m re
card to courses and distances Irom mm j nut to another 1 answered him readilv. and told him 1 bud
a better chart ill my head than the one before as.
being my remembrance of an old English chart,
lie questioned me at length concerning mackerel
fishing ir. the Bay, .-a:d tie was going to Halifax i:i
August and thought he should want me to testin'
before the Fishery PoiuiniSsiou.
1 told inn i
should he glad to go if he thought 1 could he ot
benefit to the lishing interest of Massachusc’ts.
August came, and four or ti
pronnuent and r**
spec-table citizens went to Halifax, some of them
knowing about as much about the inshore mai-k**rtd
tishery as t he 1 inspector < iciieral of Fish knows about
the various qualities of pickled tisli.
1 thought t
queer 1 was not called tor, but concluded that it
was an oversight, as
perhaps it was. I inquired ot
one who went what pay
they gut. ai.d ho said that
no money had been
appropriated fur that purp* >.•
but it was expected that the m xt session of Fun
gress would provide for the payment of the hi.'.s.
After sufficient time had claps, d. being a poor
man and standing in need of the
money 1 sent mv
bill to lion Dwight Foster, as follows

“which slugs
deep, profound, eternal bass in nature’s anthem,
And makes music such as pleased the ear of God.”
A wonderful, healthy, quiet, orderly and religious
place, it will yet become a popular Summer sani-

The*

tarium
What a safe place for sailing on the bay
and up the Bagadnce river! What safe and sue
cessful halting for the lover of piscatorial sport!
What happy hours has the writer spent in a dory
on these waters, casting the
deep lead without
getting a bite! It was tishing, nevertheless, and
all
the
same.
0
dreaming
ye head toilers, with
weary brain and shattered nerves, and unstrung
spirit-harp, go to Castine! There, with some pri
vate family, in a roomy and comfortable mansion,
with good, wholesome food, free from fashion,
folly and noise, at a dollar a day, recuperate!
Rich is the romance of history in this ancient
town.
Look yonder! There comes sweeping
around the point three or four strange looking
craft, with high stem and stern, tilled with a crowd
of peculiar looking beings, shouting and gestieulat
ing to the wondering savages on the shore. Drop
ping their anchors, they swam to land. These are
the adventurous Vikings, the Northmen, and that
was A
D. 1000. They scoured along this coast
down as tar as the Vineyard Isles.
The scene changes.
Look again! It is now
Diob.
Three small ships pass the point coming
from ihe east, and hold their course straight on
up .he bay and find the mouth of a great river,
which they call Pemtagoet, now Penobscot. It is
H e famous Champlain.
Once more the scene changes, and a small ves
sei with some sober looking men sail into the har
bor, and, after landing, commence the erection of
a log house
Their hales and boxes and puncheons
of rum are unloaded, and the “Plymouth Com
out
their shiugle and invite the natives
pany" put
to trad**
It is PAIR
Look!
Yonder comes around the magic point a
flag with the ;ilies of France at the mast head ot
an unite i galleon. The soldiers land, break
up the
Pilgrim s shop and carry off the stork It is IRA*
1 hose Frenchmen build a tort and commence
housekeeping. Hark <oins are heard in the *lis
tanee, ai.d the lull echo*-.- roll over the waters of
the bay and die away among the hills* It is the
brave (.-apt Girling, who, with his ship, the “Great
Hope. a:id a crew of twenty men with the re
Downed Miles Stumlisi. m ,-oard. lias engaged for
seven hundred pounds
: beaver to drive the
“/**//
oiii of ( ast me. and reinstate the Plymouth
traders.
But with true Chinese strategy he com
meueed tiring his own gun as soon as he got into
the bay. and when he emu* in sight
the fort
found Ins powder exhausted ami sail**.I back safe

ly

■

Expense
One

to Boston and return.?
clam chowder.

Compulsory

and

of the British

public has already

ideas as

pernicious

t!n• r• is a solution t»
hi my humble "pMoi
the vexed problem, aud one full of hope: at least
1 venturi to aflinn that it is one
it is so to me
which will
In brief, let us have a westward and an eastward
track or lane, laid down for and enforced upon all
steamers sailing between the I'nited States and
tireat Britain.
The west ward track crossing the meridian bo deg.
west at hi min 10 see north.
The eastward track
crossing the meridian "I bo deg west at Id min. 10
see
north : thus making the maxima distance
apart of the tracks or lanes one hundred and twenty miles.
Steamers from the St
Lawrence via Mu North
Fhannel to keep north of the western track to the
I'nited States.
Steamers from the I'nited States, by way of the
North Channel to keep north ot the westward
track.
It will l.c* seen that the English Channel wester
ly and the St. (ieorge'sChamu 1 easterly track cross
each other: again, the easterly track from Boston
i-rosses the westerly tracks to the more southern
ports, while the Philadelphia and Baltimore west
erly tracks cross the New York easterly track.
There has been, and is, no practical way ot
escape from these crossings, but with the kuowl
edge of almost tin* exact place of crossing, we
may hope that the present risk will be somewhat
It is in the neighborhood of the Banks,
lessened
and thence toward New York, where fogs are so
generally prevalent, that we dread the meeting of
steamers: and l maintain that, by adopting the
proposed tracks, the chances of such meetings
would seldom occur. Hast ward of the Banks, in
the winter season, steamers would, as heretofore,
occasionally get considerably out of their tracks
by hauling to, or running before the w ind during

a

the prevailing economic
blunders :

Under Protection the commerce of the whole
world has increased BH per cent, in ten years
Undei Protection the commerce of the United
States has increased <*S percent, in the same period
Under Protection the commerce of Holland and
Belgium, of France, of Germany, has increased re
spectively A7, Al. and BO per cent.
Under Free Trade the commerce of England in
creased \!l per cent, in ten years.
Under Protection America is accumulating annually 11 HA,000,000 sterling.
Under Protection France is accumulating an

Dually £?A,000,000 sterling.
Under Free Trade England is accumulating annually £ HA. 000,000 sterling. Many experts main
was

cumulating.
Protective America

now

losing

exports

instead of

more

ac-

than she

imports.

Protective Franco imports annually £1,000,1)00
more than she exports.
The balance against 1 oils £-10,000,000 m ten years.
Free Trade England imports annually L lBO.ooo.
00ft sterling more than the exports
Wages have risen more rapidly in protective
Franco, Belgium and America than in Free Trade
England, and, what is of infinitely more importance, employment has been steady and continuous.
The position of the operative under Protection in
America is better in every respect than the posi
tion of his mate under Free Trade. Operatives
from all parts of the world llock to America, the
land of Protection ; not one ever comes to England. the laud of Free Trade.
Tho New York

police

have arrested

a

a

There she formed an attachment for a receiver of
stolen goods named Moses Erich, and in order to
get rid of Lillie she gave evidence against the
burglar which caused him to bo sent to the State
prison. She was arrested twice for theft while she
was living with Erich, but she escaped punishment
in this country by going to England and attaching
herself to “Jack” Shannon, an expert London thief.
After staying a few years in London she was arrested with Shannon for robbing a store. They
were both convicted. Shannon receiving a sentence
of four years and the woman a sentence of two
years. After serving out her term of imprisonment she returned to America and went to live
with Tierney. Since then she has been arrested
several times, and has served one term for theft in
tho Kings county, N. Y., pouitentiary.

heavy gale.

1 should not wish to see any such hard and f ist
lines drawn as to put any impediment in the way
of making a good passage, or imperil the safety ot
ships by improper handling 01 course, my prop
osition falls far short of being a pauacea tor the
ditliculties encountered ou the North Atlantic, nor
do 1 expect that any less vigilance and caution on
the part of commanders would ho shown.
1 will
not occupy space by detailing the minor bene tits
that must accrue from the working of the “two
lane” system : let it sulliee briefly to mention that
disabled steamers w ould readily be picked up by
steamers bound the same way: and that sailing
vessels, when practicable, would avoid steamer
lanes. The farther south the track lies, the smaller chance, of course, there is of fogs

woman

calling herself Margaret Tierney, for burglary. She
was born in Maine, and when young was married
to a sea captain.
She deserted her husband, lied
to Boston, and became the companion of a noted
bank burglar named
Ned" Lillie. The burglar
carried her to New York and taught her to steal.

North

sea

oil

tain that since 187 VO sin*

tne

o

-*»

by

on

Writing of tins t-*{ .e :n the lirst number <»t the
entury Magazine. Captain Horatio McKay oi the
Cunard I.ti e. points out the dangers of collision ut
sea. and suggests a m -ms of prevention, as follow s:
H i> a met that sti ..:m-r> are constantly meeting
ea. l
111• i' v
1 may
crossing the Atlantic
mention :: at a few day* before this article was
written wlule a dens*- big shrouded the coast,
from the Hanks t Newt indland !«• New York, a
large number < f collisions ui p- reported, one of
these resulting in the sinking of one of the two
colliding steamers (report says sin- sank within
live mmutes after she w i.-struck; batunateishe
earned no passengers, or in her ease, we might
have had to deplore the ,i» of 11 te as well as »•;
During the same fog which prevailed
property
for about two wro ks: no one can tell the number
of narrow escapes thert were incidentally 1 have
f which was between two
heard of four. ot:e
large passenger steamers \\ ben it is known that
one of these steam.ei > carried upward ot a thous
ami souls, tin very thought of their coming into
eoi.tact with each other is enough t.. take one's
It is admitted that the existing
breath away.
state of things, as regards steamers { lying on the
N< rth Atlantic, giv. s se; ioi.s eaose tor apprehen
tv by the awful
sion. aud we m.r. be starth d an;.
intelligence fan mpiec-iii-nted loss of life at sea
The j nest ion irises, is them any feasible method
of cseupe fr. oi tlie 1 Vir.ii a
What I mean is
this
Fan 11 ah- still g.liereasiug between
w r In ut a
Viicrieu
and
Kurope
proportionate in
>i;t« 11 ;'•■ and property hy collisions at
crease of

That.

been called

Routes

•

The Industrial World, of Ottawa, says the fol
lowing are among the facts to which the attention
thinker who looks

Lane

Atlantic.

Total. .s-j. i.,

Picture

Plymouth

•»

Great Britain received >A Ado.uoo but I did not
-1A. nor any acknowledgment of the pget my
ceitit <»t tin* hill
You may draw any conclusion
you please concerning the results ot the Fisher;.
Commission. My opinion is that it is one infernal
swindle, brought about by the tisli dealers of Bos
ton. so that they might get the mackerel tree of
duty and pack and brand them as they pleased
without regard to law ami semi them throughout
the country to swindle t!.*- consumers of fish.
[William P »ge in Cape Ann Advertiser
Newbury port, Get. •», issi.
This

to

Oliver Cromwell appears in my rambling dream.
not in person, but by i.ls representative.
Major
Sedgwick, in IRR1. He sailed into this war-vexed
harbor, and drove out the French, to be again re
stored by the treaty of Breda m 1RR7.
Now comes from Canada, in lace and feathers,
the Baron .L an Vincent d<* Si Castiu and the old
name Pemtagoet gives
place to the more euphoni
ous Castine. With true French policy, he takes to
the
wife
lovely daughter of the great Penobscot
chief, Madoekawondo. thus securing forever the
friendship ot the natives. There she comesoround
that wonder revealing point in all her paint, feath
ers and 1 "■:•*!<
with a hundred lurch canoes and
the whole tribe of the Torratims in her train.
w«* are sitting she lands, with
here
where
Right
salvos of artillery and rolling drums
Mark her
queenly carriage and graceful movements as she
advances up tin* bank to meet her lord.
Now comes a crowd of Catholic priests and
Jesuites. ami Castine becomes the headquarters of
the missionary operations among tin* Indians, ami
plottings against the Lnglish settlements in Maine.
In loss Gov Andros came from Boston in the
frigate “Rose" ami stole and carried away all tin*
goods found in the Baron's truck house.
But the
Massachusetts Goven *>r disavowed the act, but
k**p‘ the beaver. Look! A vessel is sailing out
of the harbor, hearing the noted Baron, weary of
of
savage life, who now .u-turns to the gay
the voluptuous city of Paris (I7t>l)
Un the plains of Abraham Wolfe, settled the
question of French occupancy in this regiou, and
an Knglish He**t sails into the harbor, takes
posses
sioii of the old f'-rr. and greatly enlarges ami
strengthens it. Then comes a boat load of men
from the little settlement at Bangor—and I see
amoi g them my mammal grandfather. Jacob Den
net- who are required to give a certain number of
days' labor upon this fort. I see a spruce young
officer, in scarlet and gold, directing the move
in.-uts of these men. and then, after a few years
glide by I see him on the field of Corunna, in
S{iai embarking his troops in the presence of
Soulr and Masseiia.
A Frem-h cannon ball team
his arm from his .shoulder, and ends his career ut
and
and then I hear tin* sad wail of
go:.
glory
the poet over Sir John Mo«»rc
"Not :t ilrmn was heard, n■»t a funeral note.
As hi ci>r>** t I i<- ramparts we him id 1,
Not
s.tMirr discharged a farewell shot
<>’er the gra\ e where our ln ro was buried.”
Fivt r. tval battles have 'neen fought in this
splendid b.tv : thousands ot hireli canoes have
glided over its surface: men «»l all nationalities
have visited this spot thousands of savages from
a
hundred tribes iiave gathered here for council
and supplies: for two hundred and seventy live
years this enchanting spot hasTea is ready, sir." said a soft, womanly voice,
and 1 start up from the hmuge where I have beet:
resting while this historic panorama has limited
find myscll in the dwelling of Ib v D (i
past
Winslow aud his accomplished wife
Lev Mark
Traftoii in Zion's Herald

IIai*i*v Tiioniins. Kiehter considers the best
antidote against moral depression can be found in
the habit of calling up the memory of our bright
(st moments in the dark hours of despondency, so
that in the dusty struggle and turmoil of daily
business we may carry with us the purifying in
tluence of a high idea of human conduct fervidly
and powerfully expressed.
“Superstitious per
sons." he says, “carry amulets externally on their
breasts, but a store ot happy thoughts within will
be a more effectual shield against the encroachments of that dire enemy, melancholy."
"Individuals may wear for a time the glory of
institutions, hut they carry it not to the grave
with them.
Like raindrops from heaven, they
may pass through the circle of the shining howami add to its lustre, but when they have sunk in
the proud arch still spans the sky
the earth
and shines gloriously on." (.lames \ (Jarheld.
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MARITIME MIXTURE

The Commercial

account of
.lames A
Bangor The complication is in relation to the actual tonnage, carpenters measurement, of the vessel, which, as the
vessel was built at so much per ton. is a very important question, the settlement of which involves
in the vicinity of £ 1/200. The case at present
stands about this way: The owners claim that
the vessels depth should be determined by measuring amidships, or midway of her length, thus
making her about 32 tons smaller than by measuring at the maiu hatch as the builders claim is
right The carpenters measurement of a vessel is
identical with the old government measure, which
determined the size of a vessel by multiplying the
length on deck minus three-fifths of the width at
the widest part, by the said width and this product
by the depth of the vessel at the main hatch, which
is situated between the main and foremasts
The
total product was then divided bv 30, and the re
suit was the tonnage of the vessel.
This plan was discarded long ago, however, by
the government, and is now known as carpenter s
measurement, and is the customary method of determining the size of a two masted vessel when
she is built by the ton.
But it seems that threemasted schooners are an exception to the rule, for
the Custom House authorities here have decided
that the correct hold measurement of such craft
is amidships, owing to there being two hatches
and a consequent doubt as t<> which is the main
and which the fore; therefore the vessel lias been
conveyed to the owners, the eertitkate being signed by the master carpenter, and the tonnage tiis
pute remains to be setti ‘d between Mr Oakes and
the owners.
The vessel's official number and register tonnage were marked on the beam yesterday
the former being 7ii,-Ji>3and the latter 11C 3n
The
vessel was to go to Brewer Village to day to load
with ice for Washington. 1>. C
This ease has excited considerable interest
among shipping people, it being the li.’st dispute
of the kind, we believe, ever knnvn here.
a

gives the following
difficulty concerning the new schr

Garfield, recently launched

<
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Tin* thirteenth annual meeting of the State
Sunday Scho.,1 Convention, which met in Watervole Oct. '-’Oth. for a three days' session, closed
Wednesday nigh'. 20th ult owing To the small
number willing to remain
The officers or The
ensuing year were elected as fidlows Rev. R I,
Howard. Bangor. President; Win 11 Clark. of
N >rridgewock. Treasurer.
An examination com
mittee ot live was also chosen and a Secretary for
each county. Tuesday afternoon a line address
was delivered by Rev. H L. Howard
His theme
was “The Bible the teacher's source of
supply."
W ednesday
evening ex Gov Dingley delivered an
address upon the early influence ot teach.-s which
commanded the attention or all present. The
Convention adopted a resolution recommending
contributions throughoi t the State by ijundav
School.- to the hind for the Garfield Memorial
Hospital at Washington. D. C. Much hard work
w as done
by the Convention ‘Hiring the short time
<d its session, and its members
departed eueourag
e.l and strengthened f.»r another
year s labor- in ti e
fruitful field.
DOCKLAND'S LITTLi;
Dn the evening of one of the
unusually cold
days for the season which we experienced a .-Fort
lime Since,

bright

little live

old

this
citv had just been put to bed.’and as >! .* -l.;vcrmgiy cuddled down under the h«-1 covt:mg.-, she
naively remarked “Mamma, we haven't had auv
a

\ oar

m.ss

tardy laughed at this unwitting substitution of
African f- r Aborigine, the little me w a> sensitive
Iy grieved that her remark had been taken as -ui
ject for merriment
A year or two ago another bright little Rockland girl then having arrrvd at the mature
age
of three years, took it into her head one
day
to walk out without mamma
permission. Being
missed and sought it was ;..ur- i she had gone to
the post office, where .-lie aske.i the
delivery-clerk
‘’Is there a letter from mv papa !' “Who’is your
little
?"
a.-ked
!:•••
girl
papa,
polite official. “N. -.-r
mind.' said the little one. “if there's a letter, it'd
be
n>‘i jnutfrfi,V HUh
'/>l.,■<!" [Gazette.
DEATH

OT

THE FASTEST iloKSl

IN

MAINE

Tiie famous trotting stallion “Victor." owned
by
hr 1‘ A Roberts, ot \ assaiboro. died
Wednesday
evening. Oct. 2<>th. at eleven o'clock, at hi- stock
:arm ;n that town.
To all appearances the stal
lion was as well as usual a few hours before he
died
The cause of his death was not stated.
It
is reported that the doctor was ottered eleven
thousand dollars for him a short time since
\ ictor was the fastest horse in
Maine, having a
record of two twenty three
IN liKNKKAL.

Senator Hale is confined to his Ellsworth home
bv cold
Old fashioned huskings are in the order of
amusements in the vicinity of Augusta
James Jeyson. ot t'aseo, rajs,. ; this season about
eight hundred Parrels ot onions.
The wife ot Thomas (larlield, brother cf the late
President, was Mary J Harper, a native of Maine
<-ol. 1 ti Britton. < J Winslow, has sold his
crop
ot apples consisting ot two hundred ar.d fifty bar
rels. tor £T oil per bbl.
It is expected that Mr Blaine will address the
Taritt Convention to he held in Xew Y nk. Nnvein
her Toth
The new woolen mill at (iuilford. which will be
IoTxoT. is rapidly approaching
completion.
" e notice in Harper's
Mt.ntt.iy t. r November a
breezy and delightful sketch, entitled. \ Week
m a
Dug Out." by lion W. W. Thomas. Jr, of
Portland
Bath is to establish an Oil Toth
Factory at the
Batten ear works property. The citizens have
taken up £3u.ikmi worth of stock.
Hon. Hannibal Hamlin and wife will sail trim
.New T ork Nov 5th. -j the steamer Illinois for
Liverpool and they will reach Madrid via Enid u
and Paris. Mr. and Mrs. Hamlin will be
joined at
Philadelphia by Miss Margaret Blaine, the second
of
the
Secretary ot State, who will acdaughter
company them as far as Paris, where she is to pursue her studies for a time with friends.
The Bangor \\ lug says
Spruce lumber (long)
commands
to £ 1 -J ;n this market at the
present
time. Spruce clapboards, X
I. £'T0 ; clear. £T7 :
extras, £30
Spruce shingles. £t T5; laths, £1 T5
Secretary Blaine is quote : as having recently
said in conversation with a prominent Southern
politician, that the last talk he ever held with the
late President tiartiehl was in reference to the
Complete reconciliation of thc.tvo sections.
I
bp Pioneer says: it 11 Cummings, of Fort
1 airfield, one ot the progressive fanners of Aroostook. lias a good farm of Din acres, the income of
which this year is about £1,500, including Hi h< .t 1
of cattle and T7 lambs,
recently sold. Mr. Cum
icings lias now TO head horned cattle and T7 sheep
and :> horses. He reports his
crops all good except

potatoes

The female horse thief, who stole a team in
Portland, mention of which was made last week,

has been arrested and the team recovered. The
womans name Is Hindle, and she
bad escaped
from the Alms House
She is said to suffer trout
attacks of insanity.
Ervin T Johnson, the engineer of steamer
Mount Desert ivho was recently so
severely in
jured. has gut well sufficiently to walk out. and
will doubtless recover. IIis escape from death bits
been miraculous.
A citizen of Skowhegjn has beeu
•wool-gather
ing" to some purpose The Keporter says; Mr
A. H Fletcher has bought about £3i.)JMt0 worth ot
wool this season, besides attending to his
regular
business.
Mr C M. Bailey of Winthrop has recently sold
his six years old gelding, after --Whalebone Kncx.'
to an Augusta gentleman for £300. Mr. Bailer has
a horse on hand for which he has
been offered

£XOO.

During the past season Messrs, l’erry A- Flint of
Portland, put up at their factory in Baldwin, abou,
10,Otto cans of green corn They are now running

thirty bands at their apple drying establishment
at. the same place, and intend
during the winter to
put up some TO,000 bus!) Is of apples.
The Pioneer says that Aroostook potato buyers
claim that the present high price cannot Ire main
tained. for two reasons: first, there will be a falling off in consumption, bread, to some extent,
taking the place of potatoes, which, at one dollar
per bushel are an expensive luxury. Second, the
Dominion crop has begun to reach the Atlantic
cities of Xew England, and will have a
tendency
to lower the price
uiu .Mam, the tainous .Maine trotter, formerly
owned by Jonathan Moulton, Esq of Wayne, was
recently sold in New York for $5,000. Mr Moul
ton has now in training a half sister of “Old Maid,”
which is a very promising colt. She is six years
old, weighs 1050 pounds, and is a splendidly proportioned animal. Mr. Moulton was the owner at
one time of a brother of “Old Maid.” now owned
by a New York horse fancier and valued at $“0,000
The Maine Board of Agriculture will hold Farmers' institutes in Aroostook county as follows:
At Linneus, Wednesday. Nov. Hith. and at Fort
Fairfield, Friday, Nov i8th.
W ork is booming in the shops of tile Maine Central at Waterville and in Augusta. The)- are running to their full capacity.
The Press reports business active in Portland.
Many now partnerships have been formed. Rents
are active.
The grocers and dry goods dealers are
doing a good business.
The Rockland Gazette says that the expense of
the prosecution and trial of the boys Richards and
Gross for the murder of Willie Cain, is less than
$3,000
Dredging operations

The cholera is spreading in the East and ad
toward Europe.
A Indian sijuaw. 100 years old, contributed "Jo
the tiartield fund.

cents to

j

The new

President pro tem of the Senate,
nearly 400 pourds.

Messrs Moody and Sankey
work at Newcastle on-Tyne.
The laie Ur. Holland leaves
daughters, and a son at Vale.

are

a

doing

The
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.oo a year;
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of the
year, $3.00.
Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch
of length in column,) $1.00 for one week, and 25
cents for each subsequent insertion. A fraction of
a square charged as a full one.

great

a

widow and young

The general opinion prevails that Mahone's party
will carry the State ot Virginia.

The followlngarc authorized agents for the Jour
nal:
S. It. Niles, No. 256 Washington St., Boston.
T. C. Evans, Rooms 2, 4 & 8, Tremont Temple,
Boston.
S. M. Pettengill & Co., 10 State St., Boston, and
37 Park Row, N. Y.
Horace Dodd, 265 Washington St., Boston.
Geo. P. Rowell & Co., 10 Spruce Jit.. New York.
J. H. Bates, 41 Park Row, New York.

Barnurn, Bailey A Hutchinson have purchased

outright

the

Forepangh

and

Coup

shows.

The Boston and Maine railroad will pay
dend of Si per share, November loth, 1881.

a

divi-

Alexander Bell, an Alabama boy, 13 years old
the 35th of January last, weighs 355 pounds.

on

The procession in Buenos Ayres, in honor ot the j
SUBSCRIBERS remitting money or desiring to
memory of President Garfield, numbered over 10,nave the address of papers changed, must state the
noo persons.
Post Office to which tin* paper lias been sent, as well
as the office to which it is to go.
All the hotels and restaurants of New York
have advanced their prices, owing to the advance
Administrators, Executors and (Juardians
of meats and vegetables.
desiring their Probate advertising published in the
will please so state to the Court.
Journal,
Secretary Blaine accompanied the French guests
to visit President Arthur, and afterwards bid them
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
larewe'l. They started Thursday for Boston.
date on the colored slip attached to the paper. It
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
The Springfield Republican says that the Butler 15
May Si, means that the subscription is paid to
men have secured control of the Democratic party
that date. When a new payment is made, the dale
in Massachusetts, and that General Butler is boss
will be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARE REQUESTED TO SEE THA I' THEIR
Attorney General MacVeagh has appointed DATES ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears
Walter D. Davidge Assistant Prosecuting Attorney are requested to forward the sums due.
to assist District Attorney Corkhill iu the Guiteau

have been begun in the
channel of the Kennebec, at Hatch's rocks, about
a mile below Richmond
village
The Opinion says that Mrs. Margaret A Crandon
died at Thomaston last week from the effects of a
criminal abortion
Lieut. Fred Collins of the navy, who died in
Washington, Thursday night, was a nativo of Cal
ais, Me., aged 34. no was buried at Annapolis.

The

President Arthur said to Gov. Foster, of Ohio,

Cabinet.

men.'*

The four prizes offered for designs by a wallpaper manufacturer in New Ycrk. were taken by
women, who, with a single exception, were auia
tours

confirmed

promptly

by

the Senate.

renominated in order to

was

in

declares,

operation
Statutes

his death it

effect,

held that

was

Mr. James

This distinction

Friday night

of

^ueen Victoria recently witnessed a representa
tiou of the play The Colonel. It was the first the
atrical performance she had attended since her
husband's death.

other members of the Cabinet may hold
office until their successors are appointed.

Gen Grant intends to a have a family reunion
at his home in New York, on Thanksgiving Day
Mr. and Mrs Sartoris will sail from England in
time for the festival.

the Cabinet at least until

the

Post

applies only to the
Department.

head

Office

The

It is said that Ylr. James will continue in

December, and

until the star route trials have

possibly
ended.

The highest mathematical honors at the Univcr
sitv of Heidelberg were taken this year by Mr
a graduate in
George D Olds ot Albany. N. Y
Is"3 ot Rochester University where he was a
great prize taker.
;

Attorney General YIcYeagh. although asked to remain, refuses to do so,
and has practically abandoned liis office,
liis course is sharply criticised,
lie is
with
left
the
star
route
charged
having
in
the
is
and
it
beprosecution
lurch,
lieved that, anticipating a failure, he
leaves to others the management of the
cases. It is said, however, that the other

New

Hampshire is the third state in the Union
in regard to the number of bushels of wheat pro- l
dueed per acre, the yield being 15 bushels aud a ! members of the Cabinet are not sorry to
fraction, while Vermont averages over It) and Ore j
part company with YIcYeagh.
gon over 17 bushels.
Judge Folger, now Secretary of the
Truth has come out squarely as an advocate of j
the Greenback party and its principles. Truth is : Treasury, was born in Nantucket in DIM.
the N ew York daily paper that uttered the Morey
He was admitted to the bar in Rochester,
letter forgery.
It will be ten times at much harm
j X. \ about D4(l. and rose
as
to
the
Greenbackers.
.,
help
rapidly in his
He
was at one time county
An American cheese boro away the
of
a
profession.
prize
|
--liver medal at the late great cattle and dairy show j
and was elected and served several
at Birmingham, England.
The prize cheese was j judge,
one of the largest ever made,
weighing three terms as State Senator. I taring President
fourths of a ton.
It came from Iowa
Grant’s administration he was offered the

!
| position

to which he has now been

but declined it.

people
the

j

He

was

New

highest

elected

of the court of

judge

a

York

chosen,

by tinappeals,

State

court,

years ago; and recently, on the
death of the chief justice, was chosen as
his successor, and is now the chief justice

some

Ezra P. Cook and wife, an aged couple residing
of New York.
In politics in* has always
Bellows Falls, Vermont, were found dead iu
their house last week, under circumstances indiea ! been a
His appointment
Republican.
ting poisoning of her husband and suicide by the j
wife, who had shown symptoms of unsoundness of was well received in New Y’ork and is
mind
<

gencrallv approved,

it is

thought, howno distant day InTreasury Depart-

Tin* marvelous spectacle of an orchard in full
ever, that in- will at
b!<»-im in October, may now bo witnessed at Shrews
X
transferred
from tiie
J
tree
iu
the
orchard
of
bury.
Mr. C. F.
Every
Meert, at that place, is weighted with well-do- j ment to the
Supreme Bench.
veloped blossoms So says tiie New York Com- j
mercial
a
of
a

salary

up

It seems probable that President Arthur will
make some pointed recommendations in his annual
message, with respect to the abolition of polygamy
in l tah
He has already taken steps to secure impartial and complete informationou the Mormon

!

with

place

in the Cabinet

cover the

a

of ssooo, which will

salary

a

expenses of the

matters now

The coming election in New Jersey is watched
with much interest from the fa< t that the next
Legislature is to choose a United States Senator iu
place of Senator McPherson. The indications are
1 hat 1 oth branches of the Legislature will be Re-

Cabinet

The wheat crop of 1*81 is reported to be about
117.000,000 bushels less than the crop of 1880.
There is said to be a surplus of 00,000,000 bushels

£1x1,<10(1

He gives
year for ten

I years to accept

question.

publican.

very sure it will not he for the advantage of the agricultural interest of

stand New

places,

hardly
position. As

York has two

which is unusual, to

The

positive

assertions that ex-Scnator

Howe, of Wisconsin—a native of Maine
—would be

appointed Attorney General
His
appear to have gone for naught.
nomination was not sent to the Senate

at the entries of the last State Fair will

very large proportion were
from Lewiston and Auburn, and the im-

show that

a

This is natural

vicinity.

mediate

hut to make it
defeat the

held.

enough,

permanent thing would

a

which this fair is

for

object

The

thing.

Another

Lewiston

Journal says : “The Fair left over $f>0,000 in the city last September.
It’s a
that Lewiston and Auburn can’t af-

prize

But

ford to lose."

the State at

can

atlord to give Lewiston

largo

any other city
Should not the
or

$f>0,000 every year.'

re-

f

Wo believe the usefulness of tbe State
and tbe interests of all concerned,
by holding the

fair,

alternately in, say the cities of
gusta, Bangor, Lewiston, Portland

Au-

This would enable all

sec-

fair

Rockland.

the benefits of such

enjoy

tions to

and

an ex-

with its fine stock farms and orchards:
the

would have exhibits from

Bangor

Penobscot Valley and Aroostook
ton commands a

Lewis-

:

rich in

region

agricul-

tural resources and is the scat of

factures,

and the

manu

is true of Port-

same

land; while Rockland, through her

steam-

boat communications, would offer excellent facilities to exhibitors from the shore
Xo one city
representation

towns.

to have

expect

can

from all parts of the
and the cities named could no

full

a

State,

doubt he

upon respectively
do their best to make the fair a success.

to

depended

they
rivalry

Indeed, it is natural to suppose that
would be actuated
which

would

by

a

generous
the benefit

to

enure

of

the managers of the fair and of its patAs Belfast has put in no claims
rons.

having the fair

to

here,

come

the matter, and
the interests of the lair and
in

disinterested

tirely
have

only
agricultural community

the

we are en-

the Senate closed

special session of
Saturday afternoon b>
1 he

sine 'lir.

The

Stratham

>!'

Clifford

which the Democrats

Virginia,

tillibustering,

not continued.

was

nominations

were no

■

Lynchburg,
opposed l>\

at

postmaster

..s

adjournment

an

nomination

There

continuations of

or

interest.

special

Wo have had doubtful opinion of Washington
letters,” when lie.' dailies and telegraph bring so
I’he writers are apt in mix things !
lull reports
[ Macliias l’niou.
It depends altogether upon who furnishes the
Washington letters, elms, Nordhotl’. who reeeives
a salary of *IO,oiM per annum as thespeeiul Was!;
iugton correspondent of the New York Herald,
does not "mix things." nor do any of the well
known newspaper men at the National Capital

Hut there

lot of unknown and

are a

irresponsible

ashington. who flood the country
press with letters, at from nothing apiece to fifty
fellows in

\\

cents, and it is no doubt to their

Cniou refers.
rehash of

a

the

productions
are generally

these letters

As

hat has

a

in Iho Washington

appeared

papers, and poorly done at that, they are of no
We give
value to any well conducted newspaper
them a prompt insertion—in our waste basket
There is a remarkable uniformity of evidence
that the business of the country is in an extraoriCalais Tunes.
dinarily prosperous condition
The business of building wooden coasters prom
ises to be a paving business again ; and several
vessels will doubtless bo launched from the Calais
yards uext fall, f I bid
The Times is

one

of tho Greenback sheets which

and

after the country had entered upon its present
prosperous era, cried hard times with a view to

The eighth annual convention of the Woman's
Christian Temperance Union opened Oct. fitiih in
Washington. About a hundred and fifty delegates
were present.
The presence of delegates from
Southern States was noted for the first time in the
history of the convention.

cago convention

Secretary

of the

successors

The production of gold in the United States for
the fiscal year ending June 30. I SSI, was *30.0011.
000: silver, $30,700,000; total. $75,700.000
The
silver bullion bought by the mint for coinage was
¥71.707.571, on which the Government made a
protit of ¥3.0/0,730. equal to Id per cent
The effects of free mm aro often witnessed on
lines of travel, hut the power of a whiskey barrel on
tap "U a Mississippi steamboat, is far in excess of
t hat of heat, electricity or
any other mode of mo
tion. About twenty lives and a large amount of
property were sacrificed Thursday night by a
steamboat disaster on tbe Mississippi, all to be
credited to a big drunk.
The annual report of the Light House Board for
lb" fiscal year, ending June 30, 1881. has just been
submitted to the Secretary of the Treasury. The
totai amounts which it is estimated will be needed
tor the general service of light house establishments during tbe coining fiscal year are as follows
Lor light house establishment. $7,748,060: for
light
houses and fog signals. ¥530,000.
The grand jury at Washington has returned indictments against ( apt. H. W. Howgate for
forging the name of i{
II Rochester, treasurer of the
W< stern Union Telegraph Company, to a
receipt
for $17,000, dated February, 1870;
forging the
same name to a receipt tor $17,480, dated
August.
70, 1880, and to another receipt for $11,800. dated
October 17, 1870
Howgate is in jail.
The New York Mail publishes a complete list of
the donors to the fund for the widow and children
of the assassinated President. James A. Gartield.
The list of names fills a whole broadside of the
Mail. Thirty men gave $5,000 each, making $150,
000 : eighty nine men gave $1 000 each
; live gave
¥7.500 to $3,000; eighty three gave $500 apiece V
great many gave $100 or $50. The total amount

given

was

$360,345.

Constitutional amendments will be voted
upon
in many of the States which hold elections this
month.
The voters of Nebraska will decide
whether women of the State shall have the
right
to vote ; Wisconsin will pass
upon the question'of
biennial elections and legislative sessions :
Maryland will decide upon the time of electing
judges ;
Minnesota will consider three amendments
provid'ng for equal taxation, prohibiting special legisla'ion. and regulating the pay of legislators, and
Colorado will hx the place for her capital.
The Congressional shipping act of Juno 7. 1877,
exempted vessels engaged in trade between United
States ports and the British North American pos
sessions, the West India Islands and the
republic
of Mexico from employing a shipping commissioner in the discharge and
payment of the wages of
their crews. The New York shipping commission
ers. however, did not put this construction on the
law, ami up to a late date have been making oxor
bitant charges to thu masters of these vessels for
services performed. A ease was finally taken into
court by the master of a vessel far the
recovery ot
fees paid, ami after having been carried to the
United States Supreme Court, was decided on Friday of last week by J ustiee Bradley in favor of tbe
vessel.
The Northern visitors at tho Atlanta Exposition
have been royally received
Thursday, tho visiting governors were formally welcomed to the Exat
!!
o'clock.
Gov
position
Colquitt of Georgia
delivered the address of welcome, and it was responded to by Governors Bigelow of Connecticut,
iioyt, of Pennsylvania, Blackburn, of Kentucky,
Jarvis of North Carolina, and others. The crowd
was overwhelming and the enthusiasm
great. One
feature was the making of two suits of clothes, one
fqr Gov. Colquitt, and the other for Gov. Bigelow,
from seed cotton picked at seven o'clock Thursday.
The suits were worn at tho reception in the evening The Northern guests are all enthusiastic in
their description of the hospitality of tho people of
Atlanta. The Exposition Itself is a grand success,
and will do a vast amount of good for the industrial
interests

predicted,

nor was

accepted

the nomination for Attor-

Mr. Storrs is a successful
ney General.
and able lawyer and figured in the Chi-

prominent Grant
man.
It is not improbable that he is the
coming Attorney General, and he is
much better qualified for. the position
as

than Mr. Howe.

a

The latest reports

the Greenback

promoting
prophet come

remains

beyond that
compliance with the

President's

wish

that lie continue in ollice until his

But

when

cessor

is selected.

It will be
has

as

seen

yet made

that President Arthur

no

Cabinet changes

not

forced upon him ; and he has sent to the
Senate all of President Garfield’s appointments which had not been confirm-

ed,

thus

fulfilling

the

the time he assumed

predictions made at
the office, by those

who know him best.
Wonder

A

We

of

on

the

“Age.”

questions,
mands of

the railroad and

for

our

refunding

which, owing to the delocal advertisers, we should

be unable to find room, even if we were
disposed to republish week after week
arguments with which our readers are

already familiar. The readers of the Age
have certainly benelitted by the publication of these

communications,

and it is

long

time since articles equal in ability
signed “M” have
appeared in that paper. The position
a

and soundness to those

the Age has taken on the refunding question also calls for commendation.
We
are

is

agreeably surprised to find that there
question upon which the Journal

one

and Age can agree. The financial heresies of the Age, its defence of morinonisui,
its advocacy of free ships, and its
many

other vagaries, gave no reasonable ground
for hope that it would over take a practi-

cal,

common-sense view of any

From

the

question.

standpoint 'of

the taxpayers
and of those who have the welfare of the
city in mind, there can be no reasonable
doubt

to the course to be

pursued with
regard to refunding. The only thing to
do is to refund, and not to interpose quibbling obstacles and raise side issues, calculated to delay if not defeat the refunding movement. The Age, instead of taking sides with the obstructionists, as it
might reasonably have been expected to
do, has, however, declared itself on the
side of those who earnestly desire and are
endeavoring to bring about the refunding
of the city’s indebtedness. This is sound
as

from which

quoted,

decidedly
enterprise

was

road and its
the part of the Journal, and
we are glad that the North Star, after a week's
deliberation, saw the error on its own part and ar-

There

tho M.

we

hand, and its

not at

was

('.

was m> error on

will be

projected

railroa 1

big tiling for Aroostook.

a

The passage in President Garfield’s inaugural
wherein he indicated a vigorous policy against the
twin relic of barbarism" is recalled

surviving

by

tiie Boston Herald in

connection with the sailing
of Mormon proselytes to rein

of another shipload
force that moral plague spot and inchoate rebellion
The Herald expresses tin* hope that
President Arthur's Mormon policy will be no less
the west.

at

vigorous

by

than that meditated

deeessor and tho indications

fully appreciate the kindness of
Age in giving place to commu-

the Prog.
nications

those comments the

published

we

rived at the conclusion that the
suc-

Another false

grief.

to

North Star’s “last article"

time it will be in

inquiring what steps the Government
havo taken to protect the rights of the Unitep
States iu the Panama Canal, appears a letter ad-

dressed by Secretary Blaine on Juno :24th to Minister Lowell in London and all the other AmeriMinisters iu Europe. The occasion for this
is the refusal of the government of Columbia

letter
to

renew

the

protocol

trality of the isthmus

of
was

1846, whereby
guaranteed by

the neuthe Unit*

ed States.

The Colombian government desires to
substitute a treaty to which all the great powers

shall assent;

while the United States

prefers

to

protectorate there.
Secretary Blaine accordingly warns all European

will not be
In

his lamented pre
that the Herald

are

disappointed.

article

months ago. the
published
Journal endeavored to show the bon tit a library
an

would be to

gestions

as

some

Granges, and offered

our

the method of

to

suguseful

some

collecting

books. We learn from the Home Farm that Cush

Grange, Riverside, has made a beginning with
library of one hundred and fifty volumes of good

noc
a

books, ami proposes

add to it, by a moderate
annual assessment of members in tiie future. This
is

step in the

a

to

right

direction.

Mowing machines
and the advent of

produced quite

are

one

finding their way South,
in Florida scorns to have

sensation

a

From the well tilled

State News columns of tho Savannah, Georgia,
News we elip the following—
Mr J M McLeroy, of High Shoals, has a mower
with which he has boon cutting from three to four
tons of hay daily for two or three weeks
His hay
crop will be worth nearly as much as his cotton
it
and
didn’t
a
cost
him
cent
to
raise
it
crop,
Hvery neighborhood should have one of these
valuable machines.
A National Tariff' Convention is to be held in
Chicago, Nov. 15. Among the subjects assigned
for discussion is the
The

following—

suitable to restore our national
Hag on the ocean, to prosper our ship building industry, and to regain onr lost place in the carrying
trade, whether by discriminating duties on foreign
tonnage and on imports, as in the early days of
the Union, or by liberal compensation for ocean
mail service, or by other instrumentalities.
measures

Senator Voorhoes reiterates in a letter his declarations at Atlanta in favor of protection
He
attributes the defeat of the Democracy in the last

Presidential election
made
any

by

(he absurd

tariff issue

their

more

platform, and says ho doesn't want
foolishness of that kind

Judge Tourgee

“Givo

to

us a

is out with

a

new

judgment of
(the Treaty of IS lb

enterprising but imitative scribbler
will hasten to bring out a book under the title of
“Pull Down Your Yost.”

uries
the
far

Tho Now York

subject,
as

alike

concludes

seventy five

as

to

necessities and lux-

Herald, after investigating
that a dollar only goes as

cents

did

a

few months ago.

at

tne

Hub.

Supreme J udicial Court.

reasserts

wiiat

is

known

as

the Monroe doctrine.

In unmistakable language ho gives foreign nations
u
lerstund that our government will never con-

to

sent

f>»r them

to

control

the

canal

projected

through the isthmus, and will take care that all
interests in it am carefully and jealously protected
flu* people ot this country will endorse

every sentiment of this bold and statesmanlike
!•*t or. which lias already received the almost unanimous

Post has

endorsement of the press. The Boston
no.
r been friendly to Mr. Blaine, but

that organ of the Massachusetts Democrats says—
We trust that we shall never be backward in
recognizing the services of Mr Blaine when they
seem to us t«> have value, for as much as this is in
justice due a mail from whoso acts and doctrines
in the great majority ot cases, w? feel compelled
to dissent
The reply that he made to the bogus
Hartmann's counsel was capital, and could hardly
hav«* been better, as wo stated at the time it was
made and now. with respect to a broader issue,
the guarantee of the neutrality of the Panama
canal by foreign powers, he has planted the Gov
en ment on impregnable moral ground without
straining any principle or compromising in the
slightest the dignity and honor of the republic.
T! -re is a q net assertion of the reserve power of
tlu* country that we heartily approve of, as a min
isterial utterance, and it puts the United States
rigiit again in the face of the world. Whether
tins t> the position of the President or ot Mr.
Blaine we do not are. so long as it is madethopo
sitiop. of the Government.
The independent
pli ment ary

Boston Herald is

equally

com

—

11.>* position taken by our government on the
of the neutrality of the Panama Canal, as
nulii-ate i m Secretary Blaine’s letter to Minister
Lowell, is m dose accord with the highest and
most judicious interpretation of the Monroe doc
v
trine
With us. the Panama canal would be
the waterway to our Pacific States, which, as Mr
Blaine has rightly said, form an imperial domain
The claim which we put forth of primacy on this
continent is not. as ho well observes, a new one.
When first made the Nation had not a half of its
present numerical strength, or a quarter of the
material resources it now has.
What was then an
act of boldness has now become a prudential consideration.
We do not need to threaten, and the
allusion that is male to our little and unprepared
army ami navy shows that we have no such intention The sober counsels of what is fast becoming
the most powerful nation on the earth, will receive
the respect they merit in the cabinets of the European powers.
The Boston Journal characterizes the letter as
sound and sensible and says that
Mr. Blaine lias

question

stated the strong points in the Monroe doctrine
without bluster and in a manner which must con-

position

of

our

Govern-

ment

Wednesday afternoon of last week, occupied the
attention of the Court until Saturday afternoon,
when it went to the jury. It is the most important
action tried this term undone of great local interest.
The court room was crowded throughout the whole
trial. The action was to recover $>,000 on a prom

circus.

issory

—

Mr. Blaine's letter to Mr Lowell sets at rest all

questions concerning the attitude of the United

States toward the Panama Canal
It is not a mere
reassert ion of the Monroe Doctrine, and its
application to the project tor inter oceanic transit: it is
m efleet an explicit declaration of the intention of
tlu* Aineiicau Ke; ublic to protect all its interests
which the c anal may affect, and a courteous notification to European Powers that any combination
on their part to
supersede the United States in its
right to guarantee the neutrality of the canal
woni.l b regarded by our Government as partakthe nature of an alliance against us and as
ing
an indication of unfriendly feeling.
The language
of tin* Utter is plain and unmistakable. There is
n
No European
diplomatic obscurity about it
P<»w< r which may covet the control of the canal
ceu
hereafter seek shelter lor projects to that
end behind au assumption of doubt as to the attitude and purposes of this country.
And the Tinu s says—
It is not too much to say that the letter of instructions written last June by Secretary Blaine to
Mr. Lowell, in London, and to each of the other
American Minislorsin Europe, isthe best brief state
me Ml yet made of the American position in
regard
to the political control of the Panama Canal
Sent
out four months ago its publication
through the
medium of a Senate call is particularly timely just
now--so apposite, in fact, as almost to
provoke a
sinilo at its thrift, since, in a moment of unpre
edeuted friendship of all the leading nations of
Europe? for our country, Mr. Blaine would seem
disposed to harvest this good feeling at its maturity
by pointing out that a practical form of proving it
will be to refrain from entering into that joint
European guarantee of the neutrality of the canal
which Colombia is believed to be inviting, and
which would form a European protectorate over
The chief excellence of Mr Blaine's
the isthmus
statement of the American position is that instead
of basing itself on the oracular utterances of superannuated polities or upon the existence of a
popular whim it appeals to sound reason.

Jacksonville; Jottings
The Florida Union
of llu* “7th ult says: Drew, liazeltino A Livingston
sold on Wednesday BOO bales of hay to one man
at

Cainosvillo.

The

hay

was

shipped

to Paiatka, and thence via the

on

the Rosa

Florida Southern

Railway-The

now steamer
building at Bath^for
Drew A Bucki is expected to make her first trip
to Jacksonville early this month_Thirteen feet

to what is the matter. It didn't take me two
minutes. I decided that it stunk like an orphan
asylum, and tasted as if an Italian organ grinder
had taken a bath in it. They say here that it has
a cucumber taste. Cucumber! 1 should say so, but
the cucumber must have been a last year’s one, and
been laying in the sun ever since. Cucumber,
whew! pass me that bottle, no, I mean that other
one, and give me a sandal wood fan for a few minutes!
Well, taking water out of the list, 1 had left

ol

Lamoiue do

differ

greatly

from those of other communities. A correspondent
of the Mount Desert Herald says—
If one man paints his house trhite, others will do
the same. When a bay-window is put on to one
man's house, his neighbors cannot do without one,
piazzas in like manner become a mania And now
a pair of twins are born to one of our
neighbors,
and we anticipate trouble if others cannot “follow
suit." But let us not anticipate.

The lumber for Thompson & Sherman's axe far
on Goose river, has been landed, the found a
tion for the building made, and work will be rapid

fory

ly pushed.

ignorance

point.
Did you ever see a steamboat high and dry on
the land? It is an odd sight, and it- appearance is
like what it is in the water. At tic* time
the launch the stagings were all down, and tin-

not at all

was blocked up on the ways, and -landing
under her she had the appearance of a huge wa-h
boiler, more than anything else. Her bottom being

steamer

quite llat,

and the

guards forming

the

Mange

of the

boiler. From all .accounts of the steamer that 1
have seen one would suppose that she was nearly
completed, but such is not the case. All there Is
completed is the shell of the hull. The deck- are
in, and the sides of the wheel houses are up, but
she is at present entirely unlinished.
At 12 o'clock the invited guests were allou board,
and the ladder taken down. The I'nion .Jack was
set aft, the stars and stripes forward, while a white
her name, 1’enobscot, Moated from the
wheel house. At 12.:>o exactly, she slid into the
water without the least perceptible motion; those
on board scarcely knew she was
moving. Had a
glass of water been setting on deck, 1 hardly think
it would have spilled. I know a glass of Cochituate
water would not, for that is strong enough to hold
itself into a tumbler, without any assistance. The
launch was very successful, the only semblance to
an accident being to a young man on the
upper

Mag

deck,

with

after the launch was all over, took occadown onto the main deck, without the
ladder. He simply inverted himself, and

who

sion to

come

aid of a
fell lo feet, landing on tin* ridgepole of his new silk
hat. The result was, that his head was driven into
the attic of his hat, the eaves of which gently rested
on his shoulders.
Capt. Ingraham took in the situation, and after sonic little diMiculty succeeded in
removing the young man’s hat with a boot-jack,
when it

only damage he had
pocket book, to about the extent of $5.00, which will have to be expended in the
purchase of a new tile, winter style probably.
There is one thing i had nearly forgotten to men
tion, and that is, that the new steamer will blow oil'
steam through a pipe into the water.
When 1 was
told this, I nearly shed tears. It hardly seems as if
life is worth living, if that confounded ear splitting
letting otr steam business, is to be abolished while
the steamer is making a landing. I heard a very
affecting thing the day I came up. We were at
Rockland, and the steamer was blowiugoM', making
noise enough to wake up a policeman. A man and
a woman stood talking on the wharf.
He had his
head bent down, and she was yelling something
Into his ear, when the steam suddenly shut off, just
was

sustained,

learned that the

was

to hi-

will close by expressing myself Indebted to the of
iicers of the Cambridge for the handsome way in
which I was treated. Had 1 been the President,

traveling incog. I could

not

may be found hanging beside the clock in many a
Maine home, and can be depended upon to reguof

an

planets and

the weather with-the accuracy

eight day time piece.

That’s

a

darned good idea

We wish it sockcess.

The defendants claim that Castle was not pivsi
dent of the company when the note was alleged t >
have been given, and that if he borrowed
money at
all from the plaintilf, who is his mother, lie borrow

haugcd.

implicated.

police

Tin-

t

are ,\

Wiuterport

<

Tlmr-iav
Imt-ed wa-

Interred.

old.
N.-w York coasters

our

house board that

by tin- h_.
whistling -igmi
Southwest ledge off Block I
notified

are

Oct. -7lh

on

buoy

a

was moored .»n
land, lb L, in a no lit. ten fathom- d watei
buoy i- painted with red and black horizontal

hi
ii

n

with S. \V.

ledge painted in white letter- on
middle black blind.
It is surmounted 1»\ a whi-i

ingin payment certificates of stork to the anioun!
$.').■*,000. This stock (-astie assigned t» A xel Hay
ford and William II. Hall a- security for $17.ni»o.
which sum these gentlemen paid to relieve ( u.-tl

•

the

per it' d by tin* motion of
-hort intervals.

sea.

and giving

1

at

contemplated suit

The

contc.-t tin*

of his liabilities in

erecting and furni-iiiug th new
building. Of this sum paid, $1.'1,000 wnv form;.-outstanding and $2,000 in cash. Castle at tin am

Northp

the part of tin- ucirlate Jonathan Flwell,
fallen through The supreme <

will

*rt, h

is

on

t

of the

sustained the Probate bourf in the appointumi
of the Ilarriman Bros., of this city, as e\e< im
under tiie will, b 1. Hubbard as special admin,
tralor will close hi.- connection and the retircmei
•f Mr. Ct. F. Ilarriman will leave dame- >. Han :
ha.-

Messrs. Ilavford and Hall a detailed
schedule of all the other liabilities against the prop
erty, which amounted to $l,0on, and w hich he, Castle, agreed to take care of out of the $2,oih) cash re
ceived. The transfer and sale were duly record<-d
by the clerk, Mr. A. V. Parker, in the director.--’
record book. A copy of the transfer was made at
Mr. Hay ford’s rosiest, which ropy wa- produin court, but the dirc-tors’ book produi-rd did n »t
contain a copy of the sale. The defence .-barged
time gave

.-ole executor.

man

Produce of all kind- is very high, with the pr
peels of a further advance in price. Potato.-- ar
si per bushel, egg- ■2d ,.-uts per dozen and butter
cr. ts
T H -f are the figures paid to t-.T
per pound

••■

price-.

farmers and not the retail

buy

he would like to

-ome person with mutilating the book in
removing
this copy. There is a blank in the book covering
a period of fifteen month-.
The clerk testified b
having recorded the sale, .since Messr-. Hay n
and Hall have had control of the foundry company
bills to the amount of $:»,000, not included in ( astir'

pound.

per

On.-dealer

tvvo toils of

Hay

in

1

mr

at

|.

eni

market l'r

b

*■

•SL-M'1 slfi per t-ei. ae. .wling V
lie
,uaut}
er- seem t" 1..- the favored
Lass ihi- year.

ni

i.u

■

Mr.
able

orge Hard;., of ward live, had a remar
escape from aerident one day last week. L
b

driving along Bridg

schedule, have been brought again.-: the company
■hi the other hand the plaintilf atUrm- that she

of

I- said to be

mains were -cm
where tln-v wen-

of

street wit It

wheel of the vehiciv
with the heel,

off.

came

load of iron,

a

Hardy

Mr.

into the -tre. r, the iron pile

worn

r hotli.
upon Mr. II and the team going
bates, who happened to In: in the vicinity,

b

■

a.-sistance, expecting to find a
fortunately Mr. Hard} escaped

Mr. H.‘blit

man.

...

gerh

t-

t

ran

wornm

with,

r

bruise.
A N UlKOW Ksni'K.

On

Thur-dav ifteni'>•-n

week, a bullet went tearing through the win
<l«>\v of the residence of the late vow. frosbv,
liii- eity, and lodged in the door opposite.
M
Crosby, but an instant before was -landing n
Hu window in the line of the bullet, on ii\.
ti-ati.-n it wad that the bull. I e.mie a a
a toy
am,on tired from the outs, ie
y \\ il! Bak* *-.
who i.- a very reckless hoy, an.I uule-s tv-tra:m .-■!
last

wiil

get into diiH<‘ulty.
Belfast urchin ispos-cs-e I of a nia
culled a “nigger-shooter." It i-

Nearly
chine

every
which is

pieee

of

rubber attached

to

horse-shoe

a

-hap*-

wooden appliance, with which small rocks a:
other missiles arc thr wn
great di-tai; •*-. It igreat nuisance. One *lay last week a lad; n Ma
street was struck in tlie head with a -(on.- thr.-u
from

i'l

They

particularly

are

to

tala,

uui-ance -h.nibl be -uppr*

Tie-

l--

the-e infernal machine-, and

of

«m«*

fainted.

--•■

near

wind,

d

e\**»*llent paintings, th* work >>t M.- An.
K. K»‘ll* > of Waterville,nve *»! *-xhi: itbmiuW ...
cock’s ami Caldwell's store-.
Mis-Kell* i-a-.-t
Some

lvdley, of this ity. and 1- a la i;
artistic talent. One of her t. ah.
;i pupil of the late \N illiam [Hunt, a <•. iebrab d ar
Miss Kelley intends to make painting her pr
list.

of Mr.

\. II.

us id.

raide

..

fes.-ion, and iu lginir from the pi' tun-s
friends think her choice

painting-

are

on

a

happy

xhibio d I.

■

one.

■

.n

exhibition in Ww 'i

k.

>f p.

wa.

they

receive much prai-c.
Any one lu 'is \ i■ -ini:
wi.-hiug t" avail themsehc.- of her -kill should a
suit ln*r brother in t iii- city.

refunding committee uwt i_
Saturday evening last. It wa- fully *!«•• i !
that upon re* juc-t of the city government the ic *
ner of declaring dividends will be chanced
I’!,
will give to the preferred stork-holders of the ra;
The conference

on

r.*ad fJ per I'ent. dividends, the balance cdug to ti
n<*n preferred, agreeable to original chart* r
I I
matterof refunding has been dof.-nvd tv a nan,;;
when the committee will again meet.
It i- tmuigu'
that at thi- time when money i- in bri-k i< n,a

nothing

he done.

can

January

Alter

it is exp.

;

money market will 1m* c.,-h*r, when an at
tempt will be made t proceed with tin- r* fundi m

ed the

buying egg.-on false pretences, selling stoekiugan old lady and
keeping the proceed and «»f

■

for

sell erne.

drunkenness at Bangor, where lie wa- known a“dnmken Jim Nutt.'' The defeuc,- wa- iu.-tiiic.ation, truth. Te-timony was Introduced to pi .. ;
the jury that the charges were sustained an i they
gave a verdict of “not guilty’ bn- the d.• t. ndant.
l ••uij
ounty Attorney Wallace for the state
A I Hinton for defendant.

vicinity of the gas house. attempted -uicid*- ;
cently by swallowing an oim***-■ f laudanum TI*
young woman procured the poison at mn* .ft!
drug-ton -in the evening and went home when

State«ui

complaint

of Geo. \V. .Mes-mv

\

his bed.

(Mi

the

Fourth of

-napped

at Messure and

defence

was

that Sever

\v

the

is

hoy-, headed by Messure, wh

pi-Pd

anno;

<•

a

lot of
•diu

of Belmont

v-.

a

civil

ease was

tried-

win*! her
he

(dirham 1 leal, id' ^ear.-mont

Vet ion

Tuesday evening.

,.f

B

m_•:

Bh-'k

tin* Ma-onm

Tim luii.

fraternity,

aun

Ba-

;

dug
is

r
.-

y.
-i 1 a 1!

.-win

a--.*-sed

ui

which

a

an

from taxation.

The

city

-•

lmitor i.ikrs

tut ion

and say- that tin- in-ti
!•■ one w
am: 'bant;

tin*

-fatuim

ease

is not a benevolent
meaning **f the abov*

law which will !»*' smiled

It i-

; tin- law

a

'iiie-!n*n
Ma

court.

Temple in this rifv.whl'h wa- *■ r* u- : m
ami i- annually ta \**d $000, i- ow in
exelusivclx by the Ma-onic fraternit;, ami if tb.
sonic

—

from

people

the Ma

different view of the

.»t

Fred C. Collin-, Liberty, from Laura L. Collins,
Cause—-desertion.
Framingham, Ma
Myra Kaymund, of Belfast, from John Kaymund,
\ inalhaven. Cause—desertion.

Douglass, Knox,

than local infetv-i i-

Masons.

exempt***!
a

DIVORCES.

Fli-ha

Tv

»rumm**inl, of i’-rtlaud, is conn-*'
Mr. Hninmmud say-the prop* r
ih.
-c :ion
exempt iiml*r item
chapter
vised statutes, whieli says there -ha!! !>» * x.-nij
from taxation—“The real and personal proper!;
literary institutions and the real and per-.mal prop
b utiiir in
erty of all benevolent, charitable am!
stitutions incorporated in the state.” Mr. Prim
moml claims that tin* Masonic Order is
lent and charitable institution” ami aoo*»rdiug!\
the

deft.
Hubert G. Foy of Freedom, indicted in January
for larceny, pleaded guilty and was lined $10.

Belfast.

.!«*-<•.

Jo-iah 11. 1

1 Minton for

on

one

i- U-. n
annual ;a\ "f si
I’h*■ Masons liave lvfusetl to pay Urn tax and
vaiev the claim that the block l- exempt.
11

The partie- traded hor-c-.
replevin a horse
Tin* plaintitf -ays dell, warranted horse sound at d
the animal not proving -o replevined the animal.
Defence say- horse w as sound with the exception
V erdict for
of a dillieulty which was known to pill'.
deft.
Greei and Fogler for pltf.
Thomp.-on A

adjourned finally

nmre

nipt frail taxation.

ex

l.Ooo, tip

>1

to

Court

of

or nut

•utirely by

Mear-

«.I'oite

i|Ue-tion

\

the attention of tin*

celebrate and raise h-! with old Se> «t. Tlial
he pointed hi- hand at the hoys to intimidate them
Verdict not guilty. ( ounty Attorney Wallace foi
state. Wayland Knowltou for deft.

Tuesday

-it

ounce

be again called later in tin day. B r< -.rting p
respiration, walking the pati**nt about, A
the physician pulled his patient through
i'll*
cause for the rash act i- not know n. r• 111 it i
-aid
be the second attempt of the kind.

to

(>11

i'atter-on. living i

to

Tic

wer

i l.v

Kit tie

artitleial

July-last

twice

-aidtney

»

swallowed the whole

she

Messure accompanied some hoy- pa-t Se\. r’- h< >u -e
when the latter came to the door, pointed a revolver

Si lcnu:.

large .piantity of pd.-on mad** her si. k and -Ie
vomited nearly all night.
Next da; a phy-j. ti,
wa- -ent for who prescribed an ,.nti !"i,- and 1»

B. Sever, l'arties live in Searsport.
A case of asault with intent to kill. Defendant is an iniinu
man To years of ago, a pauper of the town.
Mrsure and another were hired by the town to nurse
Sever. Sever had some trouble with Me —urc and
said lie would “lix him.” Sever kept a revolver at
the head of

m:.Mt*ii:;*

the

1 honia-

-.

cost of .*? 10,000

Bangor building is exempt, our- must be.
only i- our Tempi** taxed heavily, but there
claim of giauo against it in fax or of the eity f.»r

Lyeha Dougla-s,

Cause—desertion.

Nettie J. Tucker from Janies l>. Tucker. Bella jt.
Cause—Incompatibility. Custody of minor child
Both parent- t" have
given to Jacob j). Tucker
reasonable opportunity to visit child
Lucy Jane Wood from Isaac A. Wood, Belfast.
Cause—non-support. Custody ot minor child to
mother.

No!
ibi

a

t

lamb- in straightening limb -!r. :
doei.-ion in this Bangor a-** will therefore be
looked for with much interest b\ the Ma-.

torments in ••.viva
The

this

city.

A\<

ii.n r

Kr.t

n's.

(astine i>

an

am-lent ami hi

town, ami many valuable mementoes haw
been unearthed there from time to time. Alien g
the- most curious are certain Masonic seals that ha\ c
torlc

Mr A J.

the Connectithree hundred pound
shell which had been thrown into the city during
the siege of Charleston by (ten Gilmore's battery
on Morris Island
lie told the Colonel of the Regiment that the people of Charleston had got
through with it. and that as they had left it here
they were welcome to it. It is understood that
the Regiment will take the shell homo with them
as a memento of their trip.
[Charleston News and
Courier.
cut

McCobb. Jr.

troops yesterday with

Mr. MeCobb is

presented
a

as

Charleston and well known to many of the busi
ness men of this city.
An exchange speaks of a young man who "ate
dinner with green kids on
A dinner with green
kids ou is not had to take provided the “green
kids” mean fresh lamb.
But

a

kid is not

a

lamb.

It is

a

juvenile

which is not bad to take, either roast,

or

goat,
stewed

j

in Mexican stylo with plenty of red pepper—the
native pods, not the ground biscuit and red lead
sold under this

name

The senior of the Gardiner Home Journal has
b-ien taken in

a

word about this,

we

shall lick him at

sight.

brought

and for many years its whereabouts was unknown.
In 1803 the old seh. Michigan underwent repairs at
Deer Isle. The schooner’s ceiling was removed >*»
that the decayed timbers might be taken out, when
a workman found resting upon the head of a timber
a piece of copper, which on being cleaned proved t<>
be the lost seal of Hancock Lodge.
The vc>m-1
many years before was rebuilt at Belfast, and tinseal must have found its curious hiding place at
that time, but In- whom will probably never be
known.
Mr. David \V. Webster, Jr., in writing a
supplemental history of Hancock Lodge for the
past decade, has the following concerning another

Maine man. being a native of
a commission merchant in

a

to light at different periods. Many
the seal of Hancock Lodge disappeared
suddenly ami niv-tcri* msly as did me Morgan,

been

years ago

Liucoinvillo, and is

says

to bo

always very rough there.

man

individual capacity and the ..pany inot liable. That Castle w as running the foundry as
his own enterprise uni not as the Belfast Iminor;
Company. To substantiate this view the defence
introduced testimony which went t" show that in
January, 1S7S, after the present foundry building
had been completed and furnished with engine-,
boiler, machinery, tools, \e., Castle sold the entire
property to the Belfast Foundry company, re.-civ

that Uuitcau

ought

is

ing on the matter. The victim has been emp
as domestic in several families in Lynn, the la-t
14 Imho street.
Tie
gagemrnt being at N-

ed it in his

by a swindler, and after telling tho
whole story in his own paper he thus undertakes
to intimidate a contemporary :
“If Howard Owen

as

The ship Alice Buck is now in the hands of
wreckers. Much ditlieulty is experienced in try into save the
cargo of railroad iron for the Northern
Pacific railroad, with which the ship was loaded, a-in* lies in from five to -iv fathoms of water, and it

The Boston Journal says—
It is alleged that Mar> MeAuliff, of Winterpm
who has been known in'l.ynnof late a- Mar;. <
tins, is a victim of malpractice. A sewing ma< 1,11

though Mr. Scovillo would have no
difficulty in securing plenty of exports” to testify

It looks

The Masonic Token, published at Portland, coptthe Journal's obituary of the late Win. < >. Poor, and
adds a few word- <>t its own in commendation of
the good qualities of the deceased.

capital stock of the concern was increased t<» $7f>.
Axel nayford and Win. II. Mall became interested and the company was reorganized.

000.

commonly
At the Tallahassee (Fla.) State Fair a premium
of!?(} was offered for the test darned stocking

lug discourse.

Attention i- called to an article on the outside
to-da\
paper entitled‘ An open Door," from tl
pen of Fram es .1. Dyer, daughter of D. \Y D
"f this city now of the Boston { ongregati.mali
The article i- not only well written
t dir■
attention t-» a Held of employment open to worn,
and for which they an- naturally well 'lualiimd.

have fared better.

Loring, Short & IJarmou, Portland, send us the
Old Farmers Almanac for 1882. This publication

The lecture of Rev. Mr. Gcrrlsh, “Three Year- at
the Front,” at the Methodist church last week, Hawed received, and is spoken of as a very intciv-t

the business alone, but bis deposits of
money in the Belfast National bank were in bisow n
name, ami from tills general fund he drew ehecks
for his business and private purposes. The money
lie alleges to have received from his mother w as
also deposited to his private account. In the fall
of 1ST** the new building was erected.
In l>7s the
did

■

late the
not

Plienix Lodge of Masons in this city, on Monday
evening, made a handsome donation to their brotherin Michigan who were sufferers in the late tires.

>

degree

casks of cement for Waterville
landed at this port last week.

was

The Mutual I'uion Telegraph otlice in this city
will be with the American express. The otlice «.t
the old International was in the same room.

note

only

not

1

Vicinity.

George E. Johnson, Eso. left town last week,
joining at Dixmont a party of hunters, and with
dog and gun is now in the wilds of Maine.

former valuable property was the land upon which
the building stood.
Mr. Castle then removed to
the Head of the Tide, where he fitted up the old
Wilder foundry ami carried on the business until
187*», when the present structure on Front street was
erected. During the period from lST.j to 1878 the
foundry company had a normal existence, but it is
alleged that Castle ran the business in his own
name.
The allegation has never been proved, fhe
directors were elected annually, bin from ls7'» to
1*78 this board did not choose a president or treasSo when the note in suit was given it Is
urer.
!
claimed that Castle was not the legal president. He

(

and

A cargo of 843

parties,

to, or to put it in a very torso sentence, he is
a man who knows hi- biz.
leaned the amount to the defendant company, that
The launch took place at the yard of Smith and I
she holds a note -igned by the legal oili.-er. that the
Townsend, at East Bo-ton. on Tuesday, Oct. 2f>th,
niouey was expended for the benetit of the rompum
I went over some little time before
at 12. JO i*. m.
and that the defendants are liable. Che ks to the
the launch, and had a good opportunity to look the
amount of $1,DU7, which went to pay for the boiler
new steamer over.
James Littlelleld, the Superinand machinery were produced, and it i- a-sert.-l
of
line
tendant
the
was there, and had his hands
that the balance went to pay for labor, fivigh; u
full of business. If he had been triplets, he would
machinery, coal, &c.—all for then-.-of th.- .-out
He was distributing
have had all six hands full.
pany. That the subsequent actions wcr.- false i--uctickets of admission to those who wished to he
and had nothing to do w ith the main question.
launched on the steamer, and answering the quesCa-tle was the only witness put on the stand for
tions of the numerous reporters who swarmed
the plaintiil.
He underwent a most rigid cross •,
about him 1 ik** bees. 1 diseoverd bow pleasant it
animation, and was in the witness box tw
da\-.
was to be interviewed, but as inlormation must be
In his cross examination he admitted that all th
1
to
m\
for
Mr.
Lit
obtained, proceeded
grasp
pity
books, papers, letters, bills and vom-lu rsbelonging
tlefleld by the throat, and choke it, and then to pump
to the company previous to I-,- wa re burned
by
what 1 could out of him
1 succeeded in getting
him. The counsel for the defence elainu l that tin*
some additional information
to what you have
articles destroyed would have been valuable te-palready given your readers. You gave her cost at mony for his side. The ease wa- able
managed 011
$[.■>0,000 exclusive of machinery and furnishing-.
both sides and all that was possible was brought
It should be $1.”>0,000 exclusive of furniture and carout.
pets. she will he a little larger than the Cambridge,
1 lie jury retired at .‘1 o’clock in the afternoon, and
and have more stateroom.-, but to the man who canin the evening sent word to the court that
they ware
not get one when lie want- it, but has to sit up all
unable to agree. The Judge instructed the jury t
night, and hold himself in a chair with one hand, remain until midnight, and at that time if they \>. onand hold his supper down with the oilier, it will not
unable to agree they might com.- out. The jury <limake much difference whether there arc S4 or I in.
agreed. It Is -aid the jury wa- eleven t* one
Hi r boiler and engine, will together weigh 2 >2
favor of the pill. \V 11. F..gler for phi.
v. p
tons, ami her coal and water 110 tons more. The <iould for deft.
holler is a Hue return tubular; is 2'- feet long and
The court began on the criminal docket Saturday
loft, in diameter, and will weigh about <!.*> tons.
!r
afternoon, on the case of state on complaint ■•: \
will be built by the Atlantic 'Yorks, and as they
B. Turner vs. Palmer M. Turner, K. 1. (.la-g rhave no shears of sufficient strength t > put it on
and ('ha.-. M. Bullard, all 1 Palermo. A a.-c
board, the holes will he plugged, ami it will i>.
riot in removing Turner’s eil'c ts from a building.
throwif into the dock, and towed to the Charleston
1 >efence that Turner had 110 tenancy
,11<• i that
it
navy yard, when it will be placed in position with
was not a riot.
Verdict, not guilty. < ouuty A1:•
the Government shear-, permission to use them
know lton and Fogler 1 r
m-y Wallace for State,
having been obtained through the Hon. Leopold
(lefts.
of
Morse
Boston, the present Congressman. The
Monday morning. state «»n ... .tint of ,1amsteamer will also be provided with a donkey engine
V ea-e of libel.
Ha:
Nutt, vs. K. F. Hanson.
forward, to be used for moving heavy freight and son belongs in
Searsport ami is a minister in
handling the anchor, which will be a great saving the denomination known as the Church of
God,
of time and labor.
William McKie was master
wiille Nutt elainis to he an ordalued preacher in tic
a
man
who
knows
builder,
the whole thing, as far
Advent Christian Church.
Fast spring Nutt had
as his business is concerned.
The joiner work is
Hanson arrested and brought before the municipal
by William II. McKie. It is expected that the
court for certain alleged libellous utteranei--.
It
steamer will come onto the route in April next,
appeared from testimony that Hanson wrote a
after the ice is out of the river. She will be run
tiee which was posh'd at the Fort.a school !i..u-c
without metal, ami will then be given another thread
i.
Searsport, -ay ing that he would tell the p.-..pl.
of oakum, and a heavy coat of copper.
I was uu.
Nutt was. After prayer- Hanson read Icier- fm-c
able to learn who would command her, Mr. Littleheld and others connected with the line showing a Dexter, Bangor and other place.-, w!ii< h made Nm;
out to be a very bad nut. The letters accused Nutt
lamentable
of
on this
wants

reported on the Jacksonville bar_The In time for every one between Rockland and White
following letter, addressed by branch pilot Thos. Head to hear that woman say, “and don’t forget,
Lassere to the board of pilot commissioners of John, to put on your thick red drawers Sunday!”
and if John did forget it, it was not because lie did
Nassau county, is of interest to coasting vessels
uot hear what she told him.
It bears date “Oil* Fernandma, Oct. UUh—
If I owned the Journal, instead of being its cor1 desire to respectfully call
your attention to the respondent, l could till it
up, and tell your readers
boilers <>t the wrecked steamship City of Austin.
They lay «>u the north side of the channel, near the what I saw In Boston, but as you probably have
Pelican bank buoy.
The steam domes of the some items of your own that you want to print, I

people

The case of Mary H. Castle, of Cleveland, Ohio,
The Belfast Foundry Company, which began on

vs.

as

of Belfast

The Gazetteer of Maine says that Congress street
in this city, is 178 feet above tide water.

given to Mary II. Castle by her son W.
W. Castle as president and treasurer of the Belfast
Foundry company. This is one of several cases
wherein the same principals ligure. To ensure a
correct understanding of the ease a brief
history is

of water

boilers show above the surface of the water, and
a short distance away look like channel
buoys,
and being painted red are very likely to be mis
taken for regular buoys. The captain of the brig
Puntaluna. which was wrecked on the 11th iust.,
did mistake them for buoys, and by doing so lost
his vessel.
I s ould respectfully suggest that you ask the
light house authorities to place danger signals on
the boilers, so that others may not be misled by
them

JUSTICE SVMONDS PRESIDING.

My present demoralized condition has been
brought about by the fearful condition of the water
they have here. For a man who has resided as l
have, in a land overflowing with springs of running
water, to be obliged to drink this dammed water,or necessary.
switch off on manufactured beverages, has proved
j A short time previous 1873, W. W. Castle, by
too much for me, and I shall need all the mild and
the purchase of stock, became the principal owner
soothing influence of the Temperance element, j in the foundry company, its president, treasurer,
when 1 return, to get me back to my normal condiand general manager. In the great lire in this city
tion. Scientific men have been investigating this in August, 1873, the foundry building, with its conwater question, and cannot make up their opinion
tents, were, destroyed. All that was left of the

of

The New York papers generally approve of the
letti r. The Tribune says

News

Boston, Oct. *28,1881.
Editor Journal : 1 sec by the last Issue of the
Journal, that I am to tell your readers this week
about the launching of the new steamer Penobscot,
of the Sanford Line, and what I have seen up hen.*,
so I will tie a wet towel across
my brow, and take a
dose of bromide, to steady my nerves, and try and
get my senses together, although 1 expect my letter
will be as disjointed as the India rubber man in the

Secretary

The

Now some

:

Georg©

the President this guarantee
with the United States of
Colombia) given by the United States of America
does not require reinforcement or assent from any
other Power. In more than one instance this
government has been called upon to undertake
the neutrality thus guaranteed; and there is no
contingency now foreseen or apprehended in which
such indications would not be iu the power of this
*
*
nation
If the foreshadowed action of the to quench thirst, whiskeys, rums, brandies, wines,
European Powers should assume tangible shape, beers, and ales, and 1 let you imagine in what con
it would he well for you to bring to the notice of
dition they would be likely to leave a Maine orphan
Lord Granville the provisions of the treaty of 1816
after he had wrestled with them a week.
and especially its thirty fifth article, and to intiLast Monday I strolled down to the Cambridge,
mate to bun that any movement iu the sense of
supplementing the guarantee contained therein when she came in at Belfast, and presented the letwould necessarily he regarded by this government ter of invitation to
attend the launching, with w liic h
as an uncalled for intrusion into a held where the
had provided me, to my friend Billy Eaton,
local and general interests of the United States of you
who silently folded me to his bosom, and informed
America must be considered before those of an)’
other power save those of the United States of me that the Cambridge was mine, so to speak, and
Colombia alone, which has already derived and
for me to consider myself at home, which in statewill continue to derive such eminent advantages
room 41, 1 soon did.
William is the gentlemanly
from the guarantee of this Government. * * *
clerk of the Cambridge. He is built like these river
li is as regards the political control of such a canal
steamers, sort of flat bottomed, and when he sits
as distinguished for its merely administrative or
commercial regulation that the President feels
down in a chair, there Is not much chance to put
called upon to sp.-ak with directness and with emany bundles in it, and when he pays six cents for a
phasis.
During any war to which the United seat in a horse car, the company don’t make much
Stales of America or the United States of Columbia might lie a party the passage of armed vessels money out of the waste room. But he knows how
to sell tickets, and keep peace among the passenof a hostile nation through the canal at Panama
would not be more admissible than would the gers. It is wonderful how he can smile out through
passage f tin armed forces of a hostile nation over
the little window in his ollice, and tell a man that
the railway lines joining the Atlantic and Pacific
the state-rooms arc all gone, and then proceed t >
shores of flic United states or of Columbia
And
tbo United States of America will insist upon her demonstrate to him that he can sleep heller to lie
rights to take all needful precautions against the right down on the freight, between deck-, than Inpossibility «>f the Isthmus transit being in any can in the best room aboard, and make him believe
event used offensively against her interests upon
it.
Now and then he has a little fracas with an ol.
*
*
*
the laud or upon the sea
Any attempt derate pagan. 1 heard the last
chapter of a little
to supersede that guarantee by an
agreement bedispute he had with an irate, red head* 1 man. I
tween European Powers that maintain vast armies,
and patrol the sea with numerous fleets, and whose got along just in time to hear the man yell out
interest iu the canal and its operations can never
“Well, who are you, anyway?” “I’m Eaton, the
be so vital and supreme as ours, would partake of clerk," said
Billy, with a smile. “Well,” said tinthe nature < t a:, alliance against the* l niteil States,
belligerent
individual,“you
may be ratin' the clerk
this
and would be regarded by
government as an but I
want you to understand that, you can’t eat
indication ot unfriendly tooling
You will be
me," and then Congress adjourned for a few minear. ful in any conversation von may have not to
utes, and tlie alleged cannibal removed his cap, and
represent the position of the United States as the
development of a new policy or the inauguration wiped his brow, and closed up his little window,
of any advanced, aggicssive steps to be taken by
and gently caressed the pile of greenbacks before
this government It i.» nothing more than the pro
him, and for the nonce there was a stillness sutli
liouneed adherence of the United States to princieient to cover the desert of Sahara.
ples long since enunciated by tin* highest author
il\ of the (iovrumetir. and now. in the judgment
Everyone who travels on the Cambridge knowof the l*.• -i b ut, firmly inwoven as an integral
Capt. Ingraham. The captain .-Imply keeps an-mmt
and important part of our national policy.
In his
of the people he shakes hands with, and can then
address upon taking the oath of otlice the Presi
tell you just how many passenger
there art*
dent distinctly proclaimed the position which the
g eminent of the United Slates would hold upon j aboard. Everybody knows him, and they also know
this questi< n. and if the European Cabinets have j that if they go oflf to bed, that lie will look after mat'
failed to observe or give due heed to the declara- I
tersjust as well as if they sat up; and if the cellar
li ms then made it may be well for you on some
drain gets clogged up he will be the lirsi one to
to
the
r
occasion
call
the
Minis
attention
of
prop
know it, and have it attended to. He is one of
ter of E< reign Affairs to the language used by the
President.
those fellows who can play every instrument in the
band. He can be captain, mate or pilot, when he
It will be seen that, in effect,
Blaine

hook ontitled

Itest."

High prices rule,

a

In the

vince other nations of the

con-

If lie

cause.

The Belfast Journal in its last issue, published
the comments of several newspapers on the pro
jected railroad to Aroostook. It places our Presque
Isle contemporary among the opposers of tin* M.
C road. In this it is in error, as the North Star's
last article demonstrates [Aroos ook Republican.

cerning the State Department are that first article,
Secretary Blaine will not probably remain opposed to

in the Cabinet after December 1st.

October 14th

our

in view.

have been from the State.
thirty
John C. Spencer was one lor a year under John
hyler, and John A. Dix for a few weeks under
Buchanan was another.

Xew York furnished the first

Treasury, Alexander Hamilton, but few of his

as

Emory Storrs, of Chicago, whom
later reports asserted had been tendered

In the report of the Secretary of State seut to the
on the iMth, iu answer to the resolution of

Senate

nations that any interference in this matter will
be regarded as unfriendly.
The most stiiking
passages of the letter are as follows—

that of

before adjournment,

Our

large. It must inevitably
become, eventually, a local fair. A glance

the State at

predicted all manner of financial and industrial cv.ls
as the result of resumption and the general policy
of a Republican administration; and which long

from the crop of last year, aud as the foreign de
main! :s less there is not likely to be a rise in
bread-stuffs.

Doctrine

maintain what amounts to

sax

the least.

Monroe

INTERPRETED BY SECRETARY BLAINE.
IilS
WARNING TO FOREIGN POWERS CONCERNING THE
ISTHMUS.

we are

of office

term

could hold only for thirty days thereafter.

There was a dead lock in the Seuato on Friday,
the confirmation of the postmaster of Lynchburg. Ya and the session was held throughout

at

pecuniary gain
the community

that the Post-

over

It is reported that this year's wheat crop in Canada has never been surpassed iu quantity or qualiThe surplus will be about 7.000.000 bushels,
ty
which is nearly halt a million more than last year
and nearly double what it was in 1878 and 1870

It may result in the
of the managers, and of
in which it is located, but

hibition, and those who visited the fair
expires each year could inform themselves conwithin thirty dajs after the expiration of cerning the agricultural and other inter
the term of the President appointing him. ests of the entire State.
Augusta would
As President Garfield’s term expired with draw from the fertile Kennebec region,
General’s

master

day.

In connection with the new laws to beintroduced int" Japanese judicature next year, it is
propos
ed to employ foreign judges to sit with Japanese.
John V Bingham. United States minister to Tokio,
ha?* been offered the first appointment.

think ill-advised.

would be best subserved

which

l:i the Supreme Court at Portsmouth N. H Fri
day. William Jackson, convicted of being a tramp,
w as sentenced to the State Prison for one year and

Ex Senator Sargeant of California, who is urged
for a Cabinet position, is a native ot Newburyport.
Mass, was once a type setter iu the Government
Printing Olliee at Washington, and is an a5vocale
«»f woman's rights.

Fair

claims of other cities and sections he

obviate any question as to the
of that section of the Revised

Such has been the current damage to the British
crops that the current wheat deficiency in the
United Kingdom is os'imated at 135,000,000
bushels.

one

The
AS

can

proposition to establish the State
permanently in any one city we

The

James for Postmaster General, and both
were

century.

Fair.

garded

Ylr. James

An English critic speaking of the Southern
States of the Union, prophesies that their future
development is to be one of the wonders of the

State

Thursday the President nominated
Judge Folger, of New York, to be Secretary of the Treasury, and Thomas L.
On

Wednesday *1 intend to know no factions in the
Republican party: 1 desire the support of all good

one

upon tlie success of this movefuture prosperity of Belfast

ment the

largely depends. We trust that the Age
will continue to give the refunding movePUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE
In this work
ment its earnest support.
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO. it will have the hearty co-operation of the
Journal and the approval of the citizens
CHARLES A. PLLSBURY.7.Editor.
Business
Manager
and
dpccvt
r
iiYvn
\
generally.
G. DYER,
RUSSELL
local Editor.

a

vaucing

weighs

policy, for
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is said to bo of

ease.

KA1LU0AD SLEYFY

SCHOOL

her lirst cotton

serious nature.

at

Two surveys have been made for the extension
of the Bangor A Bucksport Railroad to Ellsworth
One route starts from the railroad about one mile
above Bucksport and theother following down and
around the shore, the two intersecting near Duck
Cove iu the vicinity of Orland
Tile finYer line
leaves the river on land f Mrs. Br -wu. and runs to
ward Orland. crossing the Orland A* Bucksport
road at the farm of Hei.rv Patridgu and striding
Orland about one-fourth mile to the west of t. e
village. From there the line cross. Duck Cove
and Dead River and follows around on the shore
»d Alamoosook Poi.d to Masons M ils.
At that
point the line crosses Toddy Pond to the west
shore up which it follows t<> the lower narrows,
where it re crosses and leaving the pond follows
the low ground till it .-trikes the North Rend road
within ah uit ue miie of Surry village.
It then
crosses Patten's p <nd stream and follows up the
meadow, crossing the Ellsworth and Bucksport
road about two and a hail miles out from Ellsworth
From there it follows round and crosses Union
river at the point known as “the < Id burnt dam,"
above Hall s null
The line crosses the Ellsworth
and Bangor road a little south ot the residence of
Horace Davis, and reaching the high ground to
the east ot the road comes out to Mam street The
distance main- by this route is about twenty live
miles. The surveyors l ave now commenced run
niug a line fn m a point on Union river, south t
Turner's H.ii to intersect the tirst line near Nirry.
It is also possible that another line will be run
Com Mason's Mill s by the way ot Heart and Pat
ten's ponds and intersecting the tirst line near Sur
ry. [American.
sl'NDAY

Memphis, l'enn., is building
factory.
Ex Senator Conkling's illness

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

|

my

rious seal—

In I- 1, as Mr. Aaron Chamberlain, a merchant in
tills town, was repairing his <lor<. a piece of silvci
was found, one and a half inches in diameter, and
of the thickness of ordinarv coin, blackened by age
and covered with rust, which, after being cleanse*!
with acids and impressions taken **n lead, wax and
other substances, proved to be the seal of Lafayette
lodge of F. and A. Masons. It bore the following
Masonic emblems, words and date, viz.: a Siiuart
“Truth
Compasses, Pillars, All Seeing Kve,
and l nion, Lafayette Lodge, F. and A. M., 37'.»S.*'

Diligent inquiry has failed

to throw any light
this seal, and it remains wrapped in the same
mystery in which it was found.
upon

Hiram K

F

tco

houses,

iee

n* w

at

has begun the building of his
the mouth of Goose river.

Lincoln villl. Mrs. Philip Heal of Linoolnville
Centro fell down stairs Friday night of last week,

The

Question of Jurisdiction.

HAYFORD

The
lawn- about cit\ residence* are as green as
breaking her arm and putting both wrists out of ; Herald Washington correspondent jf the Boston
says
Although Seoville has atnounced
'"hit. Mrs. Ileal is about seventy years old.
■ii spring time, despite the recent !»ard frosts.
that he has no intention, pending the trial of
Brooks.
to
raise
On
(iuiteau,
the question of jurisdiction, it is
Kvergroen boughs for placing about dwellings
Saturday afternoon two barns on
the Ashael Rich
t
it door plants, are now hauled to market.
place, owned by s. E. Dodge, were quite probable that it will be raised after the trial
is over
The court stated yesterday to Guiteau's
destroyed by tire. The burns containing forty tons counsel that their waiver
I •:
•'teamei May Queen, Monday, while on the
of the plea to the juris
,)f hay, farming tools, and some
The
diction at this stage in the case would not prevent
carriages.
astiue, broke some of her machinery
pa—age to
was insured.
The
lire
their
property
is
rt
later.
Scoville's shrewd associate.
i returned for repair-. >he resumed her
supposed to be
raising
trips the work of an
incendiary. Five weeks ago Mr. Robinson, is smart enough to see that it would be
Tuesday.
bad
for
them
to
have the question of jurispolicy
H^U'e's stable and barn were destroyed by lire,
diction decided in advance, lie is convinced,
November « one in bright and warm,
Monday be
which was also thought t * be the work of an incenknowing the law thoroughly, that the district
me of the loveliest davs of the present autumn,
diary Much excitement prevail* in the v illage.
court has not jurisdiction, hut he very wisely
i ee. i* lion- in lull bloom were plucked
along the
withholds the plea until his client has been put in
sToeiiroN.
sch. M'alter E. Palmer of this town,
-treet gutter*.
of life. As the trial is drawing to its
was lost in a hurricane
"opt. 7th., while on the voy- jeopardy
close, Guiteau's counsel will ask the court to m
Nkw U'Viau 1-KMKM*.
Attention i* called to
age from Wilmington, VC. for Port an Prince.
struct the jury to acquit Guiteau, ou the
ground
i:ic t.i.i and winter millinery notice of J. W
The only survivor, Ephraim M ilson, was picked
Fergu
up that it has no jurisdiction. If the court grants the
ii
At
Wanted, to hire a farm. K. V. t
by the Swedish brig Rosenius, for Au\ Caves, after : prayer, the jury must acquit, and Guiteau goes
n *rth, *.*ar*port-House and
he had been Jive days on a
lot for sale. F. W'.
The Palmer I free. It' the court refuses to grant the prayer,
spar.
counsel will take exceptions to his ruling, and! on
<
-llins. Ib lfast.
wa* owned principalis
by Capi Horace Staples, those
exceptions, the case under a writ of habeas
and was commanded by
Mr. « harles W Rogers, living
Beals
who
Capt.
Ellis,
the
east
upon
side,
corpus, will be taken to the supreme court of the
leave* a wife and family in this t«»wn. Besides the
painful injury last Monday. W hile rel sited States If the latter decides that the 1 >wer
moving boards from an old floor a nail flew up- captain we do not learn that any of the crew be- court had no jurisdiction, the assassin goes free
Corkhill's folly in indicting Guitoan here is appro
longed in Stockton.
ear!-. striking him in the eye. It is thought the
priately characterized by leadiug members of the
"'o:.nd will destr >y the sight.
Mon.tor. Mr. Henry Mayo arrived home last
bar.
Seoville says he still has great difficulty in
In- tru-tee* ot tuc W’ahi..
Thursday, having been away seventeen years.... getting Guiteau to talk about himself and his acts
County Agricultural
Cider
is
made
in
All
needed
is
and
sold
being
I a meeting at the Conn
large quantities,
suggestions as to evidence are received
House, in tlii~ to
from outside.
Boston parties lor eight cents per gallon_Our
'.uur lav last
It wa* voted tohtddthe fair
school doses this week. It has been a very
\t v, i!' the
-t week ii.
September. The trustees village
A Life Saved.
successful term-There are ten persons in town
r
..-i
ting at tile -ante place next Satureach over so years of age....New members are be
lu a letter from a lady at Council Grove. Kansas,
!ng added to th«• band
>de< thus are played every
the writer says: ‘I have used your Oxygen at
W in
*'b.
Temp ranee Association of thiSaturday evening.... Mr. Nathaniel Wildes is af- times for nearly three years for fa at/ fn-.t/i/*- Am
id b article- of pact U worn
clothing of every j flicted with a cancer u the
/.V..
lip_The banking up nearly well now. and feel that it ha<
to bt
d*tr uited during the
as the disease is It rt (titan/. and has been f.,r
nl ':
coming
>f house- and general preparation for winter, are l
F>'
i atiohJt in our family, and ) o„. the first or.
nay l.e mo>t needed. All
the order of the day.
afft b‘1 "'i attack"?.” Our treatise on
•>»•..! t«* the v>
in over Mr. G. R.
Casunk.
An entertainment, consisting of a
Compound Oxygen, containing large reports of
r"•'"■*■•': Saturday afternoon fiom din
cases
and
Y
full
information
Dus S taekky
haive. pantomime, v --a! and instrumental nui?ie,
ok
A IVai.ln, 1109 and 1111 Girard Street, Philadelm l concluding with a social dance, was hel l in
N"
phia, Pa
w h \u\ i:>.
nn
Albert M. tarter baTown If ill Friday evening, under the auspices of
ld
■•tit with hay for 1>< »ston
1>« n
the Cnitarian Sewing Circle.John F. Rea lias
'•
bine i.a- ! *aded
h. I.ois \. Ghaples with
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT
contract.-.1 to '.mild a new -haft house at the Man
i.
Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
Jacksonville.J. H. K tier ha* buttan mine-Mr. V P.
N-.yes, recent I appointed
r.-o -hattuck with
By C. H s viOiEvr, No. S, Main street.
plaster and ha\
li t- re-vivc 1 hi- commission... .Mr.
postmaster,
b •' ,f‘
•«•!* A Co. have loaded sch. Klla
PRODUCE MARKET.
PRICES PAID PRODUCERS.
Sewall, a nephew of I>r. ->
---wall, preached in
N1 W
itii h:t> Gr ltrun-wi• *k.
25«40 Ifav tf ton,
Apples tf bush,
c
«)rth-*-hi\ churdi
$1<i.oo§14.0o
..-t
Sabbath.. .Mr-. Dr.
4 Y* Hides tf li>,
«; -i:
dried, tf ft*
H i- : W
.d
W
k In,.* hi* crayon portrait of Gar
ias go
to Washing
to see her
7-rBeans,pen,hush 3.25§3 5<i Lamb tf it*.
H
Medium $2.50,j.;.(hi Lamb Skin>,
••■-!''
.-l.tHoil 25
I. >■
mother, win* i- danger- n-ly sick.
lias succeeded in making
Yellow-eves
2 10/i2.*5o Mutton tf tb,
7-<liken.:u t!ie opinion of those fa( \Mtn:\.
The new street between Main and n-:i
Butter tf to,
45 a an
23§25 Oats tf bu-di,
res
at
I * re si *nt.
Ai
Beef tf lb,
-treets i.- ncarlv completed.
The work has been
7^9 Potatoes,
> o'5o§»*0 Hound Hug tf It*
Barley tf bush,
$49
:»••!.
tie »e-: portrait of Garlic;d
loin* so far in
thorough manner.I). Knowlton Cheesed
lb,
lu§ 12 Straw tf Pm,
$6.0naS.oo
Nil. \
>. ( ha-c, t
w hom it iis -lating tin -outh roof ->f his housi.V cargo of
Chicken tf tt»,
12a 15 Turkey tf tt*.
I2«15
’•
Cali Skins tf tt*.
12L \ cal tf tt*.
it_r.i;•• late.I on hi* a-6 m;
k ha- nisi been di-char.;- 1 ford. \ B. (
Adams,
Duck tf tt*.
j;
0§n Wool, washed, tf tt*.
ami one lor tin- \neb--r W■ .rk.N T. licvcrniro
26 Wool, unwashed, tf tt>. 27
Kgg- tf doz.,
has op.. i n barber simp ovr Rose Bros, drug
Fowl tf tb,
lu*! 12 Wood, hard,
W Bucket'
>imt!ns tki$4.otm5.no
■••epics tw..
Geese tf tb,
u§0 Wood, soft,
$2.5n«3.nu
-tore... The fall term of all our -diools will lo-c
t o< k
i.
The

|

HALL,

POSITIVELY ONE NIGHT ONLY.

Tuesday Evening.

Nov. 8, 1881.

BI SKIN ( LI B OF BANGOR. MANAGERS.

ALWAYS

j

An

BEST.

THE

In ALL SIZE,'}!

Engagement of Most Extraordinary Character.

NICK

MARKET

-F OR-

ROBERTS

COLOSSAL

Announces

Large Purchase of Fall & Winter

a

Thoroughly Scoured

Ladies, Misses & (Bren,

RARE BARGAINS SECURED IN

FOR SALE CHEAP AT

o

I

1

European Specialty

intention to offer these goods to the trade at astonishingly low prices. We are resolved to increase
our already large patronage, hence we quote the

Co.

our

partite

•Mivi r <

Lot No. 1.

elation in Min.-trel ami Fanto
mine History.
Notwithstanding the lmmster proportion.- of this
entertainment, and the marvelous liaraeter o| the
attraction-, m« rise in j>ri-t will ho ma-l.
H44

j

lb

LOOK 01 T FOR ORAM) STREET PARADE.
NO IMITATION.
BUT ORIGINATION,
WITHOUT LIMITATION,
for sale at F. \V. ROTE'S.

..

-«

Fine

seats now

quality,
1-i in.

in Bronze. Green, Blue and
wide, only 50c, worth 75c.

5 Pieces Black

Castuiere,

1
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Bridges...-The people at
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i*. 1 stern N rmal Seliool,
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Mr William N. Hall of
brightening up generally. Evidences of thrift
w iiieh rejoice the hearts of
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their fellow townsmen
where he expects *,.> remain for the winter.
Eliery \ a mum sold a horse to Samuel Dunbai.
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cry rob.ist man, ha■'
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The new schooner will be built

moulds as the one to be built for
Ha.-ke!!. which is to bo launched next
mm,
( apt. ( urtis’ vessel will >e built at Cottrell's
ird, near his present stand, in what was for.
ri\
MeCilverv yard..'lavid W. Dyer has
!;tra«-t« 'l to build a two masted schooner of 230
the

in

-ame

«.

ipr

■■

liaskeli. of Deer I-le. The ves
forcapt.
"1 will be -ci up south of the marine
railway, and
" 111 !*•* launched some time next summer. In olden
times vessels were built at this yard, but latterly
Mr. liver ha devoted hi- time to ripairing vessels*

tons

(j.

>.

.-chooner will begin immediately,
rhis is liie seventh and possibly the eighth new
s >< J under eon tract to be built in this
city next
i- ni.
The live shipyards will give employment
•1
nearly 2nd workmen.

Work

ilie

new

-■

Mr. William A. Pendleton, one of
-t enterprising business men, has moved iiis
-’I-'
i' id good.- and
family t«» Revere, Ma.-s, where
lie intends to reside.
N<»im

j11*<>

1st.

•Ur in

M<

»vrvi j.le.

i‘‘n,

«*

of

I.

A
B.

party of 150 assemble* 1 at the*

Thompson, Esq.,

on

Thursday

"ing of la-t week, the occasion being the fifa

*

annivor-ary

<>f tlie

made

marriage

of Mr. and Mrs.

welcome speech whi<*h
v.
responded to by Mr. Fred Brown. A large
miier of handsome presents were made the gifts
! bli«*
many friends of the couple. The evening
■' as
plea-antly spent in dancing, music being fur:.1 -he«l by tin* Montville hand. An accident at the
-omewhat marred the pleasure of the occa-i"ii. Mrs. Thompson was waltzing with her sister,
Mr-. Donnell, of Searsmont, when the
couple fell,
Mr- Donnell receiving injuries which have confined
her to her bed.
iiqis'm.

Mr. T.

a

•>

"i.AKspoiM
List of officers of Soarsport Lodge
v,»- !' *. 1 o. G. T., installed Nov.
1st, lssi. Rev.
I d.
Haley, W. ( 'I'.; Miss Laura Closson, \V. It.
H v
Miss
\V. L. H.
Mrs. N.

Agnes Stafford,
S.;
It *ul-t**n, \V. V. T,; Levi
Trundy, W. Chap., Edgar
Colson, VV. S.; Miss Nettie Crockett, VV. A. S.;
Mi-- Katie Towle, W. F. S.; Miss Caro
Ridley, W.
i
Wilson A. Colson, VV'. M.; Miss Ella Sargent,
VV. I> M.; Miss Minnie Sargent, VV. I.G.; Ralph
Gilkey, VV'. O. <i-The Methodist Society will have
-upper in their church vestry next Tuesday evening, Nov. 8th-Presiding Elder Wardwell will
conduct services at the M. E. Church next Sunday
morning
Ship VV. R. Grace, Capt. D. O. Black,
arrived at San Francisco, Oct. 27th, 114 days from
New York-Bark Hudson, Capt. Frank Carver,
arrived at New York, Oct. 29, from the Philippine
Islands_Ship Frank Pendleton arrived at Sun
Francisco, Oct doth, 132 days from Yokahama....
.ship Win. H. Conner, Pendleton, from Wilmington,
Cal., for Dublin, was spoken Sept. 20th, lat. 1.46 N.
—

Ion. 125.50 W.

lie.

to the

Ellsworth. There it
Supreme
decided in Dunbar's favor and Varmun
paid
titty dollars damage and co.-t.-, amounting t. about
one hundred an 1
veutv-tive dollars.
Court at
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Ad li,

pillow;
\
Coombs, mitten-.
ball below and every

War gent,

li*

IP-

.i.ird-, mottoes: Roxana
.-.illation was served in the
om- went ihik* well sati.-lleil
"ith tie
day- entertainment, owing t » :i i_ilit
fail of rain, the horsi trot was not -ati-iaet
»ry.
There were but ti.nentriv —J. M. (;.* nubs,
-pit

Danger, and P.
oombs’ r-d mar Frolie. "-pitiire won the race in
thr e -tr -ight heal-. The baby show in the
evening
ultra1 'to 1 a goo 1 deal <t attention.
I’he premiums
I'-dlow-; Nettie M. Sprague, J-t,
Ciaee Hi* hard- 2d, and Eunice F.
Coombs, :>.i_
awaimed

re

V.

l be old

a-

Cilkey lamily

per.-on

wh

age. 77

ear-

of this town

united ag.and : months.

are

compri-c eight

r,|-

average

Higgins,Wmerly

of thi- p.aee, i.- -i-k with
consumption in Chicago.
He has been in business tliere f.»r -everal vears.
Hi- aunt, Mrs. L. D. Cun:-, wife of our

post-mas.
with him, and will remain probably while lie
lives. Mr. Higgins is the son of the late
(‘apt.
*'•-•■ i* 11
lliggni- a well known ship master, who
^b' d in Calcutta several
Hi- mother
years ago.
died at his home! in Chicago a few
years since.
B 'i! Capt. Higgins and Ids wife
were brought to
North Bucksport for burial... .Mrs.
Betsey Pratt,
\vid"W *f Setlj Pratt, died at Bu«
ksport Centre,
o- t. 2nth, aged st
year-, she was a pensioner, !ier
hushand having been a soldier of the war of
Mr-. Pratt bad been insane
forty-eight years, and
for all these years two of
herdaught< rs have taken
care
>f her, with the -xception of a few months
that she was at the asylum in Augusta. Mnce the
death of her husband in 1ST*, It. \. Rich, of Winterport, ha- been her guardian.... Mrs. L'-rents-.n,
ler. is

who

injured

board of steamer Katahdin at
>earsport, is the widow of the late < apt. John Lorents »n, <»1 this place. With commendable
prompt,
m
and liberality the Sanford steamship
u

.i-

Company

through Henry 1. "-anhorn, Es<j .connected with
tlie agency of the boats here, effected a settlement
with Mr- L. within seven day- after the accident,
her two

week.... Mr-.

thousand dollars,

Stephen

a-

-tated

last

1).

(tcorge, l’ormerlv of
she has been in poor

stoeklon, is ver\ low.
health fora number of years.

Hi < ksi'oitj
Mr. <»corge Blodgett, at the tannery
has laid the foundation for a new building 2»‘* by JOil
feet, three stories in height. When completed it is
be used for tanning

purposes. Twenty-live hands
employed in the tannery and 1200 cords of bark
arc used annually.
About f.un dozen sheep skins
are tanned each week.
These skins are imported
from England, Australia and South America_The
temperance meetings at Emery’s Hall, are held each
Sabbath r. w. at 2 * o'clock, under the auspices of
the Reform Club. They have been well sustained
during the slimmer and fall. Mr. Enierv verv generously gives the use of his hall. The organization
is composed of very active workers, headed
by
Messrs. Cenn, Cobb, Ware, Hall, Wiley, Emery and
many others, and we predict for them a very successful temperance campaign this fall and winter.
..-.S. C
Homer, one of the prominent business
to

|

We \vi>h

are

In town, has been very ill for a number of
weeks, but is now convalescent_The community
1- much saddened at the death of Miss Evie Smith, a
men

l»i'*h i-

W

|

tendance at the E. M. r. Seminary this winter_
'1 he pastor of the Congregational church is an ex'

eeption to the short pastorate custom of this age,
having been here for nearly a dozen years, and
each succeeding year he becomes more firmly entrenched in the a flections of his people... .A very
•sad case is reported iu Verona. .Some three months
Mr. and Mrs. Jeremiah Bassett were both sick
with typhoid fever. Some four weeks ago Mrs.
Bassett died, and on Wednesday of last week, Mr.
Bassett also passed away—Mr. James Emery has
been in Boston for several weeks inspecting the
Mechanics Fair. We understand that he exhibited
several of his own paintings, which called forth
many compliments from the critics who examined
them-Capt. Mark Gray, one of our largest shipowners and most successful captains, left town last
week ,for New Haven, to take command of the brig
Atlas, chartered for 8t. Thomas.
ago

Is the boom” iu confederate bonds owing
the rumor that Arthur proposes to invite the
“rebel brigadier" Longstreet to a seat iu his Cabi
net !
[Maine Standard.
No. It is probably hoped by the purchasers

a

losing

one.

The debt statement shows a decrease in the
October, $1 fl,JJl,458 87. Cash
1 .*2‘d.
iu treasury,

public debt during

We have received the November number of the
A B C Path tinder Railway Guido.

Lot No. 15.

only 82.do per pair.

Blankets,

Yarns!

Prs. White Blankets

LACES,

HDFS.

-AM)-

F\A. N? a Y
We havc

GOODS

O fir

Dr pu rf incut
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in

-V/.S.S
Who will

CARD.

M.
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no
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suit all who

favor

mav

MASONIC TEMPLE, MAIN STREET.

••

design.

them to

lOOBz.BoMerfiflLiiien Towels
Klejrant style, only

••

married.

t Case Best Gray C & W Flannel,
perfect, only

her friends that she Man re
her
which haw Keen enlarged and refnrnto -nit an increasing trade, and which
arc now tilled witli a -tork of

In forms

opened

room-,

i-iicd

Millbridge.

In Hampden, o.-t, 2!Mli, Mr. (im. II Downs an
Mi-- Rosilla \ Sweft, both of Win:
-rport.
In Knox, Oct. 27th, bi John 1. \\ at:-, FMilM. Colson of Brooks and Alice R. Mdi.iv of K
\
!i lo- kland.
loth, Mr. Frank ( Robbie- and
M;
Hattie E. Five, both of Rockland.
Ie Rockland, Oct. -DM, Mr. Clifford B. With:m
an l Mi- Anna 1J. Dow. both <d Rockland.
In l i:i■ *ii, « >■ ;. lath, Mr. Erne.-t N.
Cummings ami
Miss l.-tclla <h Bowes, both of Fnion.
le Ed-worth, Oct. 22d, Mr. Wm W. M<< arlnci
and Mi-- Elbe King, both of Ellsworth.
In Hould.-boi-e, Oct. l<;th, Mr. Heorge A. Mad d>».\
"f Ellsworth, ami Miss Matilda Tran v, of i.-.i.M-

-lock of

rye

HATS &
C'ompii-in.y

e\ tv

only

LONG
1

Liberty.

o-t. -.»th, Mr-. Pheb John non, widow
of the late Daniel Johnson, aged 7<: years.
In -sandy Point, Oct. :>tii, Mrs. Eliza P.
>|,ute,
age-i ;.7 years and J months.
In Camden, Oct. 23d, Rev. Hcorg. Herrick,
aged
'.»> years, <; months and
days.
In Camden, Oct. 22d, Archibald Buchanan, aged
70 years, s months ami 11 davs.
In Rockport, Oct. 23 d, Albert S. Fells, aged 72
year-. 4 months and 1<> days.
in Rockland, Oct. loth, Jane, wife of the late (
apt.
John Pillsbury, aged 70 vears, 0 montlis, in dav-.‘
In Thoma-ton, Oct. 22d, Jown W. Malhew-.'ag. d
'd year-, 11 months and ii davs.
In >outh Thomaston, O.-t. 2Gth,
Hesperia K wife
< f C'has. K.
Henderson, aged 21 vears, in ni«»n!h-.
In Warren, Oct. 2Hh, Randolph B. Fow l,--.. s.g«*d
22 years, 1 month and <1 davs.
In Thomaston, Oci.
Margaret A. Fish, aged
3.3 year.-,;» months and 1> davs.
At Hurricane Isle, Oct. 2<Hh, Rachel, wife of Wm.
Petrie, aged JJ years, J months and 27 dai s.
In Ellsworth, < Jet. 24th, John T., son of J, re. ami
Maggie II urlei, aged f» rears and !» months.
In Mt. Desert. Oct. -th, Edward A., ohle.-t -m of
Rci Mr. and Mrs. A. N. Jones,
aged 1J car- and :<
m<<nth-.
in Mt. Desert, Oct. 17th, Lizzie,
daughter of Capt.
*iles H. Sargent, aged about n year-.
n

and
in

price.

speciality made

-real

\

<

<

>oine rare

of

\ \ |

)

lil. Ai K

FANCY FEATHERS,
Fancy Plushes & Fancy Ribbons.
\ii-l every tliin.tr needed t«* make
elass bonnet or bat.

■

r

trim

IBB AW t*. lias spent tlie pa-t week
wholesale and retail stores of

a

BERRY,
pleu-< all
in

SOUTHWORTH,

Room»

Caldwell's

over

Hill hold

Six table and

a

Levee at

HAYFORD HALL,
-THIS-

Thursday Evening.

Nov.

A XT IQ V A HI A X

3, 1881.

The subscribers bey leave to inform
the citizens of Belfast and vicinity that
they have purchased the

1 Case
i

CREAM

Millinery

H..'MCDONALD,

Mrs. H.

at the corner of Main and

High streets,

Belfast,

and have just returned
Boston with the latest

Fall & Winter

S ITT K li

-O F-

from

Styles

ARTICLES

Extra

CAKE

Admission, Including supper,

Plushes, Ribbons,
Feathers and Plumes,
Hats and Bonnets,
Old Ladies’ Caps,

Teachers’ Institute
OF TWO DAYS, WILL BE HELD AT

Friday

and

Saturday,

Xovember 11 and 12, 1SS1,
Under the auspices of the Waldo County TeachAssociation.

exercises will consist of
Essays and Papers upon practical educational
topics, with discussions thereon, by members of the
Association, and of Lectures by C. C. Rounds, Pli.
!>., of Farmington, R. Woodbury, A. M., of Castine, and Rev. A. W. Burr, Prin. llallowell Classical Academy.
Ladies attending will he furnished
with free entertainment. Cordial and earnest invitation is extended to all Teachers, School Ollirers
and friends of the Common Schools, to attend and
participate in the exercises of this meeting.
Hf. A. JhUCK, State Sup’t of Schools.
Educational Iiep’t, Augusta, Oct. If), issi.—;lwl3
ers*

The

House

& Lot

FOB SALE!
COR. OF GROVE & CHARLES STS.
A

GOOD BARGAIN.
F.

INQUIRE
W.

OF

AXIt A

WANTED.
HIRE A FARM, SHOULD PREFER PART_L ly stocked. Address
E. A. C North Searsport.
Oct. 31, 1881.—2\v44*

FFFI.

Sliirts,

Yj^YLlXrjBS i
Morrison’s best Ball \

Only

Yarns

slnEi, worth *1.75

be

urn

10c.

on

hand.

B. C. DSNSMQRE

Lot No. 7.

Wo ;ils<i

keep

a full lino of

Ladies Underwear,
CORSETS, TIES, &c.
Come

and Looh at oar
Having secured the serveies

MRS.

E.

M.

$1,000 WORTH

Lace Heck Ties !

Ready Ma:e Cloaks SDolmans
From $5.011 to
ment in Belfast.

10 1-Oe. to 83.00.

Only

bargains

$25.00,• the

best assortCall and examine them.

for

05c.,

Look at the

fi Life

MATHEWS,

Mrs. ADELAIDE GILMORE.
Mrs. MARTHA BABCOCK.

Buy

our

| HIGHEST MARKET PRICE PAID
>11-

Hides, Calf & Wool Skins,Potatoes,
Batter,

Eijijs, Beaus,

iiic.

—15V—

C. C. HAMILTON,
‘2mos!U>*

Searsport, Me.

We

cheapest.

satisfied that

are

itrek sales, small

profits.

sales steadilv from the

oar

beginning.

We start oil' this

the

re.!

a\

owed

with

season

pose of making
mr lire choicest

Cotton RUBBER WATERPROOFS!

Damaged by water, only He.,

worth ldc.

i

Only 80

00.

Splendid goods.

Lot No. 10.
Lot No. 24.

CXiOAXXXXTCS
In all the late designs at BHKAK DOWN
prices. We can give you an elegant assortment to select from, and have in connection with our store,

SHAWLS!
INDIA STRIPED AND PAISLEY

MARRINER,
Cloak and

MS Fancy Moods,
SILKS. SATINS,

Velvets & Plushes,
In

shade and i[iiality that

even

OUR COMMODIOUS

I
St

‘keil with all the
\

son.

fill

look

I Double Shawl

through

a

sea-

department

-300-

Cloaks & Dolmans!
Kle_

trimmed and

1’itly

perfect lining,

mnnmact :red

tor

this will

can

purposely
lighted room

our

trade. In

he found

a

choice line of

AND

Ulster Cloths!
And at short liotUv

& SON

we

This

style garment.

got up

ran

department

an\

is also

tilled with

and-

Woolen Shawls
designs

ami best value.

MAQN3FICEKT L!!WE OF

such as

Passamenteries, Fringes, laces,

ou r

BUTTONS. GIRDLES. CORD

1,000 Houles.

ami all

I ■"■I.
Ki.AN'n, Mi:., \pril
1 have -old ov«*r one thousand Foil les of Klixir
of Life Hoof, aa l ha\e never ; mad a ease w here
it failed to give satisfaction.
wm. ii. k itthkIk.K.
lb

styles

n

of beaded nfilaments, ,Vc.

In addition to

Wf.smt.i i>, M \ss, Mat'-l, y, i»i.
•I. \Y. K11n:i:i».i:, Agent Klixir of i.iu lb ;
hear 'Hr
Having millered inte:i-c!y for lour
after having
years with dise:;se of the Kidney
during iliat time tried various medicines without
obtaining relief, 1 w as induce l to try a bottle oi
your Kl.IXlU OK 1,1 KK HOOT, and it alb-rds nm
pleasure b> say that one b-itth of it completely
cured me.
1 recommend it a- the only valuable
and certain c ure for kidney troubles i have ever
si*en.
I would add that before taking your medicine 1 had become so weak that I was about to give
up work.
Hoping that others wlm have sulTercd
.»
like myself may be
fortunate as to try your
valuable medicine. Ti lth yours,
T. K. M> .MAIN.

of well selected goods which will he sold
at

\nKAUi.Y

ter.m

as

SHiClAL RAUt; UNS

slightly damaged,dii per rent,

CURTAINS!
NEW STOCK dUST RECEIVED.

Whitby
and

a

wool

J

2000 YARDS

Mixed Flannels

Gray

DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

W.

less

!

HITTimiLK, K,RIT.

IIO(KROI). II A 3 A R
49*ALI, DUUGGISTS SEI.L IT.

IvriO

TONIC PILLS.
11 a\ e proven a l»oon to thou
sands of sull'erin^* women
prepared expressly for, and if used asdi

stock of

Jet Bracelets. Ear
general
stylo goods.

assortment of

Rings
now

Rr Mr MRr

BTJRKETT,

!

Bought Direct

from

large

the

Mills

lots of

They are
rertcd,never fail to cun* the most

obstinate Misplacements, Ovarian Troubles and Chronic Weaknesses*
All letters are
so common to the be>t of the sex.
answered by a skilful Female* Physician. Pills sold
by druggists, or mailed upon receipt of price, $1.00
per box ; six boxes, $.1.00. Send for pamphlet and
list of cured. Address
lyeow*24

H. F. THAYER
13 Temple Place.

& CO..
Boston, Mass

1
I
In

all

'Widtlis,

Hosiery & Underwear
In 2nds.
The

imperfection
price

and the

Blocls:

03

B

.

F

.

WELLS’.

is

hardly perceptible

per cent, less than the

regular price.
1;? Don’t fail to

j will receive

give

courteous

riaiiNi; ronrv.

trial.

You

treatment.

No

us a

No c.antkhixi;

chicks.

T. W. Pitcher & Co.,
BLUE STORE.
1*. s.

City

price.

VEGETABLE

Our Store is No. 83 Main Street, painted
K
11 L.IYI l_IYI Ul_l 1 ~White
throughout, well lighted. We shall
spare no pains in making this, our fall campaign, the most active known in the history of Dry Goods in Belfast.

Main Street,

under

slightly imperfect,
per cent,
than regular goods.

JEWELRY!
Splendid

1’itii'Ks, we otter

i.nw

150 Pair Blankets,

A NIMUAO TOXIC AND A PPIb
TBZKK IT 81 Aft HO KOI III,

Lot No. 25.

Lot No. 12.

our

IMMENSE STOCK

Nearly Dead and One Kotlle ( ari d !llm.

assortment.

03

the

:

garment for herself and child.

many

Sold cheaper than by competitors,
dust returned from the market with

W.

elt ies
this

every lady, she should avail
f this grand opportunity of se-

eming

our

Only $0.00.

and Oil Cloths

CEO.

run

satisfy

herself

BANNER

A Druggist has Sold

ONE

SHAWLS
Look at

Lot No. 11.

a new

of-

Surpasses anything ever
fered in this city.

Positive Cure for Kidney & Liver Complaints
and all Diseases aris-

A

Aft

From $5.00 to $100.00.

WOOLEN

Carpetings

at

O F-

DIJOPSY, KKAYKL, 1)1 AHKTKS, INFLAMMATION OF
TIIK HLADDFli. IJKICK IK NT DKPOMT, Hllrl
MATlvM, DYnPKPSI V, FFMVLK H>MPLAiNTs, AND ALL DlSFIsKS OF
Til K FKINAK1 OKI* A Ns.

Lot No. 23.

weight

goods

-1 N

Lot No. 9.

3 Bales

store

our

Complete Assortment

Kill!

Four Button Kid at 81.05, every
pair v arranted.

lsgl.—

-F<

motto

JUST OPENED A

Root i

THE

Kid Gloves !

(woods /
of

long ami favorably known to the ladies of Belfast, we feel eonlident that we can please all
wlio will favor us with their patronage.

Belfast,

tin

r L i X I R

worth 50.

Lot No. 22.

So

Oct. 20

buy
oar

Lot No. 21.

1,1X1', OF

GOODS!

FANCY

COLLINS.

Belfast, Oct. 31,1881.—4\v44

riNO

75c.

All-Wool Scarlet Sliirts, Coventry. Scotcb. Genuantown & Andalusia

the popular and successful
Dress Maker.

<mvisTix«i of

25 t'ts.

ALL ABE CORDIALLY INVITED.

on

heavy, only

only

tie.

Lot No. 20.

ONE CASE GENTS

MISS

AND

Will be served during the evening.

Belfast,

Mily

Ladles Vests,

77>c.

l Case Gents

For Sale.
ICE

&

i

Establishment

increasing

otu

the l.oWKST IMIH'KS.

goods, believing
profitable to no-

ing therefrom,

From (l to S o’clock.

TABLE OF FANCY

Piques, Checks

from 1-0 yard to S yards length
worth 10 I -0 and 05c.

Best make in this country, medium
light colors, only !c., sold every
where at $c.

<

Society

1.50.

0.00.

*•

Read!

I Case Remnant

2 Cases Cocheco Prints

Pendleton’,

The Baptist

QUILTS 11-4,

Lot No. 8.

ARRIVED.

|

doubt, by

a

Ti;e elioiei'st

Oct. 2<>th, schrs. Lois \'. Chaples, Warren, Camden; J Ponder, Jr., Ryan, Boston.
I
D‘-t. 27th, schrs. Wm. Stevens, Carter, New York
Brunetu Babbidge Boston; Orion, White, Boston;
Henri, Woods, do Lizzie Poor, Dickey, lishing.
Oct. 2*111, schr. Wm. Flint,
Boston.
31-t, Ella M. Watts, Mathews, Boston.
Nov. 1-t, passed by, schr. Welaka, Perkins, Baltimore for Bangor.
SAILED.

Orion, White, Bangor.
N°v. 1st, sclir. Lois V. Chaples, Warren, Jackson
vllle.
Nov. 2d, D. I). Haskell, Haskell, Brunswick, (hi.

1.05.

Bookstore.

PORT (<1- BELFAST.

Oct. 2>th, -chs. Brunette, Babbage, Boston; Le-la
A. Lewb, Pendleton, ( harleston.
oet. 2i<tii, -chrs. J. Ponder, Jr., Ryan, Fllsworth;

0.50

Read!

ii.M'., sold ior ?r»e.

11 MAIN STREET,

NEWS.

SHIP

a.irdingly during the
We have been convinc-

headquarters

parson need buy shoddy
shoes. For every day wear we
can furnish you with Boots &
Shoes of OUR OWN MAKE,
goods that are made specially
for us in Turner, Me., on which
we have spared no pains or expense to make them the most
serviceable goous made. They
comprise strong, Thick & Kip
Boots for ISen and Boys, and
Womens and Children’s every
day shoes. Ws isave the finest
assortment
off Men’s Dress
Shoes and some for every day
wear, that could be selected,
and we can show you the prettiest Ladies’ Kid Button Boots,
cut from i4ew York patterns,
for $2,00 and $2.50, that can
be found in New England. 'We
have a full stock of Ladies
French Kid Button Boots, and
all the lateststyie shoes made.
We have one of the largest
stocks in the State, and if you
will calf on us you will be convinced that we are selling the
BEST QUALITIES at the very
LOWEST PRICES POSSIBLE.
And we want to Impress this on
your mind, that our aim is to
sell the BEST GOODS we can
have made, and warrant them
to be Just as represented, and
we wail stand up to the warrant
in every instance.
We want
you to take heed of this advertisement and when you are in
need of anything in our line be
sure to give us a call, and we
shall be pleased to show our
goods anti prices, and iff possible. sell you something, but
whether we seii you or not, we
shail be Just as pleased to
show goods.

i^itintr the

\

in tin triminin.tr department, she hopes to
who may favor her with their patronage.

F.

QUILTS,

Lot No. 6.

lir-t-

BOSTON & NEW YORK,
-eleeuntr her yoods with greatest '‘are and edueatintr lier.-elt' in all the new idea> of triinmin.tr.
And
with a lon«r * xpt'rienee in milliiien and with her
-'tyli.-li and popular milliner,

A.

..

tor 81.00.

Half Bleached Cottons

-AM)-

MISS

1.50
0.00

£1.50. sold for sL.*>0

PLUMES !

>I.< HtS

OSTRICH TIPS

21st,"

“

BONNETS,

quality
-hapes

BEAVERS & FRENCH FRAMES.

boro.

“

bargains.)

i CASE 12-4 MARSEILLES
Heavy,

50c per doz. ;,U linen

One lot worth 81.05

flannels,

!

Lot No. 19.

I CASE HONEY COMB
She invite- attention to her I a

OIED.

Only

yard.

Lot No. 5.

—

1

IDe per

only

I

Tablings

I Case Checked C & W Flannel, KTapliins
fr*mi .'17c to loc, (rare

Kit hards A southworth.

successor to

Red

Lot No. 18.

ii.~>c per yard.

I Case All-Wool

Miss A. F. Southworth

In ^ear-port. Oct. noth, bv Rev. B. B. M. rrill. Mr.
Hcorge H. Davis and Mi-- NMlie E.
..p,
of Belfast.
I’* Sear.-port, Oct, 2-th, by Rev. B. P. M
id. Mr.
Eri E. Barton, of Jonesboro, and Miss \n_dc J.
I>obbin of -tockton.
In Columbia FalD, Oct. 2l»th. by Rev. W. II. ( raw
ford. Mr. Ira E. Foster ami Mi-- Lizzie
Rav.
ih

is

govern ourselves

has increased

no

One lot 00c. tor 45c. One lot 75c. for
55c. One lot $1.00 for 47 I-‘4c.

Lot No. 4.

•>'.

MILLINERY!

<in44

sixpence

business the past year, that the public
will leave their money where they tan

sha!! ssl? ffis
body, and
goods at such Sow prices that

Lot No. IT.

25c each.

Turkey

all

shoddy

no

12 l-2c each.

Only

for shirts,
•*>'.

nimble

a

slov, shilling, and shall

a

fall ami winter.

BROCADES I

Lot No. 3.

If iHiTUf )
t

J. W. FERGUSON 6c CO„

all wlu> are suffering from Hie errors ai.• I in
discretions of youth, nervous weakness early de
of manhood, Sir., 1 will send a rt-eij
oay.
that
will cure you, FREE OF C U A IK .!Thi- gn at
remedy was discovered by a missionary in >< nth
Vmerica. >end a self-addrc-sed envelop* to tin*
Rkv. J os El'll T. Inman, Station If. New York (V/;/.
T"

•i

//.

>i»:uv

n- with their patv< mayo.
He can insure all who may f all upon us prompt
attention to their want' and satisfaction every
1,
way.

SPECIAL NOTICES

A

under the ••harg'e ol

believe that

1 tetter than

ed beyond

\

Lot No. 16.

t.11 i line.

a

M Mi mry

”

—

From 8d.dd to 81d.Od per pair.
Do not tail to examine this assortment
and their prices.

laryest in town, eon-i.-tiny of

GLOVES.

TTTl

Momie Cloths!

la.
sto.-k of

our

150

Zephyrs of all kinds. English and American j
Crewels. Shetland, Saxony, Andalusia,
Scotch, Coventry and Germantown

IN

Potatoes—Choice Aroo>i,„*k. 95c tf bn-k. and
fancy lots higher; Maine Central, 90c; north rn
'.mjc; .lacksons, -5<■; prolific. •.an ; pc» ra---. -5c.
Apples—Common range from $1 25d 5idj2 no I
bid; choice, $2 5«.i«j3 5a and higher, to;oisu' h a- the snow apple and the kings.
Hay ynd Straw—No 1 Mumth} $22 tf ton
fair
t" goof;, $2iU2l ; line hay, $17al9; medium. >15,j
16; poor. $11 <j!3. Bye straw. >22 tf ton ; oat.
p7

that the Democrats may some day get control of
this government and pay these Confederate bonds.

speculation

ntion to

&

Blankets,

rose,

to

But they will find the

of the

one

am

Id I,

Yarns in all colors.

3 in.

most estimable

young lady. The bereaved family
have the sympathy of all-llev. M. W. Prince will
spend the first Sunday in November in Carmel_
The outlook is hopeful for a largely increased at-

particular

;,!!

to

Worsteds

■,

on

--

by paying

have llie N l-.I.d l;i->T
-mumt t
found ia t he city.

H

*

Wintkki-out. Rev. Mr. Blanchard lias return,
ed, leaving his son at his grandfather's in Lebanon.
N. II. He is still tjuile feeble, but is
expected t" recover.
Mr. Blanchard himself is in
poor health
since hi- return, and was unable to occupy his
pulpit last "ubbath-Mr. .Joseph

vWaiit

;,n

PLUMES & FANCY FEATHERS,

MarKet-

1100

or

Satins, Velvets & Wes!

Lot No. 2.
Prs. White

may,

member,

Lot No. 14.

Sold for 75c.

Id-1, only 82.50 per pair.

Ami evrrythinjr require I tn nuke
litmiul or Hat. In

I

av

d7e.

50 Prs. White

PLUSHES, VELVETS,
SATINS, RiBBOKS,
FEATHERS & FLOWERS

.■

«>phie

board; I.ivaua A. Williams, hair
-wii.-ii. Mo*ia Wiiit-one, knit la-e: Alia
Ryder,
t aiher wreath; Cora
lamp mat: Krina Wa/.i*
Parker, ti deVleli/n \ cuzic, Dome-ii* varn;
N’ettie \ ea/.ie.
1 spread; Do:
R
<

|

■

W. A.

steam, workipei fe f 1 \. The hull, boiler, engine and all i;applianwere of hi- own manufacture. Ebeii
«‘•-•mb-, m .del of a -ai 1 vessel; < >ti- Veazie, m * hd
b -m
A P. Cilkey, whatimt : J. A.
Sprague, ,-ew
’ng mai hiii'.■. (>phic A. Sprague, hair work : Viola
g

KINDS.

OK All

S VTERDA V, Oct. 29.
Better—Northern creamery, 33435c; d<*. lair to
g"od, 27§31c; -ummer madt. 25 ,<.27c st. \iban-.30
New York and Vermont, 2d a Jolongdairie23 <i25c fair to good, 19§2o«-; \\ -torn nvaiucrv, 33
; do, dairy paekcl. 23 j26*-; d". lair to g..o‘.|, D
■J:
222< ; ladle-packed choice, I0<j20e; fair to goo-!, 17
1 >'•; common. 15§ 16c.
( heese—Northern
die*
factory,line >* pteui
13<j 13h.c. fair to good, ll<jl2;..< : half -kim.d.m*-;
full skim. 3 a 5c; western t'actor>, choice, I2«ji2
1“ fair to good, 10§11 he; Woreest :• com c. choice.
12 §18 oThe market is easier, and eastern eggs av
quoted at 27«2v; New York and Vermont, 27 j2Sc
Vanada. 2»5§27«-; P. F !.. 20a27c: limed, Jo a 22
nearby stock, 30<j33c, and higher.
Beans—Hand picked pea are selling in iots » $3
45 j3 55; fanev medium-. $3 5n; vellow -\ -. >.. on,.-

Friday,
Bragg

prem.
Wemail, gate.
model steamboat about

:*■-

an

e\liihite> 1

-s

'o

thre-

fair

town

a

—

Bonnets & Hats

of.) Oat Meal tf tb,
5§
20 ()nions tf tb,
«4
s5 oil, Kerosene^'gal.,* 4 n-J.‘.
C orn Meal tf bush,
S5 Pollock tf tb,
3,i3L
Cheese tf lb.
I2«i
13§15 Pork tf tt*.
C«>dtlsh, dry,tf tb,
sfe-o
5§« Plaster tf bbl.,
s« 10 Hve Meal, tf tti,
y ranberrie- tf qt.,
1
< lover seed, tf tt»,
Sl.Jo
12§21 shorts tf e\vt.,
Flour tf bbl., $s.5n§lo.5o .sugar tf tt*,
o« 11
11. y*t. Seed tf bush, $3.35 Salt, T. L, tf bush,
^-ic.
Lard tf tb,
4 << 4
1D* §16 s. Potatoes tf tb,
Lime tf bbl.,
§1.25 Wheat Meal, tf tt., p, Y,
Boston

11

wide, only

I,Alii;F STOCK ol Dress Goods
marked down in proportion.

«

Beef, Corned, tf tt»,
Butter, Sait, tf box,
Corn tf bush,

J. P.
very good one
*\'dint of ;m!i:a, ry, taking 1st
was

LIB tin

t retiirne-l.fr. m market w are prepared
"il'.-r t-> our u-tomer- me m the FINEST
\>s< »1{TM ENTs of Mil IJNEin we have
< »ur -!
ever had.
<k eon-i-ts of

RETAIL MARKET.

exorci-es on

.nd march to mu-ie, in which
pate... .Miller & Cl
kind havo addc i to Un it business the
agency of the
Vumrican Uin-malic Organ Co.

be

good-.

heave-. from

<

’telly lost

;•

•<-

•J

apl.

k,

evening

am! in tin*

••

le-a i.ei No,, (st. statv-s

w.

!

hi-

'There will be public

wii: In* pc,-, nu-d by the pupils,the
\i: Kv« i.imr with Mothei Cm.se.”

From his

er

.k o*.

!•

causing

r> low price
mug 1..- sail--

s

"lie

cl*.

"ieii1

Dr- i i P,

1'

the

.•*.*.

fru-ay.
tdida; i- M

next

He ha.-

is

mark-;

i-

g*""is,
"!!• :v i,

it

■'

winter trade.

tv

'.:••
'-*•

i

an

■

H:'.vdug

I

Hir

3 iviTinr

•'

■

15 in.
1

AND OFFERED BY

you may not rethat in our advertisement of last spring, we deSplendid values can be obtained. We sell clared that ws were heartily
for 75c. a silk worth $ I IK i tor SUM) a disgusted with cheap shoes,
in the future should
silk worth SI.25: increasing in value to and that
the best goods we could
keep
S2.00, worth S2.5U.
have made.
Well, during the
past season we have adhered
closely to that determination
and with what result. We said
we would warrant our goods
and make the warrant good,
and we have done sc in every
instance that lias come to us.
The assortment is complete : all shades in
We have given several new
stock.
Fine qualities at SI.no and SI.25
pairs, for such as were not in
Flushes $2.5(1, sold in Boston for SB.no. our customer’s estimation as
desirable as they should have
been, and we haye soid more
good wearing shoes than ever
before in the same time. Our
customers appreciate this,and
we have consequently had a
constantly
increasing sale.
All-wool 4ti inch wide, in colors and black
Now in the coming Fall and
Ii2 l-2c.. former price $UMI.
Winter we shall renew our exertions, and can say that
Having just put in an unusually large and well selected stock
from the best manufacturers—
all of which was bought for
cash down—we are better than
ever before, prepared to suit
every demand for any kind of
All-wool 4<i in. wide, $1.25 per sard.
BOOTS, SHOES, RUBBERS or
These are specially new and elegant in LEATHER.
We have bought

Black Silks!

10 Pieces Freed Sloods,
j Black,

ili

rYOU

Lot No. 13.

mense.

Downright

\

"

amazing pn-entation

nn-t

F. WELLS’.

B.

FOLLOWING ATTRACTIVE PRICES:

entertainments combined in one. Q
'.»rnet Kami and opera (>relm-tra.
0
of gorgeous novelf. ever seen «»n the American
stage.
White Clown Faces in the Minstrel Fiivt Fart, Three
row
high.
Everything New, Original, Novel, Grand and Im-

3*i<

The

■

•'

It is

-AND-

All orders

Special jobs

promptly

executed.

for wholesale dealers.

Ill

Seven
BY

Years

C.

A.

If pain in the limbs comes through sleeping
without covering on cool nights, common sense
would suggest a counterpane.

Old.

SWINBUUNE.

How

I.

Seven white roses on one tree,
Seven white loaves of blameless leaven.
Seven white sails on one soft sea.
S veil white swans on one lake’s lee.
Seven white Howerlike stars in heaven,
All are types unmeet to be
F» r a birthday’s crown of seven.
ii.

Not the radiance of the roses.
Not the blessing of the bread.
Not the breeze that ere day grows is
F osh tor sails and swans, and closes
Wings above the sun’s grave spread.
W hen the starshine on the snow is
Sweet as sleep on sorrow shed,

Bakkk's Bain Banacka cures
Beast.
Du. Rohkk's Worm Syri'1Worms

Nothing sweetest, nothiug best.

GROSVENOR'S

iv.

NOT A TAD,

TS

But

Internal

for

Remedy
Complaints,

an

Holds so good and sweet a treasure
As the love wherewith ouee blest
Joy grows holy, grief takes rest,
Life, half tired with hours to measure.
Fills his eyes aud lips and breast
With most light and breath of pleasure:

LIVER-AID

Midi

As the rapture
As the

Liver

si

unpolluted,

By whose force all pains heart rooted
transfigured aud transmuted,
Recompensed aud reconciled,
Through the imperial undisputed,
Present godhead of a child.

InM'.I »T!ON,
INmiR
Al'I
llTK.
Ihz/.imx, I’li r.s, Hoii.s, ,)mn
Ill \i:rm us. ''■■I k "i«»m v« ii.
Kill I M ITI M. \i:i KVlA.ll, Kia IT1"N<, M’HUI-I
1.01 S SOUKS, FKM.VI.K (dMl’I.AlM'. IMrruiTiKs \m> < m.
Kin
m.
The Liver i- tli*' Largest Oinn <1 the lluinan
Ill
the m *-t to
the
hceau--,
hast
it
larjfi
Body.
• 1".
li i- intimately -onm led with the dire-live
and nervous systems conse-pientlv
au> dcranirc
meat "i tin
Liver 1 roduce- < on-iipation and a
fnnnlre i evils in it- train, an I al-->«»«• a-i<*n- ner\
on- di-ease- withotr
numKer; re-tilting, it unchecked, in para ly-is, in-anity <<r d< at h. I >r. < iros\'en«»r’- Liver- Ai i is a w ■ndcrful nn iidne I a immediate aetimi uj»on the Liv r, tad thoa-and- of
te-timoiiials hav e Keen ree. ived a-I'dhe l.eiu lit it
has triven.
In

i■-1 \,

i>i*

Lr -ale h\
h“tties lor

hles-im

l Mairri-l

ail

!"

at .f

Lottie,

p*a

«»r

i.

\

VII.

word
Warm with lovt therein lor leaven,
But a song that tails unheard
Yet on ears of sense unstirred
Yet by song so tar from heaven.
Whence you came the brightest bird,
Seven years since, of seven times seven.
I

G

can

give you but

years, and

tifty

a

There

was

Brave

a

Parmer

picturesque

scene

men

The good a man does lives long after him. so
the virtues of a reallv good medicine will Iasi for
ages, and although Dr Craves' Balsam ot Wild
Cherry and Tar mav be new to you. its !e almg
properties have long been known ami appreciated,
and when we recommend you to give Dr CraveBalsam of Wild Cherry and Tar a trial for Lie c-r
tain cure of Sore Throat. Coughs. C<dd>. \\ !.o<<ping Cough. Hoarseness. Ac we i.j.iy ask you to
use and he henefitted by the same medicine Hi t
has given so much relief toothers. The Materia
Mediea does not furnish better remedies Cr the
diseases of the pulim >nary organs than W ild *. berry
and Tar. Their virtues have long been known
and appreciated, and you cannot fail of relief if
you give Dr Craves' Balsam atrial when atdieted
Sample bottle. Id ots : large bottle. only .Vi els.
For Biliousness. Dyspep-ia. Constipation. or
Liver Complaint, use Improved Family Cathartic
Bills, made bv Dr Craves; p: ee
eis per box
I\\ 11
For sale bv Win O. Boor .V S n.

the

narrow

broad hue of surf

strip

were

missing

scattered about

REALLY RELIABLE REMEDY FOR WASTING AND NERVOUS DISEASE.

IS A

1 h>\v- -im\tli-r Miiiu vmi- <-\]>. riim-nt- Mr.
:■ mi «•! ! I vpoplm*u: m
i in pr< •iu'-iny t!:i~
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Malaria,
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LYDiA Ea PiNKHAWTS
VE&ETAELS COMPOUND.
Is

q

Po-lt:v-

cnkiiesses
all those Painful Complaint** and
MKuiumou t»ourbc>{ f» malt* population.
,<■!'.
f
n.i
ItwilPure • ntirely the w<.r.--t
! 1
*';1
plaint.-, nil ovarian trouble*. Inlhui I'.iuti. :i
:.-*|Ue:d
lion, Falling and Disphmejm id*, m:d the
ulm:y adapt* d to th
spinal \V.ak:.e>s, and 1for

..

<

Lange of I.ifc.
uteri:* in
It **.11 dissolve and exp* 1 turn t* fr<
u; ?
I»n early stage of <1 v. h-pm* :.t. The t.
u
nr ms huxnorstlieri is «•!:• eked very.* jteedily !*v
It removes faintnt'*s, f.atuleney. tlestr- ysnll eraving
for stimulants, nnd ivlii-ves \v. al:i * ss of the .■-•
It -tires Bloating, lb-el.u*h*-. Nervous I’r trntion.
Crneral Debility, Sleeplessness Depression and Indi1

.’•.if

On

the bluff

e

■

Compound is unsurpa

s

d.

LYDIA E. PINKIIAMSi YF.CFTAISLE COM*
'• V. ,-t
:i Avenin*.
I'OFMi is prepared at ‘Z!i3 an
Sent by mail
I.ynn, Mass. Price 01. Six bottles f. -r
in the form of pills, also in the form «d lozenges, on
receipt of price, £1 per box f..r either. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers ail letters of inquiry, bend for pamphAddress

let.

as

above.

Mention

Paper.

tiiis

No family should l»o without I.YDIA E. PINKTIAM’S
LiYER PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousness
and torpidity of the liver. 2T» cents per box.
Sold bv nil IlruggiNlH.

lvrlO

Pain in tin
There Is

llm k

ml Side.

nothing more p:.in:ui Hun 1h se
tit- p i..
;,*i
i- m v-d
rid
.-un d by us
<
Pc;; y Davis’

diseases; l*u:
th

di.-

is

Pain Killer.
This remedy i
not :•
!:■ n.ino
«*r 1 ’et rolcll I.
t tllllt 1^.,.
!
away from tor or heat to avoid <•; m-.-r
ot explosion. nor i
it ;ui untried <
iincut that ma> do more harm than
g >od.

Pain Killer Ins 1. <-:i in
>i.~tui.: use
for forty y:,rs, and th ut.lv. rsil t.-tl: « .v
tu m all is.ris ..f Ui.• tv..rid 1
It never
fails. If not only effects a permanent euro,
hut it, relieves pain aln."t-t iii-lai.i.ue ou.-iy.
being a purely vegetable reined;.-, it is bmre
in the hands of the im st in* >;;>• r:.
l.
The record of cures by tlm u
rgs’
Killer would 1111 v-luums. Tim r :
i
extracts from letters re.-rived dmv v.hac
those who have tried it think:
»■

Edgar Cady. Owatonna, Minn., says:
Ahiiit a year sinee my wife b-<
t<< severe sulk-ring Jr..m rheum t
resort wan to the Pain Killk::, \vl:..
relieved her.

..

;1 d«-ct
our

Charles Powell writes from the holers’
Home, London:

I had been afflicted three yearn v.-ith orr.ri.Lna
.'aid violent spaMnsnt' the. mmach Tii- .' .H.-rs
at Westminster Hospital g,iv<ii
::i
despair. I tried your lhis Kii.i.kk. and :r g.*.\.*
lee immediate relief.
1 hav* regain-d my
strength, and uni now abl t f 11<>w n.y u aal
«-ruination.
••

G. H. walwortli, Saco. Me., writes:

I experienced immediate i. la : n hi i :.iu in
the Hide by the use « f j <»ur l'-.i;. Killkk.
E. York says:
I have used your Pain Kir t i- i: forrln mu turn,
and have received great beneht.

Barton Seaman says:

Have used Pain Killer k-r thirty
and have found it a v. rtr.j'min.j nm,
rheumatism and lumenesrf.

Mr. Burditt writes:
It ttfrrr fa Us ti>give r* lief in
Phil. Gilbert, Somerset, Pa.,
From actual use, I kn-.v.- \.
is the best medicine 1 an pvt.

v«

«!y

f ri:,

urf»,
j..r

ill.

v/ri
i.-,-

...

K

r.u

<

All druggists 1:. p Tain Killer. Its price
low that It, 1 ; with! I the n mli f all,
and It will save many times it s< s. i doctors’
bills. 545c., 50c. and §1.00
bott le.
Is SO

PERRY DAViS

cl.

SOfo9 Proprietors,

Pr virionco, R. I,
1 yr-25

SEAMEN WANTED.
E IIF NI tRE I) S K A M KN W A NTK HI N 11<)( l<
for coasting.
Apjdy to
•IOIIN S. RANLKTT, ^hipping Agent.
Rockland, Aug.;{ ». 1 s#!.-

ON land

H

A. A. DKkKY.

W. M. BBOWV.

W. B. MOBSK.

ttcarsmonl,
June 25, lssi.— 27

Maine.

JOHNSON & CO.

Sew Bi

Frank Hale
which the waves break
jacked up a piece of rope thrown upon the rock by
wave, ai.d the hoys together threw one end ot it
out to the sailor
He made a grab for it. but
missed it. and ttie hack current carried him out of
The next wave brought him in almost to
reach
tiieir feet, hut he missed the rope again. 1 was
afraid he would clutch the hoys' ankles and drag
1 begged of the men
one of them out with him.
.-tai.ding about to go down there anil help the
bov<. One man standing near me was himself a j
sailor, but none ot them dared to make the attempt.
1 saw the man in the water being carried toward
the boys again, but once more he missed the rope,
i became nearly frantic then, what with fear for
the i oys and desire to see the poor man saved 1
scarcely knew what to do Of course. 1 wanted
my hoy to do all he could, and seeing him stand
iug down there with his companion, calling to the
i:;■;!i to keep up courage. 1 hadn't the heart to say
a word against it.
Once more the waves brought
tic* man in. looking more dead than alive
This
ume the boys took hold of the middle of the rope,
ti.d each threw out an end. The sailor caught the
rope this time, but the hoys hadn't the strength
:
drag him up to the ledge where they were stand
:._r
But the boys, somehow, crept along the
Cippery. steep rocks until the\ reached that spot
iown there where you see the beach begins.
Then they dragged him out of the water, and he
was taken up
to our house.
We thought fora
long time that he would die. but a warm tiro place
ami hard rubbing with rum brought him around
at last
The hoys brought two more men up to
the house pretty soon after that."
It uas very evident that Mrs. Uovious and a
V' mg lady with her. a sister of Frank Hale, were
very proud <d their
boys" achievements, but
that tlu*ir excusable pride had not allowed them
veidraw t!u- danger of the adventure was
lci.1
The situation as the ('all reportp
y *
a
er
i? .•> lie listened to the story, was evident !
<,j
gb
the difficulty and danger the young men
d
i ic.-d
Silas and Frank, being interviewed
by Hu* r-i "iter, proved to he as modest as they
re brave.
When asked. How did you manage to
ih down the face ot that bluff and along that
tlie\ answered. ••(.Hi, we just kinder dumb
:mWe didn't think much of how
,g
i.g somehow.
we
we were 1 egg it
only thought of the sailor in
the water
[S F. Call. Sept *JPth.
over

<

Gloucester

Sailors.

REMOVAL.

Cape Ann,*’by

Around

inform her mam
m«.\i d froi’n
Church street to the roums->ver («<•<>. \\
Burg."-,
in McClintoek Block, High street, where she will
welcome all.
1 msc in want of a Iir-1-<*la
I>r«
or Cloak Maker ;.iv invited P- call.
Terms iv;im»n
able.
M us. M. \.
i\\
Belfast. Sept. I ’>, lss|. dTti.
—

--

In the lives of the saddest of us there are bright
we teel as if we could take
the great world in our arms.

days iike this, when

Pleasure is very seldom found

where it is
is com-

sought Our brightest blaze of gladness
monly kindled by unexpected sparks.

BARGAINS
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Pains and Aches.
an
arth
jiials S:
Preparation
1
sitrr,

N
a-

sin/pft

s'tj'r.

a

Hosiery!

It

11; .«t

mi

Ulsters,

M’lan-.it

\

:

t

ts

ready. With
honestly
mother

tear in his eye he burst out,
I
sometimes think you’re a step-

Many a lady, not a thousand miles from here,
been insufferably shocked at sight of a man in

lu:s
his
shirt sleeves, when their own arms were hare al
most to the shoulders.
it
is
wodenied
that
Still,
men are strange creatures.

Ml. Desert, ilocklatui.

H'lltimorr, H I

l

S. A.

This department is now under ihe exclusive

Ivrl.

Physicians and the Public prefer

others. We consider them

other Porous Plasters
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lax < with s.anford > -. » o. from Bang
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Maine Central R. R.
Ti iVi E-TABLE.
On and after Monday,0.

17. 1 ss j, t rrtiii" v
i "II"\\
|>I ||;
*•*-.
v\ a Mo
|.
I\n"\ 7..'7. Th.-ni lik< 7 ij, f :.i*
j.,
<
-. | j. an ;v ii,-r Itun.lmm •!.
j.
la a
11
J. |.. ip., < j|v
V,
l_a«
K i.
•> Ik. 'll
i'pa ilk.- ;
i. I p.
“j.> 1 *ri'. i'k>
-i
_■
Cl*. I a••.iiar-1’- <
I.J7, arv: via..; at linn
at I. *•) j». m.
11* 111vi ;p_
la iv «• l'.i ruliaui
: -. i'■ a. m.,
ir*l*< t r-•
ii•
I'niP n.l
TipI\!im\
lil'Mi.k- lO.O.v, \\'aIi 1-» |".|
( j;
|
1" -!". arm .mr al U. lla.-! at lm i" a. in.
I-•••»* «■ Bun ham at a.oo ).
1
|i;
ITiiiy Ja. Thorn*like, n-, Ki
u. io, W a 1*1*
I. < if v 1 ’*-i11f fl..!-, ar:
111ar t It.
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thex may appeal at a Probat, < ourl !•• !.. i;.i
the I’m hate < > Hi. e in Ih-lfast afore-aid, i. Muoml Tuesday of November next, at ten
I
k in
the forenoon, am, -ln»xv eau-e if anx the- ii.axe. x\ n
the saine should <,| he -r.iut. d.
•JAM !." I> f. AMsi »N. .hidX.Adl.l H 111 K. B. yi-h r
Atrueeopy. Attest
-.

Prohate
held a t It Hast, w it hin and
County of Waldo, on the -erond l u. -1
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At MANSFIELD’S,
Masonic

r..-11'a-l.
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or
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p
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a dressing nothing ha-heen found
desirahle.

layes.

dandruff;

tVeetual,

Ma--nehusetts,
h>'st p/ajm rot inn fo

Buckingham
FOR

soi

Slate A-.-aver of

purpose.-.”

jti-i returned fn>m New Wt' and
w here we
have selected many new
n|f,-r -p- eial
go«»d-, we .are prepare 1
--

r.

white and dean.

nnes

its intended

H\ li !"||,
and elmi'-e
*•

beei

“I consider it tin

?

bargain- to m-p nuer- in a.l deparlmenl1
-nr
k watrade. !••.i!i i!i tjiialit'. and price-. <>ur
-I
rner
t •.j
Milp|ei e aiid varied. 11 i- u It
to elllllileiale all the di Iff Veil goods to be ft-iied up.
•»
our e-•uiitei--. hut among them we have .i m

£

u.-e

oulhful eol<

it«• iii11and

says of it:

V|\«.

11

faded hairto it-

eruptions,

tlu* scalp by it

I>r. A. A. I

in, l" 1.—:j\\ li

i.

all

relatives

or

As

iliirkrtt'N 111'} OihkI> Sl.irr. Main Strrt'l.

H

a-

By its tonic properties it re-tore- liie capillary
glands to their normal \igor, piv\ enting haldne-s,
and making the hair grow thick and -trong.

M Alt It I N KR,

A.

i,. H.

r

I 5

Temple.

-

and

KEEP PARIS PLASTERS
ON

wonderful and -ati-factory

as

gray

\i II TilK

Taylor System of Cutting.

MI

^>Q

are

THE

s

Dye,

WHISKERS.

This elegant preparation may he rdied mi to
"i an\
change the color of the heard from
other uiith'siral'le -iiade, |o brown or hlaek, at dis4*retion. It is easily applied, being in our i->< jmr<itinii, and quickly and eileetuallv product a pt rma
lient color which will neither rid* nor wa-h oil'

)

*

FALL & WINTER DRESS GOODS,
.Vorcffics in I‘/(fin's and S/ri/us.

MANl I'Ai'I’t Ul.l»

rpon/,

rr

QUEBEC.
1

a

,,

‘h-lphia.

-' i..

■1

GEO. E. JOHNSON.

R

W. ROGERS

JOHNSON & ROGERS

Attorneys

Ido,

mi

NMNbllAM,
INNINl.ll \ M late
JMNNIM
of Wa Id.
ha

h -ir
Ibi!

I

I

I

11

with Rea;In^ A Field,

w

1*.\

n

National Bank

oyer

BELFAST.

c£)vp

COUiVSELLOR AT LAW,
•

MM re

I). Chase’s store ,1 w>i om House Sijua r

\.

over

BELFAST,

MAINE.

PHILO HERSEY,
Atty. & Counsellor at Law,
Xu. 1, lliiruitin Mi (Ml,

Htlfa'l, Vic.

11 a
« ’"II'1

id—
I. ’.
ci- ll
i' r.,1 .a I,- n--l In-.-l,,
l"C the [ci-l ! -:u.si--. I I, ,-i
|
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V ill I lit lilt- I..
1111,1
1
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Ilia 1limit,T' in -ll-1 < -ii.ft.
a
t
licll.t-i, -I.iii. IT. 1"1
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C. C.

»K
a
V iinl n; »i: .itor
11>,
-nt,
| -a :d
< >rdi red,
I rial the -aid
till n er
-;ii,
to all persons intere-bd !\ eau-iny a « o,.\
order to l.r published three weeks
in the li-publiean Journal prim J
P-lt
:. t ..it.
they may appear at :i Probate < ourt. t«* be In I at
Pel fa-t. within and for -aid < -un;
on ; |;
,,|
I'm -day "i No\ember n-\t. at t<
lore noon, and show cause, if any tin-v ha\e, win
the i'raver of -aid pel it i -tier -Irmld not l>e nnmtr,|.
J \ .M IN l>. i. \ M s. >x. j, dire.
\ true copy. Attest
\ Id
t< at i:. IP
At
Probate (
tin* < ‘onnt v of W aldo,
October.
Id |ss|.

FIELD,

MAIN STREET

r

A 111

-er I ■ I
<.
PIP

i,
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Counsellor at Law.
0111 ft
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ot

v in r
deceased,
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for the appointment of J< >| I N
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MAINE.

BOHAN

within
|
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Law.

at

BELFAST,

KILGORE.

Offlee over fl. II. Johnson

M.

D

ln.\ Mope.

a

HIGH STREET, BELFAST, MAINE
Nlirht

from the otll««

ails angered

t

G.

LOMBARD,

P.

DENTIST
C'Wiu'i ■■!' (d- S,..

ever.

It
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eare.

It re-tores
I

UMli

RENE WEE.

Its 4‘fleets

/•'its
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■

t«
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trtober, A. 1>. lss|.
I

This ~t;tn<lard article i- eompounded with the

LATEST STYLES

I

BOSTON &HQ

T

P-11 i-t, will.
and
the
e.md T:n

<

VESETflBLE SICILIAN

greaha-t

Ki t< >M

K--i tii'uii;;
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r.-m l.r
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in,ryt• \\ ii I" It ilinn -rf.i; nip!,
K in.I
;
>tt-ei-a_:'.-1».•< in iin !i*l tru ii ai.i»a-.|.
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;
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K
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a*
N
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1
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>bi'\\ tin-

I

/.oHitomlrrru. nnri

\MsuN, .Judire.
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1

t.n-;in*l lie public (lint

I ,lt\ !(

Giasgow, Gaiway, Queenstown.

J<

HALL’S

I

LINE

Royal Mail Steamships.

MIN KI>MIMi>. of M |.:\iil.-t j., -ai i ( -mi
ha\inn presented hi- petition f.>r th- appoint
ment id l»* MJMKT F. IM'NTON as \
Of the e-tat- of N \N< N PIP iWN. late m M e t
ville. in -aid County of W aldo, I.• a
I.
mi
Ordered, l'liat the -aid Petitioner _i\.
to all
t
pcr-on- interested l.y e a 11 -1! e_
j
! hi
order to lie published three week- -l.
i
in the Uepubliean Journal, printed at lb ! a -1. in.
it.;-’, m-h;
they may appear at a Probate (
Pel fa-t. within at.d for -aid Conn!
Tn- d-o, of No, ember next, it ten
thfore noon, and show cause, if any tin
wlIh- praver of -aid petitioner -Inn, id
-.t m- ].
.1 \ MIN Id I. \ Msl »N. .! ;.uA true copy. Attest
A. A. Ft t r« tu t:, Ii.■_i-t.

You will be disappointed if ymi uscheap Plasters, Liniments, Pads or Elec
trical Magnetic toys.
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MR. & MRS. A. D. CHASE.

►

■
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Boston St New York,

Sent by mall to any address on receipt of
price. (dialogue* free to all.

n

a
^

i i;< >m

The Men and Women of Waldo fount), purchasing good* for themselves and their children, will
mom-) h) calling upon n* before the) buy.

o
\ -'»w
f)

...

■1

—

>

Ai a I’p'b; 11' Court 11--l«t at I;. !I
the ('ountv of Waldo, on tin<>t tola r. \. |>. |ss|.

genuine

a

When other remedies fail p.-t
son’s Capeine Plaster.

I iaviiia Just Returned

Buiterick's Metropolitan Fashions

3 2
2

t a

<

com

S

I»y

<

■

-

>
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■,

Hull

who oiler* a wry large and beautiful *eleeilon o!
ihe >er> lale*t de*lgn* in all iiualilie*.
ling* ami
Mai* In Tapestry, Motjuet, Miiyrna. Yehet and
Hni**el*. Oil (loth* in I -1,
-1, d-l and s*!. to
which lie would respectful!) a*h the in*peetion of
lii* friend* and all desiring in purchase, assuring
them lower priee* than ran be bought elsewhere.

■'--

H xs.

Maehiasport.
Ket urning, will leaxa- Ma»hia.-p<*rt oxer;, Mondav
and Tliursda) morning:* at 4.30 o'clock, loi.ei
a- above, arriving: in Portland -aim*
evening, ••
m
tintr xvith tie i’ullinan night train for
( on nee t s at K
kland with "anford >. >. <
-trainers each trip for Uelfa-f. Bangor and hi
Lauding- also x\ itli steamer on M«•inlayWedid ix and. Friday trips r«t.n-en’s Landing, K
Id 11 ini I d 1 s \\ i’j} i,
\f Bat llarhor xvitii -fi*au
t'»r Lani'-im aim "uilix in. A
s,.dgwark witti sf

\ l"»n the fore*: un.ir petition, (>r<in*.•. 1. that th. p.
tili"lier li'ix e not let- to all pot- 'llJ
led.
eausijiy*- a enpvol -aid petition with tiii rder (lu re«>n, to he p u l i -11 d tliree weeks sueee--ivi v in tin
Uepiihliean .Journal, a paper printed at I’.
-•.: *;

eon-

Mr. Robert?. Chase,
I

The

*

>

Probat" for the Countv

<

In.! ot

3

v

-learner I. E 1% i nto ■%
I>I-I RINO, Master, \\ ill
Kailroad Wharf. Portland, ev< rv Tiifsdil) uml Frida) evenllltfs, a( 1 1.15 o'clock. or oil anaxal
I'ulhuan \pn
train from Boston, tor Korklai.
< a-line, I)e»r 1 -1.
><*<lg-xx i<-k, >•». We-t llarhor, B
llarhor, 'll In -t if, Millhridge. .lone-port, ai
,-T

eL-.vikkl I-%M{

'oiirt of Pm,bate, held at Bi 11 a-t. \\ it I an and
tor the ( otmt \ ot \\ a Ido. on tinn
T tie-da x
<d' < tetoher. A. I>. lssl.

\

use.

si in: in:>n:in

>.»aikasA!yt

one

Parmaceutical product, of the highest
order of merit, and so recognised 1>\
physicians and druggists.

•■m"? I

Carpetings

A. VOGEIER & CO..

<JT

Macliiio

Castine.Millhridge \

«

few reliable household remedies worthy
of confidence.
They are superior to all

PHozaix row.

n

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS

/» A7, y I
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T
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ISAAC HILLS.

\ r. i.kw'is. widow of ip i»mi 1.1. i.i.wib
<
1 Waid
late of P.*|fa-t, t
-ai
'J
11111>
:
r::\ i
eea-ed. hav inir pre-ented h- r p* t i:
the appointment of JoMN
P.pooks
Adim
i-trab»r ot the e-late of -;dd dceeas. d.
«>rde red, That I lie -aid I ’■ it h'lier c.i\ e m-M-i b> all
persons interested by eau-iny a
»py of tlii- rd r
to be published three weeks sl|eee--ive| ill the IP
that they nia
Journal
at
llell'a.-t.
publican
planted
appear at a Probate Court, to be l»«•!• 1 at Ib ita-t.
-ee
<
md I in
within and for said
ounty. on Hie
ot November next, at ten "I the *• I«• k b. !
u— n.
and -how eati-e, if ati\ they ha\e. why tin pray* v
of said petitioner should mu he granted.
J AM MS I > I \ Ms. i\, .in,:.
A true opy. Atte.-t
A. A. I- t < m i:. I:

1,a\

■

•.

SURGEON DENTIST

■

Vo. Ill Main St.,

IMtast, >h

■

\t a Probate ( ourt held it lb lfa-t, w ithii
the ( ountv of W aid.*, on the see-nd 'Id• »■
.her, A. D. Nsi.

m

r
,.•

■

.M. lb »A III *M VN.

■: th
e-inc
Vdininistr.it
of PI( 11 a P1 > N>1 INI. \V tie .! lb ta-b I
i, I * d
County of Waldo, de< e.a-e-l. ha\ilia' p t*
his lirst account of \dmini-t rat mu -r all -w ai
Ordered, That the -aid Administrator aC e no in
: ,1
m
l"all person-; intere ted by rau-iim a copy
ill th*
del’ to be plllili<het| three W e-k- -ll« e,
Peptibliean Journal printed at Pelta-t J hat lbe\ ui:e
•«•
In i I at licit..-i,
appear at a Probate < ourt. t«*
-on 1
I ■,
n the
1
w it hill and for -.aid Cm inly
of November next, at ten -t Hi- lock bet"!'
and -how cause, it any they ha\e, why the -at.
should not he allow ed.
J \ M IN lb I. \Ms. »\.
i -1 ei
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A true eop v. Attest
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PURIFYING THF BLOOD.

;

I). iSSi.

MOIM’OV. widow
KPWM.T*
'ai' Iil\i■, a
ml ( mu
-.
■:
r<
I her pm.
|
I)
nI e-t .r•
tion for an allow am
out o! the
-a i< 1 deei*a>« I
Tliat the -aid IVlii inrun.' e.
Ordered,
to all IMM 'OUS iuti re-ted b> ran-iny-a -'op) .a thi.'
onler to Ipuidi.-he-; tliiv.
ne.'k'
in the IWpubllran doiirmi!, pr: led af P> lia-l. :Y I
<
It held
ma\
a
Probabto
ai
mirt,
appear
they
a. ! a
•.: il;
at ftelfa-t, w itliin and for -aid I
ond Tuesday of November nevl. :l ten ot tinh
iuo >•.
before noon, and -imu
il an) im
:• i
aa
tin* praver of-aid petitioner li'MiM n t
d NMIN I*
I. \M"ON. I
i_,
\ true eop\. \ ur-t -A. \. Fit ivinat, 1; _-i-:.

.1 thin

A
I
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I’. Mi Mi l >N. late of III*
VDALAIDK
of Waldo, deceased, lia\iliu
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I

ria Mviha, ami has piiimd a
tation ITr Hu- follow iiiU nV.-*-; -. i/.
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and Dealers in M -dieine.

Cure Your Corns !

A full assortment of

\

I’ n-.-h

|>l rjian-i i 11"II1
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Si>ld

111 il

Ill,m

-1

I

"'■!•-•
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REGULATING AND CLEANSING

■

THE

>•

wii own \ ai:\is <»r

We

t:\ ran

m:><

uipiion.

DOMESTIC
fouij«l in

he State,
te 1:1 io 11 to a
!

Remnants of

fJOUDS

ami would call -peeial at
large lot of

Cali! Cal!!! Call!!!
AND

Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Lack
ofEnergy,Loss of Strength,
Want of Appetite, Intermittent

Fevers,

etc.

IRON RITTERS are highly
recommended for all diseases requiring a
certain and eflicient tonic.
IRON RITTERS enrich tlicllood,
'nan life to
strengthen the muscles, and
the nerves.
IRON RITTERS act like a .harm
on the digestive organ--, i. moving ail
tasting the
dyspeptic symptom s. h
.much, heartfood, belching, hu t m i.

burn,

etc.

IRON BITTERS— the only Iron
Preparation that will .. t I,load a the b th
or
give luudiuhe.
Sold hy all druggists.
'Write for the A il t' Kook,32 pages of
useful and amusing reading—sent free.
DROAVN CI1LMH AL CO.
Daltimorc, Md.
lyrli

HOOP POLES WANTED.
!•; subscribers arc in want of a quantity of
JL ASH ami I*lli( 11 hoop poles for Barrel- ami
Hogsheads. Applv to
WIIITK & HATCH BRO>.
Head of the Tide, Belfast.
Oct. 20, 1881.—:i\v42*

rpil

Special Notice.

INDFBTKD Toll. II. FoRBLs
are requested to call and settle immediately.
Unless they do so all accounts will in a short time
pass out of my hands lor the benclit <>f my creditors.
ii. ii. forbks.
Belfast, Oct. 10,18S1.—42

AU.

l'KRSONS

of all -sorts

wares

r<->s. roll nml

AND
i hi:

-i

M A N SFI I; P 1

iia\

e

.•

sabhath Sriiiml ami ntht

expires,

soon

Libraries rebound ( heap.
-'Uf
Repairing neatly done.

\\

i.

)

present year for Magazines

Call

died

<

a

id delivered if

requested.

unple- aml learn my low prices.

ami
H

TEMPLE.

f<*r

r

EM EM H EH

I'll E EL AC E

vrnEir,
(Over Sniffs shoe store

:

Dpi
pact
DLLtMOl.

H. H. CORBETT.

—r,v—

lyr>

•Jmo.-.'iW*

FOR SALE.
i’ln*

hoii.-e

subscriber oilers for sab; his

Main .-trect, near Wilson
Hill, late the re.-idenee of Asa A.
Nones. The house is in good repair, piped throughout for gas and
furnace, cemented eeliar, and commands one of
the finest views in lielfast. <b»od lot for a garden,
and lias apple trees that last year produced titty
Will he >«>ld at a bargain, abushels of tine, fruit.
If not sold soon will he
the owner is going to sea.
DAVID PK1INK.
rented. Apply to
issl.—:>t»tf
s,
lielfast, Sept,
on

FARM FOR SALE.
Pleasantly situated on the shore
road between Sear>port and liel
miles from Searsport \ i 1
Pf <j, “uJL !' ast, two
lage, four miles from lielfast city.
of
Inn acres
good laud, partly under cultivation,
good past ure and plenty of wood, good young orchard, splendid buildings, good supply of water,an
excellent eeliar.
Will be sold with fanning implements and stock at a bargain,
laupiire on the
KL1ZA .1. CITKTIS.
premises.
1S.S1.—;>in;i.$*
Aug.
Is,
Searsport,
11^

NOTICE.

SATURDAY, IN THIS CITY, SOUTH OF
.J. M. Nll.kKY, informs friends and
Main street, lost a very heavy rubber coat.
The Under will be suitably rewarded by leaving the
patrons that she has just returned from New
York wit.il one of tin* lines! storks of lints bonnets
same at ( '. II. Sawjent’s*store, Main sired.
I and millinery goods ever o lie red here.
R. IV HILLS.
Belfast, Oct. 27, 1881.—2wt3*
J
Searsport, Net. f>, is’si.—in

1
with

KOI NDKV AM) MACHINE
lairlv running, ami luin^oquipped

RKl.K.WP

shop is

now

we are
our

•

prepared

u-loim

r-

to do

direct.

work promptly and just

as

Mining Machinery & Ship Work
will be made a <\u eialty. Duplicate parts or full
sets of nearly all agricultural implenumts in use in
tills vicinity in stock or made to order.
Prices will
be made D*\\ and we hope and expect to merit and
obtain a liberal patronage.
POWKR WITH ROOM TO RKNT.

C. J,

HALL, Leasee.

Helfast, March 1, IS,si.—‘I

$ew

Shop!

Ill l.iiinjiroi-lliii lUlililiinj.

HOWARD,
Mamit'aeturrr ami dealer in
T.

MOM MKNTS, TABLETS, BBAYESTONES,
\ni> mAlima-:

of

I a

the

Probate Court In Id at
( ountv

ot

Waldo,

lh'Ifa-t,

on

the

w
n

sr

it bin and for
I I :< -da

I>. issi.

IS. Moin;, \dmiid-tratrix of tmtale of .JO>F Pll MOli> Ilate of ‘'ear- pml, in
-aid ( ount> of Waldo, deeea-ed, haviny pn Tilled
her -eeom! and linal aeeuiint for allow anee
Ordered, That the said Admi ni-t rat ri \ u i \e imt i<.
to all persons intere>ted b\ eausiny a e.>p\ o| thiorder to be published three w eek- -u.t. --i\ m\ in
the Uepubliean dournal printed at lielfa>t, tliat tin
may appear at a Probate Court, to be hold at lb i
fa-t, within and for -aid Count), <mi the -eomd
Tuesda\ of November next, at ten ot tin- *■ I• k :o•
-re noon, and
show raiisr, if am the) have, w !i\
I he
line -lmuld m »t be alh>w ed.
d \M1>. 10. L \MSI »N. .Indue.
A true ropy. Altr-t
A. \ F i.K'l i'll itlc, Ib-u i ter.

R W A H IRAN IT ONK LOTTI.K \ I’KBKKl T
KliK for till the worst forms of I 1 KK>,
t>> I do.
in the worst eases of I.Kl‘Bo>Y, >< BoKLKA.
l'SOKIASl*,( A NC KB, K< ZKM \. \ I 1 BIIKLM,
< \
B1IKI MATlsM, KIDNKVs, h Y I’K i*>I A
TA BBiI. and all diseases of theSKIN .and BK< >< >1>.
(

Kntirely Vegetable.

Internal and external use.
it has made the pa-t 20 vear-.

The wonderful cures
FOB so SMALL AN A MOf NT OF MON KY, has
caused oppo.-ition to its .-ale
>ent by expres- to
till parts of the L. S. on receipt of S| per bottle,
n« 1
.and money returned in every ease of failure,
for new Pamphlet* free. Sold everywhere.
II l>.
-JCteowin
LOWLK, Chemist, Boston. Mass.

3m42

JOHN C«. I* A

IRK, .Ti. B»..

Supt. Worcester Lunatic Asylum, Worcester, Mass,

11K SL BSC BIB KB offers
rpi
1 his stock of carriages

the remaining part of
at great htirgtiins, to
elo.-e out.
Now is your time to buy a lir-t-el.a-s
carriage at a trade. Terms to suit. Cash, stock or
K. K. II ANSON,
good paper taken.
We*t Searsport.
N. B. One of the best ox presses in the county
31)
for sale or rent.

I3ALF A CENTURY

shekiffof w.u.im cot \tv,
Spate of Maine,
)
Waldo ss., October'in, A. I>. ISM.
IS 'I'o (.IN I'] NOTICK, That on the*20 th .lay
of Oct., A. I>. issl.a Warrant in Insolvency
was issued out of the Court of Insolvency for said
( 'ounty of Waldo, against the estate of W I i.L! A M
II. II AUDI NO, of Troy,in said ( ounty, adjudged to
be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of said Debtor,
which petition was tiled on the -Oth day of Oct., A.
1). ISM, to which last named date interest on claims
That the payment of any debts
is to be computed.
and the delivery and transfer of any property belonging to said Debtor, to him or for bis use, and
the delivery and transfer of any property by him
are forbidden by law. That a meeting of tin* creditors of said Debtor, to prove their debts and choose
one or more assignees of his estate, w ill be held at
a Court of Insolvency to be holden at the Probate
Otlice in said Kelfast, on the loth day of November,
A. D. ISM, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
(liven under mv hand the date lirst above written.
(II \s. IIA K IMt, Sheri If,
As Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said
-wf»*
of
Waldo.
County

Office

of mr.

]

[

siiki.vks,

lln*lies! Italian ami Ameriran marMe
( III R( 'll STREET, Ji EL FAST.
:istf

FURNACE FOR SALE.
anil

kimhI
in «•«nn|»|« i»* order,
ill lie sold cheap. Anplv
VSI'.roM)
lo
JOHN is. W
Main Street.
H AM) «••»'UN

ACK,

w

AIHJN,

makr

M.
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DIGESIIVE

THE

ORGANS.
rims a'au ina

I

In- 11 *i**I to nourish m-i -11) j

•,

r!

\«a

l-arl.

REGULATING THF SECRETORY ORGANS.
\ ml, In iMiablinir tlmm !** |*iTft»nn tin
ruiirtii'im. |ir«A .Mitinu aii-i' nriiiL.- |iii;• *i;
l’nintiil I *i>« a-'

pi
11.•:

jm
*11n

STRENGTHENING ANO QUIETING THE
NERVOUS SYST EM,
TIni" all a ;:.u Ncni'ii■■; I'm’ \« r\
Ii"«*a
->f all

I nil at m:
ll i~ nm i\ ah- I in Ih

■

a
,r,

FEMALE DISFASES,
\

••

\V**a km'--.

ll i-

|»l»*a>aiil

I IT’- iilaril■:
t’1

:.ik«

in

iianmnn with tin-

il

inn «*T

ini UP.

thousand- ’>r
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S
C

R.
\n.
3E

Is a sure remedy forf|-<
Coughs, Colds, \V i:rx>p-®
ing Cough, and all l.ungB

diseases when
season.

Fitly

used

ij

\n >n

Klder Downs was
up by his physicians to| o
5 die with Consumption, a© j
O Blinder these circu:nstau-H
j

Invent"!

flees he compounded this® c»9
w as cut ed, and M
gj JL'tizir,
lived to a good old age.
r4"!
^aa You
can try it for the«S«£
{ft

innot

earlv
lice.

employ

a

person

more

trust

KOMI NO l;l ItlvK

Kate Commissioner ot' Patent-."
P.OSTON, Oet<»hel* l1.*, ls7o.
It. 11. I OOY,l\si>.
You procured for
Oear Sir
Since then you have
me, in Dio, my tirst patent.
e ted for and adv i-ed me in hundreds of rases, and
procured many patent-, rei —lie- and r\ten-ion-. I
have orra-ionally employed the best aireneics in
New ’l e 1., Philadelphia and Wa-hintito!!. Imt l-lill
Lfiv you almost .the vv hole ot my hti-ine-.s, in your
Mm*, uni advise others to emplnv von.
CKOUCK Olt \PKli,
Yours truly,
Uoston, Jan. 1, l»i
lyrl

Hpriceof one doctor’s visit. 3’
For sale everywhere. B
ej
CURED ANNUALLY.
lyr-tt;

This is tf»e
book to noth’
oft’* nil to ••ii.
Xt is the./'- '-ti t .<> Unvi h... ,k ever t-nblislu d. For l’ati
llinnor. ami Thrilling Interest it ia without a neer M n ^
6.iv "Cot >/«.</ it.'
Fveryuno lum/hs uml on'lens of Thousands are now waiting for it. It is the “/#*»»<<'•/./
IU(IO Ap uts
hook firr Atjrnt*. C /' l.*»t h thoiisawt in i>n\i anteil, men uml women.
Now is the harvest time. / •Wx.-e
!'■ rritnri/, and S/tcciul Ti rnvi omn. C J' Sriitl for < in-nlnrs to
A. 1>. WOI/THI NCTON A (U, Hurt ford, <onu.'
13\v40*
on

"

worth; or more capable of -rearing for them an
and favorable consideration at tin- Patent Of

^

won< n

vi.s.

“I regard Mr. Kddy as one ot the most %
mo/ snn‘c*sfnl pra* litem r- with vv Innn l haw had
II \s M ASON,
oiti. i ll intereuur-e.
( 'ommissioner of Patent.-.”

tft

f-

EDDY.

<>■

inB*5

years ago,

H.

7b Mail1 M„ opposite Mlh), Koslon,

I a t * i:
in tin- I 'nit*
'Male
a I
:
s,eur>
P.rilain, France am i ■: her l>nvi -n mn: rn
"f tile claim- ol an; Pah-nt fund-lied by ivmiiliu.a
one dollar.
\ -Emm nl- n-o. -rded at Wa-lam. t- n
I nift-tl s'tnt»-.< possi ssrs siijn n
Yo l(/nti'ii i’i tli
(tt'ili/ii s fur o/'tuinint/ I'ntt ids 01 ,isr, rt iini / the
inn
of
htions
IKitnitiihi/Hi;
It. 11. KOOY. solicitor of l'.-,t, nl-

I! 53
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PATENTS.

|*j

Notice.

BOWELS,

111

■

STRENGTHENING

OLD,

q

Messenger’s

I-

For >alo b> all Unionists.

rpms
X.

Marble
W.

A

|

O'"' f
I’ll.-. A

-.

JOANNA

CARRIAGES AT BARGAINS.

First-Glass Mechanics & Tools,

■

()etob« r, \

(iOOI) JI K A
between •_'<) and Mo veto's
like
a*
of
can hear of such
tints in ti hospital for the
positions by applying to
rrilK

Searsport, Me.

HAMILTON,

Mils.

to itable.
and Wart Solvent

YOUNG WOMEN
I/PII,
situations
attend
OK age, who would insane

/inttrr, F.yys, /irons, <(V.

11;

orn

i.<> n i sr miens.

i i:m

Hides, Calf & Wool Skins,Potatoes,

ag

te-tif\

!

Styles

:

r\

HIGHEST MARKET PRICE PAID

C. C.

now

Ask for Sclilotterbeck’s t
and take no other.

AT

ihf lime to have them lioiiml ami thus pre1 >o 11<>( neglect 111i-, ami you will soon
them.
a liami -Mine lihrar\ 1»» -i• lc- saving your books.

r. >\\

and prices.

•.'■U.wue. I"1,'

MASONIC

RUBBER COAT LOST.

ON

Bindery!

nia-,

THEM

Bound in the Neatest

As |lie

We thank our friends and customers for tlici
patronage in the pa.-l and hope to deserve a « ii
tinuauee of their favor in the future.
Inti

P.

HAVE

(

sir a criiK /.s' <;( a /: a.\r/:/■:/>.a* *
Price *25 cents. For sale by all Druggists.
Try it and you will In* convinced like thousands

who have used it and

Book

AND

ORNAMENTS, EAR JEWELS,

ami -mall

A.

Belfast

ami

at

are

I,ace-, Tics, Silk lliikfs., Collars, Hack Cmulis,
HAIR

THE

TO

before unheard of
-filing
priee-. Among our Fancy < ioods sutlifc it
In s;i\ that there is every noxelty in
we

Kntirely harmless, i- not a caustic.
It removes Corns, Warts, Bunion*
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for apph ing in each bottle.

Magazines, Periodicals, &c.

Cotton Flannels, Books,

Silisias. Prints. Cheap Dress Goofs, etc.

YOUR

BRING

Sheetings, Cambrics,
Which

STOMACH AND

<

prepai d to oiler to the people of Waldo
< ounty, the he.'t bargain- in

are

to he

a

•The Lord loveth a cheerful giver," but there’s
no use chucking a copper cent into the contribu
tion box loud enough to make folks on the back
seat, think the communion service has tumbled
off the altar.

-for-

■

NEW BOSTON CLOTHING STORE,
ANDREWS

IN MEDICINE.

lssi.-:5s

•.

\

UMBRELLAS,

I)r. NAIINHPs < OK VI IN i tOKSKTS. (he hesl in
th< market.
I he dollars will lie paid hi inn
pnrehanr who breaks them in four months' wear.

:

Benson’s Capeine Porous Plaster to all

Furnishing Goods. Rubber Coats,

r’.w-

■

ters.

Reefers.

WOOLENS

«.|

tra.lr.

CORSETS!

t'hrnp

Lrxvi.-ton

I). LANK, ABfni.

Belfast, Sept. 1",

Prohat
Court held at Bel fa !. xx i; i: in a ml 'a
the ( .univ n| Waldo, mi the
i I',,, -da»'-tohei
\ I». I--1.
n « MIN II. Id I MBA and N A I II AN I IIOI >|o\
mum d Lxei utor- in a
rt; in ,n ii
,• mi pur
\\ ; J.
polling to lie the last xx ill and !-• ! urn-,
hi AM < ) I'm. >B. lain o| Belfast, in
I <
W'aldo, leeea-ed, 1'ax ini*- pre-mil d t h«‘ -aum \\ i
'•"die 11 thereto for Prohate
< >rdered,
That the -aid hxenufoi— irix <
i•
all persons intnre-tnd
ram-in.: a
"t : :
d n r t" he pill >li- lied tliree x\ en k -m n.
;
| I
h’l puhliean .Jouriia, printed at Belfa-t. that ti.na x
appear at a Prohatn Court, to beheld at P, i
fa-t, xx ilhiu and for said,
on
.*11ntx
the
:,.|
Tue-l.-i v oi November next,a: ten "t thn m■ 1- 1 fom
mu.n, and show eau-e, it any tiny have, win tile
'■mm -ho a hi not he proved, approx •■,[ and allow e I.

Gentlemen
For the past few years we
have sold various brands of Porous Pias-

at

—nits in I•»nami -In>i t,
\I'|> auiuni'h’tu st«*i’k I»r

CALL

1*111 *iv
A til'll .-Mails 1
til" <• "JliJ*.
tiili
-.utlay f :»0 rents, a ml ev.*r>
"'ith |>ain.u:i li.vo cl:, ap ami pusi’.i'
pr
claims.
liirectimi!* iii Pleven T.anemur- -.

A lady told her little son who was teasing for
something to eat, to wait until breakfast was

just

omieetion- made with steamer
on Mondax and Thursday.

<

■

ing Chemists, 21 Platt St., New York

H IIS. I MI'S. <(V.

Fringes, Laces, Handkerchiefs, Towels, Napkins,
Sheetings, Shirtings, Tickings and Prints.

J\

-■

a <

t

A

Remarkable

••

vi’.’ii’'.

Overcoats.

to

•L,ssrs.Seabury & Johnson, Manufactur-

Soys’ Clothing!

\ ii

orEncorsed

Document:

i:. 1 >ilV". u iii>-l> air -rlliiir
$\,00 In ,s| h.UO 1" r suit.

i.

!

(ii rmmiluwii.

Pains,
Tooth, Ear and Headache, Frosted
Feet and Ears, and all other

The sp aniel's <>f this line w
make but Font trips per w
Ieavile_r J’.elln-t
'.cn
Mine!.
^'1 '■ hie-< 1 ■•<y
1 hiirsdav and
M.
Leaving: Liinolii’s xvhaii.

l*'*rtland

..

huriraiu.

lu illI i'n/iirs. Nrotrh. ••Our Oiru."

Always help those who help themselves Light
ning can reach the earth without any assistauce,
and yet men put up lightning rods for the light-

The only jokes women like to read are those *
that relieet ridicule on the men. lienee, when a
woman picks up a paper, the lirst thing she looks
for is the marriage column.

tLcaSSSSSKSSiBi

>TA M.IKKNt 11. Adniini-trati \
the.-tate ot WILLI \ W I IIKNi II. 1 it, ,.|
<
in
said
ton,
i. a o. inn
otinly of Waldo.
a
presented her lir-t aee unit of \«tmihi-tration
alloxx alien
< M-1 h I d. That tin* -at 1 A dmi i;i-! rat i: x
i •• is .t
to all persons intere-ted
hy eau-imr a eopy •! this
order to he puhlislicd three week suere-sivi :> in
the Bepuhli an .Journal printed at I;« !I-i. that flu
may appear ut a Probate Court, to he held at Pm!
tn-l, within and for -aid Comity, .m the
'I'm -day of N'o mu! r next, at h n "t the ejn.-K hr.
f- re noon, and shoxx
ause, if a:ty thex have, wh\
the .-ame should not lie allowed.
I A W T;> I >. LA M»« >N, .J mMi
\ true ropx
\
Attest
\. Kt.hicm
;:

>

I

Gloves &

«

unlay at J1. 1*.
I'oston, every Momlax, Tuesday, Thursday,
Friday, at:» f\ M.

thy

<

Ai!-Waol Sack 4 Frock Suits !

neuralgia, Sciatica. Lumbago.
Backache, Soreness of the Chest,
Gout, Quinsy, Sore Throat, Swellings and Sprains, Burns and
Scalds, Genera! Bodily

»

-.

-.

In ill/ i/iiiiIiiirs for l.mlirs. lit utlimi ii uni/ I hi/ilri ii

The ushers do not get half credit enough. No i
who is to act, or sing, or speak, it is the
ushers who move the audience to tiers.

on.

*00001.1

NrMO> f

LLL\ N LINCOLN,of >, ar-mont, Kxeeu
tor of the estate oi < \L\ IN 1*. UN( OJ.V
J
late of Searsnmnt. in -aid (
int
dnena-.d, re
represents that the -a-ods, elmttel- ami
ei-edils of said dereased, are m»t -ulVu ient to
pa
the le.uaeie- and ehary- of admini-li ati<m bx the
-mn of live hundred dollar-, and that the sale ,.f
all the real estate of -aid deeea.-ed i- Here—am t-w
the payment of said h-.iraei.
and expense-, uni
that he has rereived an advantageous
tier of ti\
hundred dollar- for -aid real estate.
Wherefore \o,ir petitioner pray- your honor to
si'anf him a lieense to -ill and ron\ev it
prival
"de the real estate ot -aid derea-rd.' ;im-lmlitm
rex el'-ion ot
the xvidoxv's dower thereon, ax\ ill
-atisfx -aid legacies, and imideutul ehar.:«
and ehar.ires of admini-tration.
U-KWId.ld N l.l\t o|,\.

At a
tin-

r M ii. i»"
an I < hi Ii I run’s wear.
Call ami r\ami nr an S>1 KMM II <>\ KIM < >.\'i
«ut anil
Ifiamir.i in in. i 11- -i -1y 11■ Tnnn lim hcavi-r
.I -. >i> I <flO.OO. T’lii- h a Lri’niiiiie

UNDERWEAR

< orciil r;i.

Steamship Co.

UlAMiK OF TIMK. UIMMKXIX. MONOAV, Sept. |<»

■

matter

ning to slide down

T'» the Honorable dm lire of
of Waldo.

<

OVERCOATS, SUITS,
1

sh'■'■{>>. one boat, and one shallop composed
the Cape Ann fleet in ltiitt; now it has nearly five
hundred sail, of almost twenty-eight thousand
tons and Gloucester is the largest fishing port in
tin- laud. Its fleet is manned by men of every

Jones says that after trying for years to photo
graph his girl upon his heart, all he got from her
in the end was a negative.

Sanford

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
October, A. 1>. issi.
1 pon the foregoing petition, < irdercd, that the
pc
titioner give public notice to all per-on- interested,
by causing a copy ot said petition, with this order
thereon, to be published three weeks simvssivch
in the Republican Journal, a
paper printed at
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probale < ,»urt
lobe held at the Probate < Mire in Belfast ulore-aid,
on tin* second Tuesday of November next, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and show eati-e, if an\ they
have, win the -aim* should let be granted.
JAMES D
LA Mm IN, Judge.
A true Copy. Attest;
A. A. f l.l. I < UKK.Eeal-ter

to

& SHAWLS!

Six

The prayer, “(iive me neither poverty nor rich
es." is interpretated in Chicago to mean about a
quarter of a million

ountv

<

said County, deceased, respectfnllv represent-*?hat
said minors are seized and possessed of one undivided fourth pari each of certain real estate situate
in said Liberty, being tin* homestead farm of said
Harriet N. Prescott; that it will be for the beiictit
of said minors that the same should be sold and the
proceeds thereof put at interest ; that he has received an advantageous offer for said real estate to
wit the sum of two hundred dollars tor the interest of each of said minors therein subject to a mortgage of about fifty dollars.
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to
grant him a license to sell and convey the interest
of said wards in said real estate for the sum abo\e
stated to Oscar Paroul, who makes said oiler.
Wm. ( LARK.

friends and patrons that she has

m!

GREAT

CLOAKINGS,

Hiram Rich, in

A liar would be brave toward God, while he is a
•oward toward man: for a i 10 faces God, and
shrinks from man.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Probate for the

of

■

CLOAKS.

Hi" first number of The century Magazine (late
Scribner'.*1 :

A tide of young men. mainly from tin*
".inn*
Provinces, sets steadily toward this port.
Many
;,avc the characteristic recklessness of the sailor,
and earnings of weeks are spent between sunset
and sunrise. There is among them no sailor cut
m' clothes, and ashore they follow the prevailing
All haunts are pre
fashions, down to lager beer
pared f«»r Jack, and lie is prepared for all haunts.
As in ill other callings, thrift follows prudence
and
dustry. though lie seems to lie open to the
changes and chances of luck. You will sec his
cottage commanding the finest sea view, for on the
h< mhts lie the cheapest lots. Alas! that the waiting wife can also look harborward on every com
ing sail, often to see the liag “half-masC—for
whom
Here ire no labor strike's. The sailor brings in
a faic of fish, perhaps all he has caught, by themselves: they are weighed off. the vessel is put to
rights and he goes up to the counting room for
his clock. The whole value of the fish is reckoned by the vessel owner or his clerk: then is deducted cost of ice and bait bought ; then, one
quarter of one per cent for the Widows’ and Or
phans Fund : one half the remainder belongs to
tin* owner, the other to him. From bis part is
then deducted charges for wood sawing and splitting. for water, medicine chest, condensed milk,
and any charge for labor on the vessel which be
longed to him to do, but which has been hired
His check is then handed him. and he pre
done
sents it in person, or it finds its devious way to
the bank by other—perhaps not cleaner—hands.

Judge

II.LI AM CLARK, (iuardian of Cl.Y.v-E> >.
and \\ ALTER L. PRESCOTT, minor heirs
of HARRIET N. PRKSCOIT. late of
Libert\,in

A

■

From

To the Honorable
of Waldo.

speetfully

subscriber is making arrangement'- to teacii
rpil
X short. hand in this city iluriug the fall and
winter.
If those inten-fed in tin* matter will call
on the undersigned at W'avland Km*wlton,> oilier,
or address me at ».«.\ |s|. UeltaM. shall be
pleaded
to give them what information they may desire ii
relation to the art. Terms moderate. <'■.I references as to ability furnished if desiredla --on
given bv mail to tfiose out of the rit\.
NkWKi.l. WIUTK.
Belfast, Oct. Id, ISM.—11 tf
K

UK st’BSCBl BKIt wishes

PROBATE NOTICES.

1L1-.W

Over 5000

and Brocades.

women

g. stion.

l!,;.t feeling of bearing down, causing pair., weight
u
nn.l backache, is always permanent ly eu»* 1 1 y
et n
It w ili at all times nnd under all eiret;m*Tjine«.
to..
th**
fcin?
that
yst.
with
th*
laws
govern
harmoi.y
F<*rth'* cure.'.f Kid:vy (.mplaints f eitL* sex this

Our stuck of Millinery Goods is Complete.
H

Muccil (« the Lowest for CASH.

arc

All persons building or repairing will And it to
their advantage to give us a call. We want a lot of
I'ine, Ki'>wn, Ash, Sprue-- and Hindi Lumber.
Should it Ik* a dry year and a fleet our water power,
we shall add steam
power to our mill, ami shall always be ready to do all jol-s that mine along.

rp
1

RICH OSTRICH FEATHERS.

<

were

New those hoys got Mown there 1 Mon t know.
Y u ea:i see for yoursell that a goat
tid
i lu'i climb there.
But somehow or other they
i;i d that narrow ledge ot rock you see down

there,

Heaver

..•

<.•
r.KTTKii
»i»" <>u
lowi.i:
Pith
an I"
ul.taimal in the
> r \ it: ( >i
m \ i \ I;.

Our l'rices

dotted with strands and

and children from
t:.i* neighboring ranches, idly watching the no n
at w».rk below, and earnestly talking about every
it
idem of the wreck
The shattered hull la} just
beyond the breakers, only a few projecting pieces
the
The inci
a
ve
water denoting its location.
d< :.t most talked about was the saving of the lives
t throe of the wrecked crew by two young men.
Silas llovious and Frank Hale, each aged nineteen
ye.us .*.< :.s of neighboring ranchers.
The s'ory of their adventures is one of simple
iieioism if a', should gain lbr the young men some
fv.tab.o recognition.
It seems that two of the
dlois managed to reach the shore unassisted, and
When
round th ir way to the house of llovious
the} had told the story of the wreck and were I»e
the
wanned
and
fed
Mrs
llovious,
:ng
by
boy S'
las and his father ran to the edge of the bluff
wlu-re Mrs llovious and others soon followed
Sou.e time before any human form was distiu
guished in the surf pitiful cries for assistance were
heard
Silas at last, by standing on the edge of
the bluff ami looking down its hundred feet of al
1 straight sides, discovered a man clinging to a
nj.
plank and being tossed about in the breakers He
told oi his discovery, but none of the men dared t«<
a'trmpt the descent of the cliff to the forlorn hope
ot rescuing the man.
Silas, after waiting a moment. said:
-Mother. 1 can't bear to bear that
man's cues.' and before he could he stopped threw
oil his coat and swung himself ove r the edge of
lit* was instantly joined by young Hahthe bluff
Standing on the beach yesterday. Mrs. llovious
told the rest of the story

<

largest amt most ile-irahle ;i->i*ttn.•:.t
ever present.-I in
'taph* ami >ea-<>nal»le
thi~ eily, I.* wliieh \\ e rail the ;itt«*iit i< >11 -I
tor
t\v<.
that 1111
rea-oim.
pun-har~,

Mi'er the

Door Butts, knobs. Locks, Latches, Sash Fasts.
Door Springs, Blind Hangings, Castors, Picture
knobs. Mire Sereens, Screws, Flowered and
Plain Ground Double Thick Door Glass and
Mlndow Glass.

SHORT HAND WRITING.

Flaweis,Plain! Shaded Plumes
<

PAINTS, OILS, COLORS, JAPAN,

OF

HATS k BONNETS!

of bli.ll' and the whiter

sailors.

men.

LINE

Straw, Felt &

mures

•Li'tinc: pn-ees of the wreck. On the accessible*
;n.-ns of the beach gangs of men were collecting
’... d:i!t w>(lil and keeping
a lookout for the ho
dof the

FULL

Cretonnes,
Cashmeres, ArDiagonals, Dress Flannels, Suitings, French Plaids

morn-

the bind above llovious Beach, where lies
The white
the hub of the wrecked Alice Buck
t

FANCY RIBBONS!

Black and Colored Silks, Velvets, Satins, Plushes, Momies,

Boys.

yesterday

-A N D-

;s

.agon

>;..;d

Silks, hi Grain Watered,

has not been

lyrl'a
Two

We shall keep on ham I in connection with the above

THE-

-FOR

bles, Pumps, Gutters, Mouldings, Bracketts,
and Water Wheels. Pine, Black Walnut and
Ash lumber always on hand,
.lob Work of
Sash Primed and Glazed.
every description.

PLUSHES,VELVETS,
Fall and Winter. Black and Colored Salins,

instantly destroys

Door and Window Frames, Door and Window
Screens, Black Walnut and Ash extension Ta-

ami invito you to examine our stork, consisting
in part of

drink
what staggers us. -ays a
woman's journal.
Wlmt men drink is what stag
gers them.

Little* hands so glad of giving.
Little heart s<> glad of love.
Little soul so glad of living.
While the strong svvitt hours are weaving
Light with darkness woven above,
Time for mirth and time for grieving.
Plume of raven and plume of dove.

my poor, aillided Hi ther, mi
tried many, many diic.tr- for her
-ii-k lieadaelie, hut m*\er lound an\ relief until -a.
took the Liver Vid. It has, indeed', been invaluaMe
I t• ■; I
to her.
She is now u-inir lu r loia-tli I itle.
him
our drutrci-t how excellent it wa-. and as-urwn
that 1h* miylit s.af«dy recommend it a-the he-t
it i- not a !verremedy i'w -iek lira la'de. He
ti-ed hall eii' uli. 1 h -pe 'on will let it lit.me
Mrs \\
\. "HIVI.LK.
better know n.
\N ::■{ m.. New A ork.
■t
a

Why

Brown blight eyes and fair bright head,
Worth a worthier crown than this is.
Worth a worthier song instead.
Swe.-t grave wise round mouth, lull fed
With the joy of love, whose bliss is
More than mortal wine and bread.
Lips whose words are sweet as kissc-s.

■

Liver \id has hern

the test of
found wanting

Doors, Sash & Blinds,

OUR

NEW FALL GOODS

For Coughs, Colds, ( roup Asthma, and all
Lung Affections, use Downs' Ki.inik. which has
stood

RECEIVED

JUST

DRY GOODS

in Man and

Dr Baxtkks M anorakk Bi tkrs arc a super
ior combination of Barks, Roots, and Herbs not
attained by any other manufacturers ol Bitters

v.

*■>

EagMM&krieu

“There's always room at the top.' s u 1 the cus
toiner when he saw the way the farmer tilled the
measure with potatoes.

Are

Bll.lorsM-.SS,

pain

Manufacturers am) Dealers In

Keep in the stable and always at hand IIi.nmy A
Johnson’s Arnica anhOii Livimknt. as it is the
best remedy for Hurts. Bruises. Strains, Ae

passion uudetiled,

a-

Health.

It is strange any one will sutler from derangements brought oil by impure blood. When SCO
V ILL'S SAKS A BA KILL A AN I) STI LLlXtJ I A. or
BLOOD AND LI Y KK SYKl’B will restore health
It is a strengthen
to the physical organizations
ing syrup, pleasant to take, and the BUST BLOOD
BI RIFIKK ever discovered, curing Scrofula. Syphilitic disorders, Weakness of the Kidneys. Krysipelas. Malaria. Nervous disorders. Debility, Bilious complaints and Diseases of the Blood. Liver,
Kidneys. Stomach, Skin, etc

in.

DR.

Secure

to

DICKEY, BROWN & MORSE,

TARTLINC
DISCOVERY !

evi

..•

■

LOST MANHOOD RESTORED.
A victim of youthful imprudencecausing I*r« m.i
tore Decay, Nervoiu Debility, Lost Manhood, eh
having tried in vain every known remedy, ha- hicoy ered a simple self cun-, which he will send I'Ll l.
addre- ,1. ||. KKKYTS, I .‘I
fo Ids fellow suHerei
<

lialham St., \. Y.

Iyr.57

